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Marginality and Urban Life in São Paulo’s Literatura Periférica Movement 
 
 

Abstract 
 

The study that follows is about Literatura Periférica (LPM), a movement that began 

in the late 1990s centered around the production of poetry by marginalized residents from 

São Paulo’s periphery who, in some cases, had never considered themselves poets before 

becoming involved with the movement. This poetry sometimes appears in books or online, 

but most often is witnessed through poetic performances at community events known as 

saraus. These saraus occur in local bars and are formatted as open mic-style events where 

anyone present can step up to the mic and recite their poetry. In addition to the saraus, 

another component of LPM are the public poetry slams referred to as the Slams de Poesia. 

Though the format of the slams differs from the saraus, both events promote poetry 

produced and performed by marginalized residents of the periphery that aims to critique 

the status quo. Perhaps what is most significant about this movement, as evidenced in both 

types of events, is that by centering the lives of marginalized Brazilians in and through 

cultural production, LPM challenges preconceived notions what it means to be of and from 

the periphery and offers to its participants potential new ways of relating to their 

community, the city, and the nation.   
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Prologue 

 

 Vagner Souza is sitting on his terrace in his home in Brasilândia talking to me about 

the sarau he has helped organize over the past ten years, Sarau da Brasa. It’s a warm 

evening in early December in 2018. I asked Souza if I could interview him for the 

documentary I am making about Sarau da Brasa and Sarau Elo da Corrente, two saraus of 

the Literatura Periférica movement (LPM) in São Paulo. We discuss many things: his 

inspiration for starting the sarau, his involvement with other cultural activities growing up 

in Brasilândia, how the sarau relates to the neighborhood, to politics, etc. When I ask him 

what he thinks about the recent election of Jair Bolsonaro as Brazil’s 38th president, Souza 

is reluctant to say that things will be worse for marginalized residents of his neighborhood. 

The way he sees it, all politicians “senta[m] na mesma mesa.”1 He does not liken Bolsonaro 

to past politicians, but he does say that resisting authoritarian government forces has always 

been a way for life for people in Brasilândia. The sarau, he explains, is about “inventando 

[um] jeito de viver em torno disso, inventando possibilidades” for people of his community. 

He continues and says, “tem uma coisa que esse cara não consegue quebrar, mano…que a 

gente tem internamente, que anima, né, o espírito pra querer inventar coisas novas, pra 

poder criar, pra poder inventar outras formas de se relacionar, não tem Bolsonaro que 

quebre, bicho.”2 

 

 The study that follows relies as much on literary analysis of the poetry heard and 

read at the saraus as it does on participant observation and interviews I conducted with 

	
1 Vagner Souza. Interview with author. December 11, 2018. 
2 Souza, Interview with author, December 11, 2018. 
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various poets and organizers of the movement. My inspiration in calling on such an 

unorthodox methodology for a student of literature came from the ubiquitous saying, “estar 

presente,” heard at many of the saraus. Though a detailed analysis of this concept appears 

in the second chapter of this study, it is worth mentioning here because it was this saying 

that motivated me to document my time in São Paulo attending the saraus and talking to 

participants of the movement. Being able to ask poets and organizers questions about their 

activities, recording what I saw and heard, and being able to, in a sense, “re-live,” these 

moments are crucial to the work that follows.   



 1 

 
Walls: An Introduction 

 

“Tem um muro enorme entre a gente e eles, mas os dois criam” said the paulistana 

woman whose room I was renting in Santa Cecília. She was talking about the marginalized 

communities involved in a socio-literary movement known as Literatura Periférica and 

how far away the periphery seems from Santa Cecília, a gentrified upper-middle class 

neighborhood located in the city center, because of this “enormous wall.” This wall, which 

is a common refrain in São Paulo during the country’s recent economic downturn, is raised 

by the people on both sides of it, she says, and reinforces what Raquel Rolnik refers to as 

a “dual built environment: a landscape produced by private entrepreneurs and contained 

within the framework of detailed urban legislation, and another one, three times greater [in 

size], self-produced by the poor and eternally situated in an intermediate zone between the 

legal and the illegal.”3 This twofold landscape is as material as it is symbolic and represents 

spatially a socially segregated map of the city that Teresa Caldeira calls the “center-rich 

versus periphery-poor map.”4 Prior to the re-democratization of the country in the 1980s, 

unlike Rio de Janeiro with its wealthiest neighborhoods located alongside some of its 

poorest, the poor and the rich in São Paulo were divided along geographic lines, with the 

wealthy occupying the central neighborhoods of the city and the poor settling in peripheral, 

often vacant, areas around the city center in a concentric pattern. This geographic division 

acted as a wall. However, as the physical distance between the rich and poor shrunk for a 

	
3 See, “Territorial Exclusion and Violence: the Case of the State of São Paulo, Brazil.” Geoforum, 32.4 
(2001): 471. 
4 See, Teresa Pires do Rio Caldeira. City of Walls: Crime, Segregations, and Citizenship in São Paulo 
(University of California Press, 2000): 231. 
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number of reasons that I describe later, new walls were built to maintain this historic social 

segregation.  

 

The study that follows is about Literatura Periférica (LPM), a movement that began 

in the late 1990s centered around the production of poetry by marginalized residents from 

São Paulo’s periphery who, in some cases, had never considered themselves poets before 

becoming involved with the movement. This poetry sometimes appears in books or online, 

but most often is witnessed through poetic performances at community events known as 

saraus. These saraus occur in local bars and are formatted as open mic-style events where 

anyone present can step up to the mic and recite their poetry. In addition to the saraus, 

another component of LPM are the public poetry slams referred to as the Slams de Poesia. 

Like the saraus, the slams are organized by various collectives and are predominantly 

frequented by residents of the periphery, though different to the saraus, the slams are set up 

in a competitive format and occur in public spaces throughout the city, such as open praças 

or outside metro stations. Though the format of the slams differs from the saraus, both 

events promote poetry produced and performed by marginalized residents of the periphery 

that aims to critique the status quo. Perhaps what is most significant about this movement, 

as evidenced in both types of events, is that by centering the lives of marginalized 

Brazilians in and through cultural production, LPM challenges preconceived notions what 

it means to be of and from the periphery and offers to its participants potential new ways 

of relating to their community, the city, and the nation.   
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A key term in this study is marginalization. In Brazil the term “marginal” has a 

double meaning. It refers to both the spatial designation of existing on the margins and 

socially it signifies criminality and poverty. In her study on urban poverty in Rio de Janeiro 

published in 1976, Janice Perlman argues that the urban poor who in Rio occupy favelas 

and in São Paulo reside mainly in the periphery, are characterized by “myths of 

marginality.” According to Perlman, the poor, who are often rural-born migrants from other 

areas of the country, “are seen as clinging to maladaptive rural values, or taking on the 

equally self-defeating traits of the ‘culture of poverty.’”5 Though written nearly 50 years 

ago, in the work that follows I argue that these myths and social perceptions about how 

people from the periphery are viewed still persist today.  

 

This present dissertation aims to show what residents from the periphery have to 

offer poetry, and in turn, how poetry helps residents communicate the meaning in their lives 

and create a sense of community amongst participants of LPM. My work builds on existing 

scholarship in the field, principally Lucía Tennina’s thoughtful work, Cuidado com os 

Poetas! Literatura e periferia na cidade de São Paulo (2015), in which Tennina argues that 

participation in the saraus increases marginalized residents’ self-esteem and revalorizes 

them as individuals. She traces the history of various saraus throughout the city and pays 

particular attention to some of the prominent poets of the movement, such as Sergio Vaz, 

Alessandro Buzo, Elizandra Souza, and Raquel Almeida. Another work that has been 

crucial in my understanding of LPM is Alejandro Reyes’s Vozes dos Porões: A literature 

periférica/marginal do Brasil (2013). In his work, Reyes contextualizes LPM within the 

	
5 See, Janice E. Perlman. The Myth of Marginality: Urban Poverty and Politics in Rio De Janeiro 
(University of California Press, 1976): 2. 
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history of Brazilian literature and analyses the four dimensions distinctive to this literature: 

the role of memory, the use of language, the role of the peripheral writer as a cultural 

mediator, and the theme of violence. My contribution to this field is to offer a closer look 

at the themes that emerge in the poetry produced within the movement and to show how 

these themes appear in or impact the performances and gatherings that occur at the saraus. 

Diverging from both Tennina and Reyes, I also include the poetry slams as another and 

more contemporary part of LPM and show how and in what ways the slams and the saraus 

differ and converge.   

 

In the chapters that follow, I show how, through the construction of São Paulo’s 

identity as the economic and political center of Brazil, a racial-regional hierarchy was 

created in the country whereby economic success and urban modernity was conflated with 

whiteness. This discourse then marked the black and brown bodies of Northeastern 

migrants in São Paulo as poor, backwards, and criminal, and set the stage for the socio-

geographic marginalization that is still suffered by descendants of these migrants today. 

LPM is a movement that confronts this socio-geographic marginalization through the 

production of literature and poetry that aims to reveal the “realities” of being from 

periphery. Literature in this context is a powerful tool in establishing social memory and 

combating what Mário Medeiros da Silva refers to as sociologia da lacuna.6 This lacuna, 

as Medeiros da Silva contends, refers to the erasure and occlusion of marginalized Afro-

Brazilian writers in cultural and intellectual history, which, the sociologist argues, has only 

further contributed to marginalization of black and brown writers from the periphery. I 

	
6 See, Mário Augusto Medeiros da Silva. A descoberta do insólito: literatura negra e literatura periférica 
no Brasil (1960-2000) (Aeroplano Editora, 2013). 
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argue that in producing literature from the periphery and about the periphery, artists and 

activists of LPM are engaging in a form of cultural citizenship that provides marginalized 

residents of peripheral communities with a form of agency. In addition, through their 

poetry, poets and participants of the movement offer critiques of the status quo, discourses 

about resistance, and raise awareness about their racial and ethnic identities, all of which I 

argue builds community and alters the way the periphery is seen by residents and outsiders 

alike. 

 

To support these claims, this study analyzes the poetry that has come out of the 

movement since it began in São Paulo in 2000, the same poetry that is heard at the saraus 

and slams, produced in anthologies from these events, and written in online blogs. In 

addition to the poetry, central to this work are the first-person accounts of some of the 

participants and organizers of the movement gleaned through interviews I conducted 

between July and December 2018. These interviews not only provide this study with a 

deeper understanding of how the movement has impacted the lives and communities of 

residents of the periphery, but in many cases the interviews also highlight the desire and 

motivation respective participants have for poetic production and gathering. During my 

time in São Paulo, I was able to regularly attend Sarau Cooperifa, Sarau da Brasa, Sarau 

Elo da Corrente, and Sarau do Binho, and witness the performances and interactions that 

occur in these spaces. Beyond the saraus, this study looks at the Slams de Poesia that began 

in São Paulo in 2008 and how they compare to the saraus. It also studies how various arts 

grants from the municipal government have supported these collectives in their endeavors 

and provided the saraus with the material resources needed to produce their work and 
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events, but the grants have not led to a more integrated city. I argue this has largely to do 

with unlawful and violence policing of the periphery and its residents, and because these 

grants do not address the hegemonic power structures of society that determine who or 

what is deemed valuable. In essence, these grants provide support but they do not address 

inequality or the deep-seated prejudices that LPM exposes and confronts in its poetry.  

 

Urbanizing São Paulo: Spatializing Difference   

 It order to better understand how LPM tries to counter discrimination and, as I argue 

later, how it re-signifies what it means to be from the periphery, it is important to first see 

how social and spatial inequalities have been naturalized throughout the city. In her book, 

The Color of Modernity: São Paulo and the Making of Race and Nation in Brazil (2015), 

Barbara Weinstein explains that much of São Paulo’s identity as a region is tied to its 

economic success story that began in the late 19th century. This is largely due to the large 

scale coffee production that was established at this time, which brought massive wealth to 

the city and created a class of financial and political elites in São Paulo. This newly 

expanded coffee industry was built on the labor of immigrants coming to the city in search 

of work, mainly former African slaves and later European immigrants, migrations that 

contributed to the increase in the city’s population. The paulista elite “regarded European 

immigration as the key to modernizing the post-emancipation economy and considered the 

large population of color to be a ‘problem’ for the future of the Brazilian nation.” 7 

Weinstein contends that because of the popularity of scientific racism at the time, in São 

	
7 See, Barbara Weinstein. The Color of Modernity: Sao Paulo and the Making of Race and Nation in 
Brazil. (Duke University Press, 2015): 5. 
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Paulo as elsewhere, the elite in the booming region associated their economic progress with 

whiteness, and thus associated blackness with backwardness.  

 

 Much of São Paulo’s sense of identity comes from its comparison to other regions 

in Brazil, most notably the Northeast, the area where sugar and cotton production occurred 

during the colonial era, and because of this colonial past, an area with a high population of 

enslaved and formerly enslaved Africans. As Weinstein writes, “In privileging whiteness 

as a source of regional exceptionalism, paulista identity also implicitly drew and 

reproduced negative constructions of blackness and African culture that were staples of 

Brazilian slave society.”8 As such, regional differences became synonymous with racial 

differences, from which the Northeast became “São Paulo’s ’Other,’ a uniformly backward 

region plagued by droughts, a stagnating economy, and above all, a wretched population 

whose very bodies bore the stigmata of their poverty and misery.”9 The economic and 

ethnic differences between the two regions served to “naturalize” paulista claims of 

superiority. And although it could be argued that the “black” and “white” markers of racial 

difference in Brazil are unstable due to the country’s history of miscegenation, São Paulo, 

as the political and economic center of the country, transformed regional identity into a 

racialized category.10 

  

	
8 Weinstein, The Color of Modernity, 6. 
9 Weinstein, The Color of Modernity, 4. 
10 However, as Weinstein contends, 
“…constructions of regional identity, both positive and pejorative, did not depend upon explicitly 
references to racial difference, whether grounded in biological or cultural idioms, and thus maintained the 
standards of ‘cordiality’ in Brazilian public discourse. And as regional economies diverged, the tangible 
material differences between locales such as São Paulo and the Nordeste could be mobilized into legitimate 
narratives of modernity and backwardness.” Weinstein, The Color of Modernity, 6. 
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 This racial-regional hierarchy was complicated further as São Paulo continued to 

grow. During the first 80 years of the 20th century, the city went through an accelerated 

process of urbanization and saw an even bigger influx of migrants move to the city in 

search of work,11 growing at a rate of 5.5% per year between the years of 1940 and 1970.12 

Roughly half of these migrants were from the Northeast who were drawn to São Paulo to 

earn a living in its flourishing industrial sector. Around the same time, the idea of 

miscegenation as a positive attribute of Brazilian society was advancing, thanks in large 

part to sociologist Gilberto Freyre’s publication of Casa Grande e Senzala in 1933. 

However, as Bruno Carvalho reminds us, miscegenation in this context, “must be detached 

from contemporary appreciation of plurality and hybridity, and should not be mistaken 

with the modernist search for authenticity or artistic inspiration in the ‘primitive’. Rather, 

in the discourses and practices of social scientists and doctors at the time, racial mixtures 

were often conceived as a means of diluting the ‘other’, a solution to the problems of a 

country thirsty for modernity, but held back by large number of Afro-descendants.”13  

 

 Barbara Weinstein argues that regionalism in the Brazilian context acted as a basis 

from which the image of the Brazilian nation was conceived. Under Freyre’s formulation 

then, the national identity of Brazil was grounded in the racial mixing he found on slave 

plantations in the Northeast, over, perhaps, other more racially segregated parts of the 

country. São Paulo, in turn, also promoted a national image for the country, one where the 

	
11 See. Mariana Fix, et al. “The case of São Paulo, Brazil.” Laboratório de Assentamentos Humanos de 
FAU-USP. Understanding Slums: Case Studies for the Global Report on Human Settlements, 2003. 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/dpu-projects/Global_Report/pdfs/SaoPaulo.pdf 
12 See, Sonia Regina Perillo. “Migração e Mudanças: Uma Análise das Tendências Migratórias na Região 
Metropolitana de São Paulo no Período 1980-1991,” Conjuntura Demográfica. 22. 
13 See, Bruno Carvalho. Porous City: a Cultural History of Rio De Janeiro (from the 1810s Onward) 
(Liverpool University Press, 2013): 150. 
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city served as the center from which a white-centered nationality was imagined. Rather 

than being in contention with one another, neither Freyre’s nor São Paulo’s conceptions of 

Brazilian national identity fundamentally challenged the privileging of whiteness promoted 

by São Paulo’s story of exceptionalism. Thus, despite the discourse around the value of 

miscegenation, there persisted a practice of ethnic and cultural spatial segregation 

especially as people from more rural regions of the country moved into the cities of the 

Southeast of Brazil. 

 

 This is perhaps most evident in the way many of the migrants from the Northeast 

settled in the outer, non-central, areas of São Paulo. The rapid population boom from this 

migration, in addition to an unequal distribution of wealth, meant that many of the poorer 

migrants were forced to construct their own houses in peripheral areas of the city where 

land was vacant and cheap.14 As with other major cities of the global south, São Paulo 

absorbed and incorporated large numbers of people through a process that Teresa Caldeira 

calls “peripheral urbanization,”15 a form of urbanization where residents build their own 

houses and neighborhoods over a period of decades, a process that would eventually give 

the city its socio-spatial center-rich, periphery-poor map. This form of urban development 

meant that the city of São Paulo was built into a place where regional identities were 

mapped all within the same metropolis, with the white paulista elite occupying the central 

regions of the city and the non-white nordestinos16 making up the periphery. The racial-

	
14 See, James Holston. Insurgent Citizenship: Disjunctions of Democracy and Modernity in Brazil 
(Princeton University Press, 2008). 
15 See, Teresa P.R. Caldeira. “Social Movements, Cultural Production, and Protests. São Paulo’s Shifting 
Political Landscape.” Current Anthropology, 56.S11 (2015): S126. 
16 It is worth noting here that despite the racial-regional hierarchy, the term Afro-descendant and nordestino 
are different because the Northeast has produced its own ethnic category that is predominantly 
characterized by indigenous ancestry, often referred to as pardo on the census. When Afro-descendants of 
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regional associations that took hold in the later part of the 19th century did not dissipate 

with urbanization, but were actually condensed and re-inscribed at a local level. As 

peripheral urbanization took shape in São Paulo, the poor who settled in these areas were 

seen as ‘uncivilized’ and ‘dangerous.’17 This inaccurate and harmful generalization shaped 

the way impoverished neighborhoods were and are policed, as I elaborate in the sections 

that follow, and contributed to the way narratives about crime heightened notions of 

difference and Otherness.  

 

 In her chapter, “The Talk of Crime and Ordering the World,” Teresa Caldeira 

explains how narratives about danger and crime feed into “a circle in which fear is both 

dealt with and reproduced, and violence is both counteracted and magnified.” 18  The 

anthropologist claims that these narratives about crime arise as victims try to make sense 

of what is an otherwise unsettling experience. In attempting to order and rationalize how 

or why crime occurs, victims flatten nuance about the situation and create categorical 

differences between the criminal and themselves. This becomes particularly apparent in the 

first interview of Caldeira’s book where an upper-middle class woman from the historically 

Italian Moóca neighborhood describes the way the community became dangerous only 

after poor immigrants from the Northeast moved in and began robbing people.19 As she 

	
the northeast are mentioned, usually through the pejorative blanket-use of the term “baiano,” it is a 
reference to descendants of enslaved Africans from the state of Bahia, and not of the entire region of the 
Northeast. 
17 Sidney Chalhoub explains how the parliamentary commission in Brazil in the 19th century likened the 
“classes pobres” with “as viciosas.” For more, see Sidney Chalhoub. “Classes pobres, classes perigosas.” 
Cidade Febril: Cortic̦os e Epidemias Na Corte Imperial (Companhia Das Letras, 1996): 22. 
18 Caldeira. City of Walls, 19. 
19 In this interview the woman explains how the Moóca neighborhood was marked by progress (evident 
through the good schools and large beautiful houses) until the favelas and cortiços “spoiled” the area. She 
states that all the elite people from the neighborhod have moved out and that Moóca is no longer safe or 
beautiful but “infested” by poor criminal migrants from the Northeast. Caldeira notes how in addition to 
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describes her own experience of being robbed, she not only echoes the notion that the poor 

are often conflated as actual or potential criminals, but she also uses dichotomous language 

to distance her identity from that of a criminal and pins general social decline on this 

Othered group.  

 

 Citing René Girard,20 Caldeira explains how, in an effort to restore meaning in ones’ 

life after violence disrupts it, differences between individuals are highlighted and 

reinforced. Identity is formed around such differences and cultural order is established. 

These differences are flattened during the moment of encounter between victim and 

criminal when a crime is committed, and thus in order to overcome this experience after it 

has occurred and restore group order, narratives must essentialize others. In doing this, 

“danger is controlled”21 and understood. Narration about violence then signifies certain 

bodies as criminal, and spaces that these bodies inhabit as dangerous, producing not only 

fear, but a symbolic meaning to material components of the city. In the case of the 

interview, the neighborhood of Móoca and its formerly beautiful streets are considered 

dangerous because of the criminal bodies that occupy them. Perhaps what is most striking 

about Caldeira’s text in this regard is not her explanation of the relationship between crime 

and narrative, but rather how associations between class, ethnicity, wealth, and criminality 

embodied in an interview from 1989 still persist today and have contributed significantly 

	
essentializing and distancing herself from these “people who rob,” this woman also uses crime to 
temporally construct a moment when things were “good” and when they became “bad”. Crime means that 
life cannot and will not go on like it used to due to the fear it caused. Narratives about crime then seek to fit 
into this simplistic good/evil dichotomy. For more see, Caldeira, City of Walls, 21- 27. 
20 Caldeira. City of Walls, 35. 
21 Caldeira. City of Walls, 36. 
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to the socio-geographic layout of the city. It is precisely this sort of symbolic and spatial 

segregation and prejudice that LPM aims to denounce and re-image through their poetry.  

 During a moment of heightened tension about crime, the 1980s also saw an increase 

in the development of high-rise buildings and offices for the middle and upper classes in 

the periphery. Because of the economic recession and de-industrialization, developers 

looked to build condominiums and commercial centers on cheap and vacant land, and out 

of fear of the increasing violent crime in the city, many wealthy São Paulo residents flocked 

to these buildings because of the sense of security they could provide. The new 

condominiums, which Caldeira refers to as fortified enclaves,22 quelled fears about security 

due to their implementation of security cameras, electric gates, and security guards, despite 

being located outside of the city center for the most part.23 Thus, not only the rise in crime, 

but also the rise in fear about such crime fundamentally changed the way people live in 

São Paulo. 

 

 In an interview I conducted in November 2018 with Sonia Bischain, a poet of LPM 

and resident of the Brasilândia, a disenfranchised neighborhood located in the periphery of 

zona norte, Bischain describes the changes she saw in the 80s in her own neighborhood. 

She says, “people began living in apartments, they moved and no longer knew their 

neighbors, violence was increasing so everyone began to lock themselves inside their 

homes. I think the lifestyle of the periphery began to change. Drugs and crack entered the 

	
22 Caldeira describes fortified enclaves as “office complexes, shopping centers, and increasingly, other 
spaces that have been adapted to conform to this model: schools, hospitals, entertainment centers,, and 
theme parks. All fortified enclaves share some basic characteristics.  They are private property for 
collective use, and they emphasize the value of what is private and restricted at teh same time that they 
devalue what is public and open in the city. They are physically demarcated and isolated by walls, fences, 
empty spaces, and design devices.” For more see, Caldeira. City of Walls, 258. 
23 Caldeira. City of Walls, 231. 
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scene and people closed themselves in [to their apartments and houses] and no longer knew 

one another.”24 The new style of living, as Bischain affirms, re-organized the space of the 

periphery by associating walled neighborhoods as safe and public spaces and streets as 

dangerous, all of which had profound effects on the availability of cultural centers and 

spaces of leisure. And while the poor were still imagined as dangerous, the response to this 

fear by the elite was not to increase geographic distance between themselves and the poor, 

as the need to work in the city center often made that unfeasible, but to close themselves 

off socially and physically. What did not change with this mode of the living is the spatial 

relationship between safety and danger; as the Móoca resident and Bischain both confirm, 

urban space characterized by poverty or occupied by impoverished bodies is considered 

dangerous while expensive closed-off high rises are regarded as safe. This is perhaps why, 

today, mention of the center-periphery divide is perhaps less of a reference to space than it 

is to social order. The poor and working class of the periphery are still considered 

periféricos, but this term, used pejoratively, also denotes someone who is more often than 

not, an Afro-descendent or a migrant from the Northeast who is an actual or potential 

criminal and lives outside these fortified enclaves. Marginalization in the city then is as 

socially demarcated as it is spatially divided.  

 

Sociologia da Lacuna + Dialética da Marginalidade 

In many ways LPM can be understood as a social movement initiated by and 

designed for people of the periphery of São Paulo who have been marginalized in society 

on the basis of their identity as non-white Northeastern migrants, and as perceived 

	
24 Sonia Bischain, Interview with author. November 27, 2018. 
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delinquents. Expanding on the periférico identity, in his poem, “Somo nós,”25 Sérgio Vaz, 

well-known poet of the movement and organizer of Sarau Cooperifa, refers to people from 

the periphery as “os sem educação, os sem hospitais, e sem segurança,” as “órfãos da pátria. 

/ os filhos bastardos da nação,” and “os pretos, os pobres, / os brancos indignados e os 

índios.” This idea of a people who lack is also echoed towards the end of  “Eu tenho um 

sonho,”26 a poem written by Renato Moreira, another poet of the movement. Moreira 

declares, “Sonho por fim à alienação, a falta de educação, a falta de conhecimento, à falta 

de alimentação, fim à falta de oportunidade, fim à falta de igualdade!” What both poets are 

speaking to through their descriptions is the association the periphery and its people have 

not only with socio-racial identities, but also with the concept of lack. There is within both 

Vaz’s and Moreira’s descriptions a dual understanding of this notion of lack. On the one 

hand, the poets are critical of the absence (“sem/falta”) of some government-backed 

infrastructure that shapes a given community and the quality of life of its inhabitants. These 

are schools, hospitals, community centers, grocery stores, etc.  

 

 In referring to the people of the periphery as those without education, for example, 

the poets are not derogatorily declaring that these people are ignorant, but rather how 

residents of the periphery do not have adequate access to many spaces of formal education. 

Because of this, they are, as Vaz claims, “orphans of the nation” who are left without 

“parents” or providers for their basic needs. This shapes what sorts of opportunities people 

from these areas of the city/country will have for their present and future lives, as Moreira 

	
25 See Sérgio Vaz. Flores de Alvenaria (Global Editora, 2015): 116. 
26 See Renato Moreira. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume III (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2011): 
33. 
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points out. This lacking then is less about what the people possess and more about how 

their needs and rights as citizens of the city are being neglected or ignored by the 

government. On the other hand, what is interesting about these descriptions is that while 

they are asserting political and material neglect, these two poets are also refuting the 

perception that people from the periphery are ignorant or uncultured by raising their 

critiques through poetry.  

 

 Institutional destitution and the construction of social identities here go hand in 

hand. A lack of access to health services, spaces of education, community centers, and 

public transportation leads to disenfranchisement, and this disenfranchisement in turn 

contributes to a lack of access. LPM works to intervene in this self-perpetuating cycle by 

raising awareness of what does exist in the periphery, highlighting the culture and history 

of its inhabitants, and by creating spaces of community gathering through the saraus and 

the slams. In other words, as evidenced in both Vaz’s and Moreira’s poems, LPM addresses 

the constructed-ness of this identity of lack by calling attention to it, and works to 

disaggregate the failings of a negligent government from negative perceptions about the 

people of the periphery that have been wrongly attributed to these systematic shortcomings.  

 

 Elaborating on these negative perceptions, Mário Augusto Medeiros da Silva, in his 

work A descoberta do insólito: literatura negra e literatura periférica no Brasil (1960-

2000) (2013), suggests that people in the periphery are perceived as illiterate or backwards 

in part because of the absence or erasure of their literary and cultural contributions in 

Brazilian history, and because of the way such contributions have been evaluated as 
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underdeveloped or unsophisticated. The sociologist refers to this critical gap of both 

production and legitimate criticism as sociologia da lacuna, and argues that by accepting 

a cultural history that excludes the products of Afro-Brazilians, the Afro-Brazilian, as a 

marginalized and peripheral figure, will be robbed of a form of social agency. Medeiros da 

Silva claims that social memory can be a resource for subaltern classes to fight against 

erasure.27 Literature in this context is a powerful tool in aiding social memory through the 

way it contributes to what Diana Taylor refers to as “the archive”: enduring materials that 

live across space and time to transmit memory and knowledge. Though a further discussion 

of Taylor’s work, The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the 

Americas (2003), appears in chapter two of this study, her notion of the archive is an 

important reference here because of the way it affirms how cultural products, such as 

literature, act as stable signifiers over time and thus, as Medeiros da Silva asserts, can be a 

source of power against erasure and invisibility. Exemplifying Medeiros da Silva’s belief 

in the power of social memory, LPM has made efforts to exalt the ethnic and cultural 

heritage of residents of the periphery through the inclusion of these themes into their 

literary work, a theme elaborated more fully in chapter one. 

 

 One of the most powerful features of LPM is the way it destabilizes the 

dichotomous spatial hierarchies of the rich and poor, white and black, educated and 

criminal, cultured and backwards, through the way it locates literary production within the 

geographic space of the periphery, further countering the community’s association with 

lack.  And it is not only that the periphery acts as the site from which works in LPM are 

	
27 Medeiros da Silva, A Descoberta Do Insólito,216 
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narrated, but also aspects of marginalization appear in these works and are thus used as 

tools to critique the hegemonic visions of the city. One example of what I mean here is 

Ferréz’s novel, Capão Pecado published in 2000, which was and still is significant because 

of how it situates cultural production within Capão Redondo, a neighborhood with 

historically high crime rates situated in São Paulo’s zona sul.28 In many ways the novel 

could be consider a “boy-meets-girl” story that depicts the relationship between Rael, a 

teenager from Capão Redondo, and Paula, his friend’s girlfriend. What is unique to Ferréz’s 

novel is that it centers this relationship in the socio-geographic margins of the city, and far 

from a happy ending, the work ends with Rael’s death. Using the periphery as a locus of 

enunciation for an authorial voice, Capão Pecado provides a depiction of the reality of 

living in a violent neighborhood, a move that, read superficially, buttresses essentialist 

associations between danger and the periphery. However, read another way, much of the 

violence that Ferréz describes can be directly associated with the breakdown of institutions 

and police forces that are supposed to help maintain a peaceful and just society. For 

example, after one of the neighborhood boys, Dida, is found dead outside his home in what 

is alluded to as a vengeance killing, the narrator says:  

      
Duas horas depois, a Tático Sul chegou ao local, cobriu o corpo com 
um lençol  pedido a uma vizinha. Ficaram comendo carniça por 
mais de seis horas quando o IML chegou e foi logo retirado o corpo. 
O pessoal nem estranhou o fato de os legistas não terem examinado 
o corpo, todos por ali já estavam acostumados com o descaso das 
autoridades.29 

 

	
28 See, Carolina Correia dos Santos. “Capão Pecado e a construção do sujeito marginal” (Universidade de 
São Paulo. 2009). 
29 See, Ferréz. Capão Pecado (Labortexto Editorial, 2000): 41. 
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 This descaso, or disregard, that the narrator describes on the part of the government 

agencies that are supposed to support the public, specifically in the case of a homicide, 

reinforces the “delegitimation of individual rights”30 of residents of the periphery that can 

enhance violence due to feelings of disenfranchisement. Through its depiction of the social 

reality of life in Capão Redondo, Ferréz’s novel reveals how a lot of the violence that 

flourishes in the region is related in some way to the disregard the government has for the 

people in this community. For example, after the death of his son Dida, Raulio is detained 

by the police without explanation and kept for a week in jail while the police verify his 

alibi, during which his other son and his wife are killed.31 In unjustly apprehending Raulio 

and demonstrating blatant disregard for his need to be home and go to work, the police 

propagate the narratives that label all residents of the periphery as criminals and use these 

narratives to buttress their exercise of violence. It is precisely this sort of societal treatment 

that Capão Pecado and other works from LPM aim to address through the way they 

complicate these narratives.  

 

 In locating culture and discourse around cultural production in spaces previously 

deemed as dangerous, violent, and uncultured, LPM challenges notions of marginalization 

and authorial centrality, and provides descriptions of social reality that work against 

essentialist understandings of what it means to be a periférico. One common stereotype 

about people from the periphery, or really about all poor people in Brazil (and elsewhere 

in the world), is that they are “parasites or leeches on urban infrastructure and its 

	
30 Caldeira. City of Walls, 230. 
31 Ferréz, Capão Pecado, 43-44. 
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resources.”32 Rather than being seen as agentic members of society that contribute to the 

social and civic development of the city, periféricos have historically been cast as a group 

in society that slows down progress and exhausts the system. LPM, as a movement that is 

centered around cultural production, the creation of community spaces, self-reflection, and 

dialogue, is one example of many that counter such pernicious and harmful myths about 

what it means to be from the periphery.  

 

 Depictions of the periphery are central to works produced within LPM because 

these stories and poems are often told from the first person perspective of a protagonist 

living and viewing the world from the periphery. Much of the detailed descriptions of the 

neighborhood, the characters, and the events that unfold mirror, or are almost entirely based 

on, the lived experience of the author. As happens in Capão Pecado, and in many of the 

works analyzed in greater detail in the next chapter, the lines between fiction and reality 

are almost blurred, giving way to a documentary-like depiction of marginalization in São 

Paulo’s periphery. One of the potential benefits of this kind of overlap between fact and 

fiction, as told from the perspective and voice of a marginalizado, is that it reduces the 

tendency for these identities to be represented as exoticized Others from the vantage point 

of outsiders. Depictions of marginalization and poverty have always been present in 

Brazilian Literature, from the slaves of Castro Alves, to the sertanejos of Euclides da 

Cunha, to the vagabonds of Rubem Fonseca.33  What is different in LPM is the way 

narratives about marginalization are written from the subject-position of those who are 

marginalized. Or rather, depictions of marginalization in this context are rarely, if ever, 

	
32 Perlman. The Myth of Marginality, 2. 
33 See, Roberto Schwartz. Os pobres da literatura brasileira (Brasiliense, 1983): 246. 
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mediated through the perspective and language of someone who has not experienced this 

sort of disenfranchisement firsthand. This is the case with Ferréz, whose fictional story is 

located in the same peripheral neighborhood where the author is from and whose 

protagonist is faced with many of the experiences that Ferréz has lived through or 

witnessed.    

 

 Another example of this first person perspective appears in Carolina Maria de 

Jesus’s Quarto de Despejo (1960). Often cited as a touchstone work within the movement, 

the book recounts the author’s day-to-day existence between the years of 1955-60 

collecting bits of paper and metal to survive, the hardships of being an impoverished single 

mother, and her various interactions with fellow community members and neighbors. 

Unlike Ferréz however, Jesus was “discovered” by reporter Audálio Dantas in 1958, who 

subsequently edited and published her diary entries as a book. And while that is not to say 

that Ferréz’s text and other works from LPM are not always in some sense, mediated 

through publishers, it is worth noting here the extent to which Dantas intervened in Quarto 

de Despejo and how his edits compromised Jesus’s agency through the way he manipulated 

her work (and thus the depiction of her life) into a standard or form he deemed acceptable. 

In the introduction to her work, Dantas writes: 

     
em alguns poucos trechos, botei uma ou outra vírgula, para evitar 
interpretação dúbia de frases. Algumas cedilhas desapareceram, por 
desnecessárias, e o verbo haver, que Carolina entende com um a, 
assim soltinho, confundido facilmente com o artigo, ganhou um h 
de presente. (...) De meu, no livro, há ainda uns pontinhos que 
aparecem assim (...) e indicam supressão de frases. Quando os 
pontinhos estão sozinhos, sem (), nos parágrafos quer dizer que foi 
suprimido um trecho ou mais de um trecho da narrativa original.34  

	
34 See, Carolina Maria de Jesus. Quarto de despejo. Diário de uma favelada (Livraria Francisco Alves, 
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Rather than permitting the reader to interpret Jesus’s language and text as she wrote it, 

Dantas changes the spelling of some of her words and omits whole paragraphs of her 

original work, exuding through his justifications a tone of paternalism. As João César de 

Castro Rocha argues, Dantas “ennobles”35 her work. In doing so, the journalist undermines 

Jesus’s intellectual ability and positions himself as an interpreter and Jesus as a subject that 

needs interpretation.36  

 

 That being said, Dantas’s involvement with Quarto de Despejo is, in part, a 

contributing factor to the book’s success, as it quickly became a bestseller in Brazil, and 

later, in the U.S. after it was translated into English in 1962.37 One potential reason for this 

is because it became available to address different audiences, not only through the 

translation, but through the way Dantas’s mediation validated the work for some. In other 

words, by ennobling Quarto de Despejo, Dantas does in fact diminish Jesus’s control over 

how or in what ways she is able to represent herself and her life. However, through the very 

same act he also lends the work a form of cultural and intellectual legitimacy because of 

his position as a (male) professional. The tension between Jesus’s emergence as an author 

whose first person account is based on her life and Dantas’s position as a gatekeeper, so to 

speak, raises questions about the role of firsthand experience in the production of 

knowledge and in what ways such knowledge is best transmitted.  

	
1960): 11. 
35 See, João César de Castro Rocha. “A guerra dos relatos no Brasil contemporâneo. Ou: a 'dialética da 
marginalidade’.” Letras, 28-29 (2004): 53. 
36 Note here the strong image that comes to mind as we read “Jesus” as an impoverished black marginalized 
woman whose life story is mediated through a male journalist. 
37 See, Robert M. Levine, and José Carlos Sebe Bom Meihy. The Life and Death of Carolina Maria De 
Jesus (University of New Mexico Press, 1995). 
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 For this reason, and because Jesus uses her life as an impoverished black single 

mother as inspiration for literary production, Quarto de Despejo is seen as a precursor to 

the contemporary LPM movement. Her work, in part, fills in the lacuna of literary 

representation of Afro-Brazilian writers Medeiros da Silva references. Rather than 

exceeding her marginalization to become a writer, Jesus’s trajectory as a writer is, one 

could argue, partly fueled by her marginalization. Like Capão Pecado, the perspective of 

her work is one born from the social position and geographic location of marginalization, 

and the content of it is a life lived in this space. Her literary existence and her social 

existence are thus intertwined. What is particularly striking and lasting about her work is 

how in transforming her life and consciousness into literary content, Jesus exceeds the 

expectations society has for her as a marginalized Afro-Brazilian woman with little 

education, and her work then becomes not only a literary act but also a political one. 

 

  As with Quarto de Despejo, much of the literature produced within LPM is 

strongly shaped by the social context of the authors’ lives, and thus of many of the 

protagonists, as marginalized residents of the periphery. While this does not mean that 

participants of the movement only write about the periphery and marginalization, it does 

mean that like Jesus, the act of writing from this socio-geographic position is a political act 

due to the way it confronts cultural invisibility. That being said, there are some participants 

of the movement who deliberately and (almost) exclusively write about marginalization 

because they see this an important component of changing the status quo. In an interview 

with Ingrid Hapke, poet of LPM Alessandro Buzo says, “Eu gosto de retratar a realidade 
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porque acho que as pessoas vivem uma realidade muito dura, mas vivem iludidas pela 

televisão, pelas novelas. Você vê que nas novelas os pobres não são tão pobres como na 

vida real. Então, as pessoas vivem nessa história de ficção.”38  The problem with this 

fictional history, Buzo reveals later, is that it enables people to forget the problems that 

exist. As the interview unfolds, Buzo argues that the government has already forgotten 

about people in the periphery and the problems that exist there, and if people in the 

community forget as well, “a gente nunca vai ter progresso.”39  

 

 Buzo’s view, that the only way to overcome social injustices is to confront them, 

affirms João César de Castro Rocha’s claim that LPM is characterized by what he calls “a 

dialética da marginalidade.” In his essay of the same name, Rocha argues that Antônio 

Cândido’s “dialética da malandragem,” 40  “representa o modo jovial de lidar com as 

desigualdades sociais,” and that in the last 20 years this dialectic has been partially 

replaced, or at least challenged by, a dialectic of marginality that “enfatiza uma nova forma 

de relação entre as classes sociais” which in turn, “apresenta-se através da exploração e da 

exacerbação da violência, vista como um modo de repudiar o dilema social brasileiro.”41 

	
38 See, Lucía Tennina et al. Polifonias Marginais (Aeroplano Editora, 2015): 273. 
39 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 274. 
40 Cândido claims Brazilian social dynamics in the 19th century are explained through the rogue figure of 
the malandro. Analyzing Memórias de um Sargento de Milicias (1852), Cândido argues the work is 
constituted by the dialectic of order and disorder. Of Cândido’s argument, Rocha writes, “Tal trânsito entre 
esferas opostas representa a metáfora da formação social consolidada pelo acordo mais do que pela ruptura; 
uma formação social baseada em uma atitude pacificadora ‘deixa-disso’ em vez de conflitante. Ao final, o 
desejo por cooptação também define o malandro. No fundo, como Candido deixa claro, o malandro 
aguarda ‘ser finalmente absorvido pelo pólo convencionalmente positivo.’”A point arguably proven 
through the arc of the story that reveals the main character as both amoral and criminal, but who, due to his 
slippery nature, ends up in a favorable marriage and promoted to military sergeant. For more see, Rocha, 
“A guerra dos relatos no Brasil contemporâneo,” 33.  
See also, Antônio Cândido. “Dialética Da Malandragem.” Revista Do Instituto De Estudos Brasileiros, 8 
(1970): 67. 
41 Rocha, “A guerra dos relatos no Brasil contemporâneo,” 37. 
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According to Rocha, the commonplace depictions of violence seen in many works of LPM 

are not only a reflection of a social reality, as Buzo suggests, but also a constitutive feature 

of cultural production coming from marginalized writers that navigate social inequalities 

by highlighting them. Rather that being understood as mere representations of reality, 

depictions of violence and other injustices become aesthetic tools that marginalized writers 

can use to articulate critiques about social inequality. Violence is then converted into a 

“força simbólica, por intermédio de uma produção cultural vista como modelo de 

organização comunitária.”42 On the one hand it could be argued that by associating the 

periphery and marginalization with violence, in some sense these works are reifying deep-

seated prejudices that equate poverty and marginalization with danger and criminality. 

However, on the other hand, in understanding depictions of violence here as aesthetic 

choices made by the authors, as part of a social commentary, violence and other social 

justices cease to be mere symptoms of marginalization and instead become a way of 

drawing attention to realities that have historically been ignored. 

 

Other Literatures + Antecedents 

 What makes Buzo distinct is not that he believes that the only way to write from a 

position of subalternity is to depict social reality, but that he does so with the specific 

purpose of making a social critique from a first person point of view. This brings his work 

in line with testimonio, narratives of witnessing that came out of Latin America in the 

1960s. In much of his work on the topic, John Beverley describes testimonio as a form of 

literature that aims to represent “the reality of a whole people…infused with popular-

	
42 Rocha, “A guerra dos relatos no Brasil contemporâneo,” 58. 
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democratic form and content.”43 Often the most famous, and perhaps most contentious,44 

example of this type of literature is Rigoberta Menchú’s, I, Rigoberta Menchú (1983), 

which, through first person narrative, documents what was happening to the Guatemalan 

people since the outbreak of the civil war in 1960, a conflict that would last until 1996. 

What LPM shares with testimonio is that it expresses the lived experiences and descriptions 

of daily life to capture the “realities” of the periphery. Like testimonio, much of the work 

produced within the movement portrays historical context through a first person 

perspective, the value of which is not necessarily found in the historical accuracy the work 

depicts, but rather in the “refraction[s] determined by the vicissitudes of memory, intention, 

ideology”45 that create a tension between reality and fiction. Thus as with testimonio, 

works of LPM are not merely reflections of the world external to the author, or what 

Beverley describes as a “reenactment of the anthropological function of the colonial or 

subaltern ‘native informant,’”46  but a representation of the world through a particular 

ideological position that contributes to the social and political aims of each literary form.  

 

 LPM also shares, as Beverley describes it, testimonio’s “challenge to the loss of 

authority of orality in the process of cultural modernization,” 47  albeit this appears 

differently in each of the literatures. Beverley claims that the challenge to literary authority 

in testimonio can be understood through the entry of illiterate or semi-literate persons into 

	
43 See, John Beverley. “‘Through All Things Modern’: Second Thoughts on Testimonio.” Boundary 2, 18.2 
(1991): 2. 
44 After publication, anthropologist David Stoll investigated some of the details of Menchú’s account and 
claims that some facts about her life were changed to better align with the guerrilla movement. 
45 See, John Beverley. Testimonio: on the Politics of Truth (University of Minnesota Press, 2004):39. 
46 Beverley, Testimonio, 39. 
47 See, John Beverley. “The Margin at the Center: On Testimonio (Testimonial Narrative).” MFS Modern 
Fiction Studies, 35.1 (1989): 17. 
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literary expression as authors. In many cases, this is only possible through a third party 

mediator, such as Audálio Dantas was for Carolina de Jesus. While this is often not the case 

with LPM, authors of the movement generally write their own texts directly, they too 

challenge the primacy of a written linguistic register through they way incorporate forms 

of spoken language in their works.  

 

 This appears mainly through markers associated with oral speech patterns and slang 

shared amongst all Brazilians, not only people of the periphery. For example, in Sonia 

Regina Bischain’s poem, “O nome da minha rua,”48 in which the author describes how her 

street and another nearby share the same name, traces of oral language are found in phrases 

such as “Já tá dando meio-dia,” and “Mas não posso reclamar, graças a Deus a entrega foi 

marcada pra este dia. Hoje tá tudo calmo.” In her study on LPM, Erica Peçanha notes that 

much of what formally designates the literature of the movement is this use of 

colloquialism, neologisms, slang, discordant verb tenses, and scarce punctuation. 49 

Another example of this can be found in Sérgio Vaz’s poem, “Oficina de poesia I,”50 which 

is organized as a conversation between a poet and, what we can assume to be a non-poet, 

who is looking for motivation about why he should read. The poem opens with the non-

poet asking, “Poeta, me dê um bom motivo pra ler,” to which the poet responds, “Quem lê 

xaveca melhor, moleque.” Though only a fragment, these lines are emblematic of the 

speech style used throughout the poem. In both structuring the poem as a conversation and 

infusing the poem with slang terms such as moleque (“young boy”) xaveca (“to pick 

	
48 Bischain, Antologia na Poesia na Brasa Volume III, 97. 
49 See, Erica Peçanha do Nascimento. Vozes Marginais Na Literatura (Aeroplano, 2009). 
50 Vaz, Flores de Alvenaria, 144. 
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someone up”), Vaz, like Bischain through her use of “tá” and “pra,” deliberately 

incorporates colloquial Brazilian Portuguese into his poetry and underscores how poetry 

from LPM reveals the “realities” of life, even in its language. As with testimonio, the use 

of colloquial language in LPM “constantly put[s] the reader on alert,”51 and in doing so, 

brings the reader/listener closer to the author/protagonist because it transforms the former 

into an interlocutor of the latter’s conversation, a feature I elaborate on in the next chapter.  

 

 This use of informal language in the poetry of LPM also brings to mind the poesia 

marginal of Brazil from the 1960s and 70s. Similar to LPM, Heloísa Buarque de Hollanda 

explains that in poesia marginal the “presença de uma linguagem informal, à primeira vista 

fácil, leve e engraçada e que fala da experiência vivida contribui ainda para encurtar a 

distância que separa o poeta e o leitor.”52 Though this type of poetry is called “marginal,” 

the term in this context is more of a reference to the association of these poets and their 

work to the broader counterculture at the time under the right-wing military dictatorship in 

Brazil, especially in regards to the clandestine production and distribution of their work, 

rather than a term that signifies a subaltern position. Poets of poesia marginal are also 

sometimes referred to as “Geração mimeógrafo,” a reference to how these poets, 

considered ‘marginal’ to the mainstream literary production (but not to the racialized and 

class-determined urban centers of power), use mimeographs to print their work. Beyond 

the term “marginal,” what poesia marginal shares with LPM, other than its use of colloquial 

language, is the belief that one does not have to be an expert to write or read poetry, a value 

perhaps buttressed by the informal language deployed in both types of poetry.   

	
51 Beverley, Testimonio, 35. 
52 See, Heloísa Buarque de Hollanda. 26 Poetas Hoje (Editorial Labor Do Brasil, 1976): 10. 
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 Buarque de Hollanda describes poesia marginal as “uma poesia que desce agora da 

torre do prestígio literário e aparece com uma atuação que, restabelecendo o elo entre 

poesia e vida, restabelece o nexo entre poesia e público.”53 It is a poetry aimed at not 

upholding erudite standards, but breaking them open and making them accessible through 

language and production. Buarque de Hollanda’s use of the term “elo” here brings to mind 

the name of one of the principal saraus examined in this study, Sarau Elo da Corrente, 

meaning “link in the chain.” This link, in both cases, is grounded in the belief these poets 

have that poetry can be used as a way to bridge the political and the personal. It does this 

by physically bringing people together, a theme examined more closely in the second 

chapter of this study, and through the way political or social critiques appear in the poetry 

as interferences, impediments, or conditions of everyday life. In the case of poesia 

marginal, in Ana Cristina Cesar’s poem, “Arpejos,”54  for example, the poet describes 

waking up with a “coceira terrível no hímen,” and goes on to recount her examination of 

the irritation with a mirror. What is a seemingly banal scene for most female-bodied 

individuals in this world is quickly politicized through the way it is recorded in graphic 

detail and transformed into poetry. Cesar here uses her body as a driver of poetic 

contemplation, but this body is not a sexualized muse-like female body commonly found 

in western art, but rather a defected body, whose sexual parts have been described through 

clinical language, and whose defect, the “coceira,” prevents the protagonist from riding her 

bicycle, (“Com essa murcharam igualmente meus projetos de ir de bicicleta à ponta do 

Arpoador”).  

	
53 Buarque de Hollanda, 26 Poetas, 10. 
54 Buarque de Hollanda, 26 Poetas, 143. 
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 Within LPM, we see a similar politicization of poetry through the challenging of 

social norms, especially in regards to black women’s bodies as black women poets critique 

how they are devalued and sexualized in society. This appears in Jenyffer Nascimento’s 

poem, “Carne de Mulher,”55 in which Nascimento contrasts how she feels when she looks 

at herself naked in the mirror (“E me sinto mulher”) with how she feels when she is looked 

at by others on the street (“como pedaço de carne”). She asks, “Cadê a mulher que eu era 

quando saí de casa?” Her social critique, that “a carne mais barata do mercado não é a da 

mulher negra,” which she proclaims at the end of the poem, is grounded in the quotidian 

experience of leaving her house and moving through public spaces. Like poesia marginal 

of the 70s, poetry of LPM tends towards the personal and the affective, and as a result, can 

be understood as a form of poetry that turns away from erudition and becomes accessible 

to a wider audience. 

 

  By grounding their political messages in the personal, both poesia marginal and 

LPM underscore their belief that change and challenges to the status quo can come from 

any individual, regardless of their social or economic status. In some ways this speaks to 

the way the Popular Culture Centers (CPC), the cultural branch of the National Students 

Union (UNE) founded in 1962, supported a form of political consciousness-raising of the 

masses through culture. The CPCs believed that the primary function of art was to incite 

political mobilization. While it would be reductive to say that the poetry of LPM exists 

solely with the aim of raising consciousness and encouraging political participation, as I 

	
55 See, Jenyffer Nascimento. Terra Fértil (Edição da Autora, 2016): 55. 
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argue in the next chapter, for residents of the periphery, that is often one of the many effects 

of involvement with the movement. Where LPM diverges from the mission of the CPCs is 

through the belief the latter has that there is “a gulf between the existing cultural reality of 

the masses, lacking class or national consciousness, and the revolutionary consciousness 

and culture to which they could aspire…a gulf reflected in the relationship between the 

CPC intellectual or artist and his audience.”56 Under this formation, the artist, or poet, 

exists as an enlightened individual who saves or educates the people; it is a top-down 

relationship that relies on a hierarchy.  

 
 LPM, conversely, is not delivered to the people by some intellectual, but rather a 

type of poetry that comes from the people. Emphasizing this point, in his autobiography 

from 2008 titled Cooperifa: antropofagia periférica, Vaz says:  

      
A periferia…ganhava, as custas de sua própria dor e da sua própria 
geografia, uma nova poesia, a poesia das ruas…Uma poesia dura, 
seca, sem papas na língua, ora sem crase, ora sem vírgula, mas ainda 
assim poesia, com cheiro de pólvora, com gosto de sangue, com o 
pus da doença sem remédio, com o pé descalço, com medo, com 
coragem, com arregaço, com melaço da cana, com cachimbo 
maldito, mas que caminha com endereço certo: o coração alheio. A 
poesia tinha ganhado as ruas e nunca mais seria a mesma. A 
Academia? Que comam brioches!57  

 
His reference to a new type of poetry, his denouncement of academics, and the title of his 

autobiography evokes the Brazilian modernists of the 1920s and the “Manifesto 

Antropófago” (1928). Written by Oswald de Andrade, the “Manifesto Antropófago” uses 

cannibalism as a metaphor to assert that the Brazilian national identity is one that 

	
56 See, Mike Gonzalez and Dave. Treece. The Gathering of Voices: the Twentieth-Century Poetry of Latin 
America (Verso, 1992): 249. 
57 See, Sérgio Vaz. Cooperifa: Antropofagia Periférica (Aeroplano, 2008): 115. 
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“cannibalizes” the best aspects of its indigenous heritage and its European colonial past. 

The manifesto was part of the modernists’ project to assert a break with European cultural 

and philosophical traditions, and to create new aesthetic standards that were specifically 

Brazilian. In a similar vein, Vaz is calling for a local literary aesthetic, but one born in and 

of the periphery. One of the key features of the modernists’ project was to “forge a new 

language that would merge literary and colloquial forms.”58 Like the modernists, writers 

and poets of LPM are also attempting to create a “new language” in their literature, except 

instead of breaking with eurocentrism, they are promoting a spoken language that 

represents marginalized people who have historically been excluded from participating in 

literary production.  

 

 In 2007, making reference to the modernists’ Semana de Arte Moderna from 1922, 

Sérgio Vaz organized the Semana de Arte Moderna da Periferia in the periphery of São 

Paulo’s zona sul. The week began on Sunday November 4th with a “caminhada cultural,” 

in which everyone involved in the movement paraded down the main avenue in zona sul 

from Largo do Socorro to the Casa Cultural in M’Boi Mirim.59 

 

	
58 See, Giovanni Pontiero. The Cambridge History of Latin American Literature: Vol. 3: Brazilian 
Literature, Bibliographies (Cambridge University Press, 1996): 249. 
59 See, Lucía Tennina. Cuidado com os poetas: Literatura e Periferia na cidade de São Paulo (Editora 
Zook, 2017): 100. 
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Image I: The “Caminhada Cultural” from Largo do Socorro (point A) to Casa Cultural in M’Boi Mirim (point 
B). 
 

 
Image II: A view of the “caminhada cultural” in relation to greater São Paulo. 
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 At the end of the march, Sérgio Vaz read out his “Manifesto da Antropofagia 

Periférica,”60 that, much like Andrade’s of 1928, announced a break with a past and laid 

out a vision for what culture could be. Playing on Andrade’s opening lines of his 

“Manifesto de Antropófago” that read, “A antropofagia nos une. Socialmente. 

Filosoficamente. Economicamente,” Vaz opens his manifesto claiming that, “A Periferia 

nos une pelo amor, pela dor e pela cor.” We see this sort of side-by-side comparison again 

later in the manifesto when he says that culture of the periphery is in favor “do teatro que 

não vem do ‘ter ou não ter.” Through his intertextual references, Vaz is both pointing out 

how the modernists’ agenda was/is considered an aesthetic movement by and for the 

cultural elite, and re-inscribing the manifesto with what he suggests would truly be a break 

with the past, being united through love, pain, and color, for example, and creating culture 

from lived experience. As Vaz continues, he asserts that culture from the periphery, 

organized from the ground up rather than from the top down, stands against racism, elitist 

notions of art, and “contra a barbárie que é a falta de bibliotecas, cinemas, museus, teatros 

e espaços para o acesso à produção cultural.” In associating the emergence of LPM with 

the modernist movement, Vaz here suggests that culture from the periphery is a sort of 

vanguard movement that looks to change horizons of the future, and that this sort of 

aesthetic rupture with the past has precedent in Brazil. Yet, by intervening and re-writing 

the manifesto, Vaz insinuates that LPM also breaks with the modernists.  

 

	
60 See Sérgio Vaz. “Manifesto da Antropofagia Periférica.” Colecionador de Pedras, 2010. 
http://colecionadordepedras1.blogspot.com/2010/08/manifesto-da-antropofagia-periferica.html. 
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 In discussing why organizers of the Semana de Arte Moderna da Periferia named 

the week after the Semana de Arte Moderna, Vaz says, “A primeira discussão foi em torno 

do nome, Semana de Arte Moderna da Periferia. Muitos não queriam porque era um nome 

usado pelo elite cultural de São Paulo.”61 Though Vaz later claims that no one cared much 

about the name, in her analysis on the topic, Lucía Tennina argues that in modeling the 

Semana de Arte Moderna da Periferia off of the modernist movement of the 1920s, Vaz 

and other organizers were engaging in a “tactical appropriation”62  that re-situates the 

themes discussed, in this case, what constitutes local and national culture and who is 

allowed to participate in its creation, in a new geographic and temporal context. The 

significance of this is that LPM then reveals what it shares with the modernists, mainly the 

fact that they want to break with a past marred by cultural domination, while 

simultaneously making a critique of the modernist movement. As the title of Vaz’s 

manifesto suggests, the Semana de Arte Moderna da Periferia is then a week that is about 

cannibalizing a past and taking the best parts of this past to move forward into a new 

imagined future.  

 

 The creation of a new literature and literary language in this context is of particular 

importance because of the way that writing and literacy has been associated with colonial 

domination, and thus power. As Angél Rama argues in his work, La Ciudad Letrada (1984), 

in the colonial-era literature and written language was used to demarcate those with power 

in society, separating the letrados from the majority of people in the colonies who did not 

	
61 See, Sérgio Vaz. Cooperifa: Antropofagia Periférica (Aeroplano, 2008): 235. 
62 Tennina, Cuidado com os poetas, 104. 
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read or write at all.63 These letrados in turn built institutions, such as the judicial system, 

universities, financial centers, churches, etc., and organized the cities of the new world to 

be built around and between these spaces of power. The city in Latin America then became 

a “civilized” hub of letters. Education in these cities was reserved for the letrados and their 

children as a way to consolidate and preserve power, rather than a tool used for widespread 

empowerment and emancipation for the masses. Under this system, literature, and in 

particular, poetry became a popular art form because, as John Beverley contends, “the 

fetishization of writing as an aristocratic or sublime activity… eluded, by its difficulty, the 

comprehension not only of the illiterate but also of those who might be functionally literate 

but not university-educated-sect.”64 This then shaped literature and poetry into an elite 

cultural form that was conflated with social and political power and national belonging, 

and thus it was in the interest of those who wished to preserve this power to see to it that 

this art form was and remained to be inaccessible and exclusive.  

 

 The modernists, despite calling for a renewed literary language that incorporates 

colloquial Brazilian Portuguese, did not fundamentally challenge the elite position of 

literature in society. This is mainly because though they wanted to break with European 

tradition, the modernists were not making literature more accessible per se. It was a literary 

movement born from several members of the elite expressing a desire to change what or 

how they wanted to write; not a movement that opened up the field of literature to a diverse, 

and marginalized, set of writers.  

 

	
63 See, Angel Rama. La Ciudad Letrada (Ediciones Del Norte, 1984). 
64 Beverley, “’Through All Things Modern,’” 12. 
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 The notion of a literature for and by the people brings to mind another literary 

tradition, Literatura de Cordel (Cordel) or “string literature,” a popular genre that emerged 

from the Northeast of Brazil in the late 19th century. Much like LPM, Cordel is 

characterized by its use of verse and spoken language, and by the fact that its authors were 

largely poor and formally uneducated. The primary function of the pamphlets of Cordel 

was to represent news and transmit stories through a form and set of values shared by their 

public.65 Considered a feature of Brazilian folklore, the pamphlets of Cordel, much like 

works produced within LPM, convey a broader social and historical context for their 

readers. In his study on the genre, Mark Curran claims that Cordel “is the account in verse 

of the ‘poets of the northeastern masses’ in their medium, the ‘newspaper of the poor.’ It 

is poetic chronicle because it relates those events which make history from a contemporary 

perspective in the poetry written and understood by the humble masses.”66  In many ways 

we could consider LPM to also be a part of this folkloric tradition through the shared poetic 

chronicling of daily life, and through an overlapping geography, as the much of the 

periphery was settled by poor migrants form the Northeast. In fact, poet and organizer of 

Sarau do Binho, Binho Padial, in an interview with Lucía Tennina, cites the influence of 

Cordel when discussing the importance of letting people write poetry in a language they 

are most comfortable.67 Where LPM differs, I argue, perhaps due in part to the fact that 

many of the participants of the movement are the children and grandchildren of 

Northeastern migrants rather than being migrants themselves, is in the scale of its project 

	
65 See, Márcia Abreu. “‘Então Se Forma a História Bonita’: Relações Entre Folhetos De Cordel e Literatura 
Erudita.” Horizontes Antropológicos, 10.22 (2004). 
66 See, Mark J. Curran. “Brazil's Literatura De Cordel ['String Literature']: Poetic Chronicle and Popular 
History.” Studies in Latin American Popular Culture, 15 (1996). 
67 See, Lucia Tennina. “‘O Povo Quer Se Comunicar’: Saraus y Literatura ‘Marginal’. Seleccion De 
Entrevistas a Escritores Del ‘Movimiento De Literatura Marginal’ De San Pablo.” Afro-Hispanic Review, 
29. 2 (2010): 263. 
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as a movement that aims to not only provide a history, but also to transform its participants 

into what Sérgio Vaz calls “artist-citizens.”68  

  

Cultural Citizenship 

 Vaz makes this claim in his “Manifesto da Antropofagia Periférica,” when he says, 

“É preciso sugar da arte um novo tipo de artista: o artista-cidadão. Aquele que na sua arte 

não revoluciona o mundo, mas também não compactua com a mediocridade que imbeciliza 

um povo desprovido de oportunidades. Um artista a serviço da comunidade, do país. Que 

armado da verdade, por si só exercita a revolução.”69 What is particularly striking in this 

declaration is how, though Vaz is calling for “new type of artist,” the horizons towards 

which this artist is oriented, mainly the nation and the community, do not represent new 

alternative visions for society. The nation remains to be the guiding criteria in the quest for 

a more inclusive society, which in effect, buttresses the power of the nation as an 

ideological concept. Echoing a point made by Nicolau Sevcenko in Literatura Como 

Missão, Vaz’s artist-citizen reveals a commitment by poets and participants of LPM to 

assimilate and participate in an ongoing historical process.70 In accordance with Vaz’s 

formulation, LPM is not a movement that is attempting to radically re-imagine the 

structures of society, such as national belonging, nor one that re-envisions an alternative 

orientation for people within these structures. The movement, conversely, is one that is 

preoccupied with expanding and pluralizing the space for marginalized people within these 

structures. 

	
68 Vaz, “Manifesto da Antropofagia Periférica.” 
69 Vaz, “Manifesto da Antropofagia Periférica.” 
70 See, Nicolau Sevcenko. Literatura Como Missão: Tensões Sociais e Criação Cultural Na Primeira 
República (Brasiliense, 1983): 237. 
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 This is perhaps why citizenship continues to be a site of contestation and action for 

residents of the periphery. Brazilian citizenship, though not exceptional in this sense, is 

characterized by what James Holston refers to as “differentiated citizenship.” Holston 

argues that at the formation of the country in the early 19th century, “Brazil's landed elites 

formulated a regime of citizenship using social differences that were not the basis of 

national membership—differences of education, property, race, gender, and occupation—

to distribute different treatment to different categories of citizens.” 71  Differentiated 

citizenship he explains, refers to the gradation of rights among these various groups. The 

discrepancy between who has rights and how rights are distributed is particularly 

exaggerated for people at the bottom of the political and social hierarchy. Providing an 

example of what he means, Holston describes how “the first republican constitution (1891) 

used gender and literacy to restrict political citizenship to literate male citizens, while 

denying education as a citizen right,” which “thereby eliminated the expectation that 

nonwhites and women would become literate and politically empowered as a norm,” and 

“legalizing such differences, the constitution denied political rights to the overwhelming 

majority of Brazilians who were all, nevertheless, national citizens – an enactment of 

proportional inequality in effect for nearly 100 years, until 1985.”72 Education in this case 

was reserved as a privilege for those who could afford it, and political rights were then 

greatly dependent on social privilege. As opposed to making cultural changes that mitigate 

social inequalities, differentiated citizenship relies on a static notion of equality that 

	
71 See, James Holston. “Insurgent Citizenship in an Era of Global Urban Peripheries.” City & Society, 21.2 
(2009). 
72 Holston, Insurgent Citizenship: Disjunctions of Democracy, 340. 
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justifies unequal treatment, i.e. rights are distributed differently because people are 

different.  

 

 One of the major problems with this formulation of citizenship is that the full 

realization of rights is only possible for people who are not marked by difference, and this, 

despite the obvious implications of racial and gendered superiority, is virtually impossible 

to achieve in a country that has such broad structural and multicultural differences within 

its borders. That being said, Holston argues that since the 1970s, the urban peripheries of 

São Paulo have been sites of a form of “insurgent citizenship,” founded on addressing and 

redressing the conditions of inequality that characterize life within these communities, such 

as illegal residence, land conflict, police violence, and lack of government support. This 

insurgent citizenship is constructed through community organizing that reframes the needs 

of residents as rights to and towards integration in the city. This is an important shift 

because it challenges the status quo of differentiated citizenship by redefining what 

citizenship means in Brazil through social movements and participatory publics.  

 

 Extrapolating Holston’s concept, we can understand LPM as an insurgent practice 

of what Leila Lehnen refers to as cultural citizenship,73 because of the way many of the 

works denounce marginalization and/or proclaim the periphery as a site of new possible 

ways of being in and from the periphery, as Vaz does in his “Manifesto de Antropofagia 

Periférica.” We can then understand the works produced within the movement as 

	
73 See, Leila Maria Lehnen. Citizenship and Crisis in Contemporary Brazilian Literature (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2013). 
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“instrument[s] of information,”74  that facilitate and make possible the proliferation of 

discourses about rights. This demonstration of cultural citizenship, a terrain where rights 

to identity, representation, and cultural expression play out, is noteworthy because it 

reveals how participants of LPM are building their own apparatus that makes political and 

civic engagement possible, rather than simply contesting what’s being denied to them.  

 

Chapter Structure   

 Chapter I of this study draws on emergent themes found in the poetry of the 

movement to better understand how LPM re-signifies the peripheral identity and combats 

negative perceptions associated with marginalization. Poets and participants of the 

movement do this by critiquing the status quo, raising critiques about the images and 

messages they consume, offering discourses about resistance, and raising awareness about 

their racial and ethnic identities. Through these themes, LPM not only offers new possible 

alternative trajectories for people from the periphery to ideate, but it also changes the way 

the neighborhood of the periphery is perceived by those in and outside of the community.  

 

 The focus of Chapter II is the saraus and the importance of gathering and how this 

act contributes to community building. In this section I examine how, through the way they 

encourage participation and center oral performances, the saraus provide participants of 

the movement with various forms of recognition and agency from which they are able to 

find meaning. I compare the saraus to another contemporaneous poetic phenomena 

happening in São Paulo, the Slams de Poesia and highlight the ways in which the two 

	
74 Lehnen, Citizenship and Crisis, 15. 
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events intersect and diverge. Though both types of gatherings create social spaces centered 

around poetic performances that aim to foster camaraderie and combat marginalization, I 

argue that the saraus create a genial environment through inclusive practices, while the 

slams, conversely, provide an outlet for more confrontational performances that aim to 

unsettle.  

 

 Chapter III takes a step back and attempts to contextualize LPM within a larger 

conversation about culture, its uses, and its limitations. To facilitate this analysis, I discuss 

the role of two cultural grants, Programa de Valorização de Iniciativas Culturais and 

Programa Fomento à Cultura das Periferias, implemented by the municipal government in 

2003 and 2016 that have help fund many of the saraus and individual writers within the 

movement. Transforming culture into an expedient, I argue, echoing George Yúdice,75 has 

enabled participants of the movement to make material gains and continue their cultural 

activities, but it has not fundamentally made people from the periphery feel more integrated 

into the city, as the government is still seen as a lethal and oppressive force that 

disproportionately targets residents of the periphery. I then turn to the role mainstream 

media plays in the mediation of culture and how the use of social media has fragmented 

the cultural landscape while simultaneously amplifying the ways in which movements like 

LPM can depict themselves and challenge the hegemonic authority of the media.  

 

*** 

 

	
75 See, George Yúdice. The Expediency of Culture: Uses of Culture in the Global Era (Duke University 
Press, 2003). 
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 Social and spatial segregation is deeply intertwined with the history of São Paulo 

as arguably the most economically and politically powerful city in Brazil. Its historical 

privileging of whiteness combined with the deeply entrenched association between poverty 

and criminality pushed many black and brown migrants of the Northeast to settle in the 

peripheral areas of the city, suffering from a lack of governmental services and access to 

civic infrastructure, features of the periphery we still see today. LPM challenges this socio-

geographic marginalization by refusing to accept the idea the periphery is a place and 

comprised of a people without a culture or history. On the contrary, the movement works 

to re-imagine they way the periphery is seen and understood by people in and outside of 

these communities and foster a greater sense of agency amongst its participants. It does 

this by producing poetry that is at once critical of the status quo and celebratory of the 

heritage and values of the people from the periphery, and by building community through 

the act of gathering at the saraus.  
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Chapter I: What Poetry Has to Offer: Emergent Themes at the Saraus 

 

 This chapter is about offerings: what critiques and poetry can offer, what resistance 

can offer, and what spaces of gathering offer. For disenfranchised residents of the 

periphery, LPM can provide a reclaimed and uplifted sense of identity, affirmation, 

community, symbolic and physical participation, and knowledge. This is achieved through 

the production of poetry that is critical of the status of marginalization of predominantly 

Afro-Brazilian residents of the periphery, and through community events known as saraus. 

The poetry and the saraus work in tandem to raise consciousness amongst community 

members about the potential causes and negative effects of social and political 

marginalization, and works to re-situate power within knowledge production and sharing. 

In the section that follows, I explore the emergent themes of consumption, resistance, racial 

awareness and city-making found in the poetry, saraus, and attitudes of the people involved 

with LPM, and discuss how these themes contribute to a process of re-signification of the 

peripheral identity and urban space.  

 

Challenging What’s Consumed: Participating in The System While Trying to Change 

It  

 Every second Saturday of the month, in the Brasilândia neighborhood located in 

the north zone of São Paulo, community members gather at a local bar for Sarau da Brasa. 

Brasa, unlike other saraus, opens each of their events with the recitation of their collectively 
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authored “Manifesto.”76 What is most moving about this collective reading is that it sets 

the tone for the event and in a sense, politicizes the space of the bar. As people gather to 

the bar for the sarau, you can feel the frenetic energy of community members greeting one 

another, ordering drinks, finding a table, settling in. This commotion is cut short when all 

six organizers suddenly yell, in unison, the opening line of the manifesto, “A Elite 

TREME.” At that moment the bar falls silent, and participants who know the manifesto 

join the organizers in reciting the poem allowed together.  

 

 The manifesto situates the residents of the periphery in opposition to the “elite” 

who are described in the poem as those who exist in the “grandes centros comerciais” 

geographically located in the center of the city. The poem asserts that residents of the 

periphery, who are referred to as “favelados,” are repressed by these elite through physical 

force inflicted on them by the police. But this, they say, is changing through knowledge. 

Rather than arming themselves with guns to fight this “guerra,” the organizers declare that 

the periphery is now arming themselves with information and books. Through this 

knowledge residents of the periphery will question what is said on the TV and in the 

newspapers. They will cease to be consumers “que não questionam a propaganda.” The 

manifesto makes clear that residents of the periphery want “conhecimento e transformações 

nas relações sociais,” and the steps Sarau da Brasa and others like it are taking in changing 

the status quo, in subverting this repressive hierarchy through a sort of socio-cultural 

revolution, is why the “elite treme.”  

 

	
76 See, Diego Arias. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume IV (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2012): 21. 
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 Written in 2008 during a time of national economic growth, the manifesto captures, 

to some degree, the collective feeling of hope and change that permeated throughout Brazil 

that year. What is particularly striking are the lines towards the end of the manifesto that 

speak to how consumption and the market system have upheld or maintained the social 

hierarchy between the elite and residents of the periphery. In addition to saying they no 

longer want to consume commercial propaganda, in the very same line the organizers assert 

that “não queremos mais seu tênis, seus celulares. Não queremos mais ser mão de obra 

barata.” Tennis shoes and cell phones here are not only symbols of wealth, but also largely 

imported from other countries and heavily taxed, all of which contributes to the 

understanding of these items as status symbols reserved for the people who can afford 

them. In essence then, the rejection of these market goods that were introduced to the 

country through globalization, is also a rejection of colonial hierarchies and control of the 

local population by wealthy foreign forces.  

 

 Beyond this, by rejecting the symbolic hierarchies associated with tennis shoes and 

cell phones, the manifesto and its authors are also criticizing mass-produced cultural 

objects. Not only are residents of the periphery are situated in opposition to the elite, they 

also reject the cultural products associated with the elite, the shoes and the cell phones, as 

foreign objects belonging to the elite. What’s more, by announcing that they no longer want 

to be cheap labor alongside the mention of these status symbols, the organizers here suggest 

that this system of commodities benefits from or is predicated upon the exploitation of 

workers. This brings to mind Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s position that 

creativity and subjectivity are incompatible with mass-production, and thus this form of 
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production is dependent on both submissive workers and passive consumers.77 Therefore, 

in order for social relations to be transformed, authors of the manifesto suggest that it is 

not enough to be critical of their status as unskilled workers, but also of how they are 

conditioned to participate in a system that, in part, exploits this status. The manifesto 

suggests, in other words, that disrupting these patterns of consumption and work can 

overturn the current system and thus the authors’ positions within it.  

 

 We see a similar critique of a system suggested in Cleiton Ferreira’s poem, “Quem 

é você.”78 A regular participant at Sarau da Brasa known by members of the sarau as 

Fofão,79 Ferreira draws on the titular question of the poem, which could be read literally as 

“Who are you?” or colloquially as, “Who do you think you are?” to engage with themes of 

peripheral identity and alienation. The poet opens the poem with a reiteration of this 

question and its link to identification, or the act of being identified. He states, “Quem é 

você? / Tu sabes responder? / A questão da identificação / É uma das mais complexas em 

nossa civilização.” Ferreira’s question here brings to mind Louis Althusser’s notion of 

hailing, or interpellation, whereby identity appears through the way it is called out, or 

“hailed,” by an ideology.80 Within this concept, an individual has no inherent identity; 

humans are only subjects that come into being when they are signaled by a set of beliefs. 

The poet suggests this towards the middle of the poem when he claims that he, and his 

audience, are forced to “se enquadrar na organização manipuladora desse sistema cruel,” 

	
77 See, Juliet Schor and Douglas B. Holt. The Consumer Society Reader (New Press, 2000). 
78 Ferreira, Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume IV, 97. 
79 Fofão means chubby, and is also the name of a fictional character from the 1980’s children’s television 
shows, Balão Mágico and TV Fofão 
80 See, Louis Althusser and Étienne Balibar. On the Reproduction of Capitalism: Ideology and Ideological 
State Apparatuses (Verso, 2014). 
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all of which “tornando-nos assim pessoas alienadas e sem presença.” This system in which 

he and others like him are forced to fit into, is, as he indicates, is sustained, in part, through 

their consumption of images and ideas about the periphery that circulate on the TV. He is 

critical then of the way peoples’ definition of themselves, of their identities, are dictated to 

them through these ideological state apparatuses, such as the media or TV programming, 

both of which I examine more closely in Chapter III.  

 

 Importantly, Ferreira diverges from Althusser when he insinuates that there is a 

more real or authentic identity being imposed upon by ideology. Because of this belief, he 

calls for “nos defender” against “Aceitando o que é posto pra nos” and echoes the claims 

made in Sarau da Brasa’s “Manifesto” to stop consuming propaganda unquestioningly. The 

poets’ references to alienation seem to be drawing on Marx’s theory of alienation, which 

argues that because workers, likened here to people from the periphery, are oriented 

towards goals and activities mandated by the elite, they are deprived the right to think for 

themselves and thus become alienated from themselves. The common motif of the wall 

then, explained in the introduction, is not just a reference to cultural and geographic 

separation between the elite and the periphery, but also of the internal sense estrangement 

people from the periphery can feel from their own desires. Their orientation towards the 

world is not autonomously determined, but mandated from external ideological forces that, 

as Ferreira asserts, fill “o interior vazio da consciência.” In both Ferreira’s poem and Sarau 

da Brasa’s “Manifesto,” the authors are raising awareness of a system that transforms their 

identity into a product that is imposed upon them through their consumption of its images 

circulating in the cultural marketplace.  
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 Interestingly, rather than abstaining from or rejecting this system of consumption 

and production outright, poets of LPM are participating in it through their poetry. Their 

poetry though is not a critique of consumption per se, but of what is being consumed. 

Perhaps one of the most vivid and literal critiques about consumption can be seen in poet 

and organizer of Cooperifa, Sérgio Vaz’s, “A vida é loka.”81 The name makes reference to 

a song by Racionais MC’s, a connection I analyze in the following section of this chapter. 

Like the song, Vaz’s poem attempts to capture a snapshot of life in the periphery. Vaz 

opens his poem stating, “Esses dias tinha um moleque na quebrada com uma arma de quase 

quatrocentas páginas na mão. / Umas mina cheirando prosa, uns acendendo poesia.” In a 

very straightforward fashion, Vaz inverts the images of people in the periphery carrying 

weapons, snorting, and smoking drugs by associating all of these actions with literature. 

Rather than alcohol or drugs, consumo then becomes about how people in the periphery 

are literally consuming knowledge. He continues along this vein when he says, “O tráfico 

de informação não para, uns estão saindo algemados aos diplomas depois de 

experimentarem umas pílulas de sabedoria.” Through the images he creates while talking 

about physical consumption, Vaz is offering to his audience another image of the periphery 

to consume. Poetry, while not the only medium, is a powerful tool in this endeavor because 

of its contestatory and constitutive power. With poetry Vaz is able to conjure up 

incongruous images that would be hard to imagine occurring in the physical world (such 

as someone snorting prose), and exploits this break in reason to layer various potential 

	
81 See Sérgio Vaz. Flores de Alvenaria (Global Editora, 2015): 102. 
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social and farcical meanings in his work. In this sense, poetry offers both a critique and the 

possibility to imagine another world. 

 

What Resistance Can Offer  

 Participating in this system of cultural production, for many in LPM, often stands 

in tension with the understanding that poets and organizers of the movement are also in 

some sense attempting to resist it. In fact, resistance, broad and undefined, is a key theme 

that emerges in many of the conversations heard at the saraus. Many participants of LPM 

see their positions as poets and cultural actors as evidence that they are resisting something. 

One possible interpretation of this is that, in a world that tells you that you will be a “mão 

de obra barata,” and in a world where you instead (or in addition) produce poetry and 

literature, resistance lies in your disobedience or refusal to be only what the system dictates 

you to be. Under this framework you are not only resisting, but also creating, producing, 

and offering something from a position of resistance. Perhaps then when you congregate 

as “resisters,” or as individuals all seen as resisting the system’s demands, the saraus 

become spaces of refuge and solidarity for participants critical of the status quo.  

 

 Still others think of the saraus as spaces of refuge because of the way the social and 

politics values of the space respond to racism and uplift the Afro-Brazilian identity. Poet 

and participant of Sarau Elo da Corrente, Guiniver Santos elaborates on this when she says:  

       
O que é um espaço de resistência pra uma comunidade negra? É 
aquele espaço onde você sabe que você está com os seus, lutando 
por ideais comuns. Quais são esses ideais comuns, né? É você ter 
direitos assegurados como qualquer outra pessoa, ser olhado como 
qualquer cidadão e que tem os seus direitos assegurados dentro da 
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constituinte, independente da sua etnia. A gente sabe que a gente tem 
aí uma herança histórica de opressão aos indígenas e de opressão 
aos negros, né? A gente tem centenas de anos de escravidão, tem o 
nosso país um dos últimos a abolir a escravatura, né? E a gente traz 
isso [o espaço dos ideais comuns e direitos assegurados].82  
 

    
In connecting the space of the sarau to black identity, Santos underscores here how space, 

and in particular urban space, is discursive. It organizes the bodies that circulate within its 

confines and as such, the relationship between space and bodies, in this case ones marked 

by race and class, emerges as a critical point in establishing rights or feeling like you 

belong. Space, as Henri Lefebvre argued, is a social product that is constructed through 

shared values.83 A black space is then, as Santos explains, a space that values black lives. 

The construction of these spaces is significant because of how they demarcate physical and 

geographic sites where these values can be shared and uplifted. Understanding the saraus 

in this way brings to mind other expedient spaces such as the Nuyorican Poet’s Café in 

New York City.84  However, while both the saraus and the Nuyorican Poet’s Café have 

acted as spaces of gathering for marginalized communities, the historical moment and 

national context in which they appear set them apart as markedly different phenomena. Or 

rather, what these spaces offer to their respective communities and how the resistant 

position is socially situated and discursively produced.  

 

 Thus, as opposed to exalting a sort of hybrid identity, one of the most prominent 

features of the saraus is how they act as spaces where residents of the periphery can reclaim 

	
82 Guiniver Santos. Interview with author. October 13, 2018. 
83 See, Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space (Blackwell, 1991). 
84 See, Urayoan Noel. In Visible Movement: Nuyorican Poetry from the Sixities to Slam (University of Iowa 
Press, 2014). 
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a sense of Afro-Brazilian heritage and black ancestry, recovering it in some sense from the 

pernicious myth of racial democracy. They do this by acting as spaces where community 

members use their poetry to raise consciousness about the condition and history of being 

an Afro-descendent both in and outside of Brazil. As Santos mentions above, many in the 

movement see the poetry and the saraus as playing a large part in black cultural production 

in São Paulo, not necessarily because of the skin color of the writers and participants, 

though that often correlates, but because of the social vision these works take on. In an 

interview with poet and organizer of Sarau Elo da Corrente, Raquel Almeida, I asked 

Almeida where this focus on consciousness about race comes from. She explained that 

much of what LPM promotes actually stems from the rap that proliferated throughout the 

periphery in the 1980s and 90s. She says, “For a long time it was said that Literatura 

Periférica fit as the fifth element of hip-hop…we have four…MC’s, B-boys, graffiti, [and] 

DJs… I always thought that Literatura Periferica fit in this.”85 The credit Almeida gives to 

hip hop has much to do with the way the hip hop movement promoted a form of Brazilian 

race consciousness through its relationship with social movements under the military 

dictatorship and its contact with the U.S. black cultural revolution.86  

 
 Connecting the poetry from LPM to the larger transnational hip hop movement 

situates this literature within a larger framework of Afro-diasporic cultural production, and 

as such, reveals how this poetry is speaking to local and global conditions simultaneously. 

This is otherwise referred to as “glocalization,” a concept Marcyliena Morgan and Dionne 

Bennett explain as a “recontextualization of cultural forms through ‘local’ appropriations 

	
85 Raquel Almeida. Interview with author. November 7, 2018. 
86 See, Derek Pardue. Ideologies of Marginality in Brazilian Hip Hop (Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 
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of a globally accepted cultural model ‘that are then integrated into a new social context.’”87 

The importance of this concept is that it captures how cultural forms are shaped by both 

local and global factors. Within LPM, this is evident through the way some of the poetry 

discusses Afro identity or questions of skin color. For example, in Akins Kintê’s poem 

“Não é mulata essa preta,”88 the author is both denouncing colorism and condemning the 

Brazilian concept of miscegenation where racial mixing was used as justification to erase 

African identity. Kintê uses his poem to speak out against racism as a global problem for 

all Afro-descendent people while he also locally situates his poem through his reference to 

the Brazilian historical context. Another example is Sergio Vaz’s poem, “Magia Negra,”89 

where the poet goes through the accomplishments of famous black people both in and 

outside of Brazil and, as suggested in the title, the tenacious and often surreptitious ways 

that hegemonic culture has to demonize black achievement (“black magic” denotes bad/ 

demonic/ evil magic). In using their work to connect their socio-political positions to that 

of other Afro-descendants outside their respective communities, poets of LPM are both 

raising consciousness and offering participants of the movement, marginalized Brazilians 

who suffer from various forms of exclusion, a bridge to a larger community. This in effect 

contributes to the understanding of the saraus as spaces of resistance through they way they 

resist or rather, evade, exclusion by building connections.   

 

	
87 See, Marcyliena Morgan and Bennett, Dionne. “Hip-Hop & the Global Imprint of a Black Cultural 
Form.” Daedalus, 140.2 (2011): 181. 
88 See, Akins Kintê. Muzimba na Humildade sem Maldade (Fabio Monteiro Pereira, 2016): 38. 
89 Vaz, Flores de Alvenaria, 95. 
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 Of the rap groups that Almeida mentions, perhaps one of the most commonly cited 

references in LPM is Racionais MC’s,90 a group formed in São Paulo in the 1980’s. As 

previously mentioned, poet Sérgio Vaz engages directly with one of the group’s most 

popular songs, “Vida Loka, Pt. 1” in his poem “A vida é loka.” The song by Racionais 

MC’s opens with a phone call between Mano Brown (a group member) and a friend in 

prison. In the conversation, Brown offers his condolences for the death of his friend’s dad 

(“aí fiquei sabendo do seu pai, aí, lamentável”), and his friend reveals that he was not even 

able to attend the funeral (“nem deixaram eu ir no enterro”), to which Brown responds 

“that’s crazy” (“isso é louco”). His friend claims that he’ll be back in the hood soon (“logo 

mais tô aí na quebrada com vocês aí”), and Brown replies with an allusion that life in the 

periphery might not be any easier than life in prison (“É quente, na rua também num tá 

fácil não morô, truta?”). The subtext of their conversation is about freedom and how life in 

the quebrada can be as restrictive as life in prison due to social and economic exclusion 

suffered by people in the periphery (“uns juntando inimigo, outros juntando dinheiro”). It 

is not a far stretch to see how the word quebrada, which translates to both “broken” and 

“ravine,” has become a commonplace moniker for the periphery, bringing to mind a crack 

in the earth with walls so steep that it can be almost impossible to get out of. The craziness 

then referenced in the “vida loka” refrain is about how the day-to-day for those in the 

periphery is structured around a fight to survive and how this struggle limits liberty. The 

excessive violence of this fight that appears through references made to theft, threats, guns, 

	
90 In 2017 UNICAMP placed the “Sobrevevendo o inferno” album on the reading list for the vestibular test 
(university entrance exam), alongside poetry by Luís de Camões and Ana Cristina Cesar. In defending this 
decision, professor and executive coordinator of the Vestibular UNICAMP, José Alves de Freitas Neto said 
that they were struck by the question of the valorization of the periphery that the album proposes (“Nos 
chamou a atenção a questão da valorização da cultura da periferia proposta pelo disco”). 
 https://www.nexojornal.com.br/expresso/2018/05/24/Quais-as-conex%C3%B5es-do-rap-com-a-literatura-
e-a-poesia 
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and death, underlines how this social reality is defined through what is often hard to 

imagine for people who are not living it day-to-day (remember Brown has to remind his 

friend about life on the streets). 

 

 What Vaz’s reference above reminds us is that often consciousness in LPM is raised 

through allusions to violence and death. One striking example of this appears in Raquel 

Almeida’s poem, “Sem Titulo II,”91 where the poet paints a scene of women dying at the 

hands of the police. The poem opens with an idiomatic expression signaling anguish, but 

one that also literally brings to mind the image of a scream of desperation, trapped, 

presumably, in the body of a woman who has already died (“Um grito entalado de 

desespero / Mais uma se foi”). As the poem unravels, Almeida questions who will be the 

next victim of this “facção fardada” and makes a not-so-oblique reference to the military 

police who, in many urban areas throughout Brazil, have been accused of carrying out 

extrajudicial killings against poor and black Brazilians. Almeida’s suggestion that anguish 

and death are brought about by the military police speaks to the organization and structure 

of these police as state-sponsored instruments of control. Marcelo Bordin and Pedro Rolfe 

Bodê de Morães explain in their examination on the police and democracy in Brazil, that 

since their establishment in the colonial era, the “Brazilian police agencies, in their origin, 

served the interests of the metropolis and owners of the slaves,” 92  which effectively 

transformed all actions and people that were in conflict with these interests as criminal. 

This sentiment was furthered during the military dictatorship in which death squads were 

	
91 See, Raquel Almeida. Nos Kintais do Mundo: Antologia (Sarau Kintal, 2018): 37. 
92 See, M. Bordin and PRB Moraes. “Police, politics and democracy in Brazil.” Sociology International 
Journal, 1.4 (2017): 152. 
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created amongst the police to administer social control not only for criminals, but also 

“subversives,” through use of lethal force. These squads and the organization of the police 

were effectively left in place during the period of re-democratization, as neither the police 

institutions nor the people in power in these places were reformed or removed. The police 

then in the Brazilian context, as elsewhere, were and are defenders of the state, not of 

individuals that make up civil society. And the poorer and more marginalized segments of 

the population, people like Almeida and others in the periphery, are situated as former 

slaves, unruly segments of the population that must be controlled, and/or collateral in their 

war against unrest and criminality.  

 

 Almeida drives this reality home when, in the last line of the same stanza, she 

claims in reference to these violent injustices that black Brazilians continue to live under 

“o peso do chicote convertido em balas.” In making an overt reference to slavery through 

the image of the whip, Almeida speaks to this history about who the police work for, and 

how their killings are connected to systematized race-based oppression. Emphasizing her 

point, Almeida closes her poem with the line, “In memória Marielle, Luana e Claudia,” and 

makes reference to three high-profile cases of black women from the periphery killed by 

the military police in the past several years. Marielle Franco, a Brazilian councilwoman 

and activist from Rio de Janeiro who was assassinated while riding in her car on March 14, 

2018, a day after speaking out against extrajudicial police killings. Luana Barbosa, a 

woman of 34 years old from Riberão Preto in the state of São Paulo who died April 13, 

2016 after five days in the Intensive Care Unit following a police beating. Luana was 

stopped by the Military Police in a local neighborhood and, when she refused to be searched 
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without the presence of a policewoman, was beaten by the reprimanding officers. And 

Claudia Silva Ferreira, who died March 16, 2014 after she was dragged 300 meters behind 

a police car. Ferreira had been shot by stray bullets while walking in her community in Rio 

de Janeiro and when she called for help, was put in the trunk of a police car to be driven to 

the local hospital. During the ride she fell out of the trunk and was dragged for several 

minutes before the driver noticed. All three women were black and from the periphery. 

 

 Since Almeida wrote that poem shortly after Marielle’s assassination in 2018, the 

two men who were responsible for killing her have been arrested; both are former military 

police officers. While there is still an ongoing investigation as to who ordered her murder, 

it is worth noting how the publicity surrounding Marielle’s death stands out as exceptional 

in a society where violence against black female bodies often goes unnoticed. Marielle was 

a councilwoman who spoke out regularly against the violent police occupation in her 

community in Rio de Janeiro. In her masters’ thesis from 2014, Marielle wrote that there 

is “a continuity of racist logic of the incarceration of Blacks and the poor”93 in the police 

tactics used throughout Rio. The state-sponsored death of Marielle, as a politically 

prominent black female figure of resistance from the periphery highlights what Christen 

Smith refers to as the state’s “necropolitical tactics.” Smith cites Achille Mbembe’s 

definition of necropolitics as “‘contemporary forms of subjugation of life to the power of 

death’” which are “rooted in the legacies of racism, colonialism, and slavery for which ‘the 

political, under the guise of war, of resistance, or the fight against terror, makes the murder 

	
93 See, Christen Smith. “Lingering Trauma in Brazil: Police Violence Against Black Women.” NACLA 
Report on the Americas, 50.4 (2018): 371. 
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of the enemy its primary and absolute objective.”94 For black women from the periphery, 

they are the internal enemy of Brazil as a state, of whiteness as a value, and of the 

heteropatriarchy: a triple threat to the hegemonic value system. As a result, their bodies 

are, as Mbembe explains, always somewhere between life and death.95  

 

 In referencing their deaths in her poem, Almeida is not only refusing to let these 

women be forgotten from social and collective memory, the significance of which will be 

discussed in the chapter to follow, but is also incorporating awareness of these assemblages 

of power and injustice into cultural production. This act counters the predominant ideology 

that black lives do not matter and works to readdress knowledge as a site of power. Indeed, 

one of the most notable features of Almeida’s poem is the way themes of power and 

violence appear as distinctly separate. In recounting police atrocities, violence appears as 

an instrument used to harm, terrorize, and silence black Brazilians. However, the poem 

stands in direct opposition to these goals both through its existence and through the way it 

refuses to let these women be forgotten or silenced. Violence here is not a manifestation of 

power, but, as Hannah Arendt argues, antithetical to it.96  In Arendt’s formulation, the 

violence inflicted upon these women by the state actually erodes the state’s power as 

legitimate. The poem then is not simply one of resistance. In fact, it does not resist injustice 

at all; it is fueled by it. The poem engages in an explicit form of consciousness raising 

through recollection and in doing so, situates power in knowledge production and sharing.  

 

	
94 See, Christen A. Smith. “Strange Fruit: Brazil, Necropolitics, and the Transnational Resonance of 
Torture and Death, Souls.” A Critical Journal of Black Politics, Culture, and Society, 15.3 (2013): 180. 
95 See, Achille Mbembe. “Necropolitics.” Public Culture, 15.1 (2003). 
96 See, Richard Bernstein. “Hannah Arendt's Reflections on Violence and Power.” Iris, 3.5 (2011). 
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Developing Awareness Through the Creation of Social Spaces 

 One of the key features of LPM that facilitates this production is the sarau. Though 

different in its contemporary format, the sarau, which translates to salon, first appeared in 

Brazil as a gathering of the urban bourgeois.97 Today however, the saraus de poesia in São 

Paulo are almost exclusively associated with LPM and broader cultural production 

occurring throughout the periphery. The saraus of LPM tend to function in the following 

way. Generally a group of poets or artists from the same community organize a sarau to 

occur one evening or weekend day on a regular basis. They name the event and advertise 

it through word of mouth and Facebook. In the beginning of the movement in the early 

2000s, many saraus were held weekly; today the majority happen on a monthly basis. Most 

saraus are held in local bars or open squares, and are open events for all community 

members to attend. Before the sarau begins, organizers go around and ask attendees if they 

would like to recite a poem that evening and make a list of the people who plan to speak. 

After the opening, one by one people step up to a microphone located at the front or in the 

middle of the crowd and recite poetry.  

 

 Though saraus of all sorts occur throughout the city, some of the most well-known 

are: Cooperifa, which began in 2001 and is organized by poet Sérgio Vaz in São Paulo’s 

zona sul, and is considered the first and one of the most frequented saraus in the city; Sarau 

do Binho, also located in the southern part of the city, named after the organizer Binho who 

began forming events where people shared poetry they wrote as early as 1996; Sarau Elo 

da Corrente, organized by poets Raquel Almeida and Michel Yakini in 2007 in the northern 

	
97 See, Lucía Tennina. “Saraus Das Periferias De São Paulo: Poesia Entre Tragos, Silêncios e Aplausos.” 
Estudos De Literatura Brasileira Contemporânea, 42 (2013). 
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community of Pirituba; and Sarau da Brasa, located in neighboring Brasilândia, which is 

organized by six community members. Though each sarau is specific to its local 

community, and as I describe later, reflects distinctive characteristics of said community, 

all of the saraus are events open to the broader public, not only to local residents. That 

being said, these events define themselves as spaces of expression for periféricos; for 

people who are understood as existing on the margins of society because they hail from the 

periphery. This is significant because, as previously explained, many of the residents of 

these communities suffer from social and political alienation. The saraus then act as spaces 

where people from the periphery can feel in-community and come together over a myriad 

of different concerns and topics.  

 

 What the saraus reveal is that in addition to raising consciousness through critiques 

of the system and recollections of injustice, much of the poetry heard at the events is 

engaging in a process of re-signification of both social identity and social space. To 

understand this more clearly, I must reiterate the significance of sociologia da lacuna 

referenced in the first chapter. Marginalized residents of the periphery are characterized by 

lack. The space itself is associated with a lack in infrastructure, lawfulness, and culture. 

Thus, the people who inhabit such a space are seen as lacking not only in social services, 

but also in education, culture, institutional access, and a sense of right from wrong. 

According to dominant ideology, residents of the periphery are the periféricos whose job 

it is to prop up aspects of society through their labor and consumption, but who should 

largely remain silent and invisible from shaping or contributing to it. This social script that 

is not merely resisted at the saraus, but re-signified in several ways. 
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 Often this identity is contested and redefined through the poems themselves. One 

example of this appears in Paulo Rams’s poem, “Favelado que a elite não esperava!”98 

where the poet opens claiming: 

 
Ouvi alguém dizer… 
Que não sou boa gente.  
Que eu não tenho poder.  
E que se eu passar dos 3099 
já passer da validade de viver.. 
 
In the following lines it becomes clear that the poet is understood by others as being 

powerless and worthless because he is poor and comes from the periphery (“Que sou mero 

favelado. / Que ando com tênis sujo enlameado”). The first half of the poem reflects the 

broader societal presumptions made about marginalized residents of the periphery. As with 

the Sarau da Brasa’s “Manifesto” from the beginning of this chapter, Rams here also 

references tennis shoes, but in this case, his are covered in mud. This brings to mind the 

image of a “favelado” as someone who is both dirty, ostracized and racialized by dirt, and 

as someone who has failed at fitting in. Though he owns tennis shoes, an imported good 

recognized as a status symbol, his are dirty; he is unable to keep them clean, the subtext of 

which reveals the stereotype of how many associate the periphery with unpaved roads, a 

image that speaks to a lack of urban infrastructure. Thus, despite the fact that he has these 

tennis shoes, his peripheral identity cannot be covered up by these symbols of wealth. In 

the second half of the poem, Rams subverts this stereotype when he describes the surprise 

	
98 See Paulo Rams. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume III (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2011): 37. 
99 According to the non-profit Rede Nossa São Paulo, for 2019, the life expectancy for people from the 
periphery is 57.6 years, while it is 80.6 for people from the wealthier areas of the city. 
www.nossasaopaulo.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Mapada_Desigualdade_2019_apresentacao.pdf 
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others feel when they see him with books in his hands (“Se surpreende com livros na minha 

mão”). It is important to note how Rams is not rejecting his status as a “favelado,” or person 

who lives in a favela, but rather revealing how being from the periphery is not synonymous 

with reading books, getting an education, or consuming culture. In the last stanza below, 

the poet explains how he counters societal expectations precisely because he writes books 

and participates in literary events all whilst having chapped feet from the holes in his dirty 

shoes. He is positioning himself against the bigotry of low expectations. 

 
O favelado que a elite não esperava. 
Escreve livros e participa  
das manifestações literárias. 
E continua com o pé rachado, 
com o tênis furado. 
E ainda é favelado. 
 
 One of the most frequently made references in poetry of LPM is that of the elite. 

As Rams does above, the elite is a catchall term often used in a oppositional fashion to 

refer to those who have power in society. The elite in this sense, are seen by many 

participants of LPM as part of the reason why social and political inequality remains in 

Brazil. This is because the elite generally hold, as Stephen Coakley Wells’s describes, high 

positions in society “associated with certain socio-political categories,” 100  such as 

prestigious higher education institutions, political or judicial offices, and economic 

institutions like banks and multinational companies. According to Wells’s analysis, what 

defines the Brazilian elite specifically is their priority of economic growth over the 

upholding of democratic values if or when the two are in contention. Because the elite 

occupy many of the decision-making positions within the public and private sectors, many 

	
100 See, Stephen Coakley Wells. “The Importance of Being Earners: the Democratic, Institutional and 
Socio-Political Influence of Brazil's Elite.” Cadernos EBAPE.BR, 8.4 (2010): 662. 
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domestic policies and government interests generally come to represent elite interests, 

which tend to ignore social and political injustices faced by marginalized residents of the 

periphery. This is compounded by the fact that many of the elite appear as European 

descendants which exacerbates, or perhaps clearly demonstrates, racial power dynamics in 

the country where those more closely tied to European ancestry assume superiority. This 

relationship between whiteness and economic and political power is clearly displayed in 

the regional breakdown of Brazil, where the states with more wealth and political clout, 

such as São Paulo, Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro, Paraná, and Rio Grande de Sul, have a 

higher concentration of European descendants. And states with higher Indigenous and 

Afro-Brazilian populations in the north and northeast of the country are poorer and 

portrayed as backwards. Rams engages with this notion of backwardness through his use 

of the term “pé rachado,” which is a moniker used for people who are from the countryside 

and seen as having no culture (and thus, who do not use shoes). For Rams then, he is re-

signifying the image of the favelado as backwards not by outright denouncing these 

stereotypes but adding to them references of culture and education. In the stanza above he 

suggests that he might be seen as the stereotypical favelado wearing old tennis shoes with 

holes in them, but that he also writes books and participates in literary events, which we 

can presume is a reference to the saraus.  

 

 Another way in which the poets from the movement move away from these over-

simplified and prejudiced images society has about the periphery is by showing regard for 

the specific regions in Brazil where their families are from. Sarau Elo da Corrente, which 

means “link in the chain,” often pays homage to the cultures of northeastern states such as 
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Pernambuco, Maranhão, Bahia, and Piauí, to name a few, because of the large northeastern 

immigrant community that settled in the neighborhood. Commenting on why it is important 

to remember this heritage at the saraus, Elo da Corrente organizer Michel Yakini explains:   

 
A gente também tem o pensamento pra refletir essa questão dessa 
origem nordestina e, também, a gente também sempre reflete muito 
o que é ser negro dentro desse espaço por acreditar que a periferia é 
um efeito de migrações, é um efeito de pós-escravidão, enfim... 
Tudo isso gerou esse espaço urbano. Então, a gente tenta pensar pra 
[não] deixar esse mito de que escolhemos viver ali ou que é o lugar 
que nos... nós vivemos, porque é o único existente. Não, existe uma 
imposição cultural e isso gerou, depois, também uma sobrevivência 
cultural e aí a gente se refaz ali se… ressignificou o espaço no 
imaginário por parte do…das gerações seguintes.101  

 
This act of remembrance, as Yakini articulates it, offers participants of the sarau another 

possible way for them to understand their relationship to the periphery and the city more 

broadly. Rather than simply being products of migration, Yakini suggests that reflecting on 

northeastern heritage and culture enables members of the community to better understand 

how their lives and histories have contributed to the making of the neighborhood, the urban 

space, and to the greater national space. Yakini is espousing the idea, as David Harvey 

explains in his work, Spaces of Global Capitalism, that space is relational; that the meaning 

we derive from it is constructed through temporal lived experiences of the physical area. 

Thinking in this way, as space-in-process, invites residents of the periphery to “consider 

the ways [they] physically shape [their] environment and the ways in which [they] both 

represent and get to live in it.”102  

 

	
101 Michel Yakini. Interview with author. October 10, 2018. 
102 See, David Harvey. Spaces of Global Capitalism (Verso, 2006): 139. 
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 Similar to the way Santos defined the saraus as a black spaces of resistance and 

echoing Lefebvre, Yakini too sees the saraus as spaces that are socially produced. In the 

same way neighborhoods are relational spaces constructed through the lived experiences 

and memories that circulate within them, so too are the saraus. Urban space in this 

framework is comprised of much more than its physical and material reality. Because the 

saraus are relational spaces, the value or meaning found at these events is created through 

the interactions or exchanges of knowledge that occur within them, such as the reflections 

of northeastern heritage referenced above. The act of making a space then becomes an act 

of making meaning through social dynamics. In many ways the space of the saraus operate 

as what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as “rhizomatic space,” because they are characterized 

by non-hierarchal openness and indeterminacy.103 For some participants, the saraus are 

spaces of leisure, for others, spaces of memory, and still yet for others, spaces of resistance 

or of knowledge-production. Sarau goers in this sense are in a constant state of movement 

of being in-between each of these functions. The sarau then is a not a space that is oriented 

towards achieving any particular goal, but makes it possible for participants to find their 

own meaning in the space. It is through this lens that we can better understand how the 

saraus contribute to the larger process of meaning making that is constantly evolving and 

being re-signified, not only within and for the periphery but the entire city of São Paulo. 

 

 To facilitate this project of re-signification, many of the saraus have begun to 

collaborate with public education centers dotted throughout the periphery known as 

CEUs104 (“Centros Educacionais Unificados”). As opposed to the rhizomatic space of the 

	
103 See, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. On the line (Semiotext(e), 1983). 
104 For a complete list of the all the Centers in São Paulo, see, “Centros Educacionais Unificados da cidade 
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sarau, the CEUs, as institutions have stated objectives to be spaces of learning. Though 

learning can occur in many different ways at the CEUs, they are spaces of hierarchal order 

that are shaped by specific educational goals. The first CEU opened in 2003 under the 

leadership of the then-mayor of São Paulo and member of the Workers’ Party (“PT”), Marta 

Suplicy. The foundational idea behind the centers was to create multifunctional education 

complexes within the periphery that could house public schools from pre-K through high 

school, in addition to adult education courses, swimming and sports facilities, and cultural 

spaces such as theaters, libraries, and computer labs. These centers were part of a larger 

plan by the PT party to democratize education by expanding knowledge production and 

making it more accessible throughout São Paulo.105 Today there are over 47 CEUs across 

the city that operate as schools and youth cultural centers that have been made possible 

through collaborations with local educators and artists.106  Sarau Elo da Corrente, for 

example, launched an ongoing project in 2018 to host a sarau in a different CEU or public 

school in zona norte each month. The sarau is preceded by a discussion circle called Roda 

de Saberes e Identitdade (“Circle of Knowledge and Identity”). For each Roda, organizers 

of Elo Da Corrente invite a different well-known writer from LPM to come to the school 

and lead a conversation on periférico identity and literature. The day after the Roda, Elo 

returns to the school and hosts a sarau for the kids and encourages them to come up to the 

mic to share poetry that they enjoy and/or have written.  

 

	
de São Paulo,” http://portal.sme.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/Main/Page/PortalSMESP/CEUs--Enderecos 
105 See, Pia Wong. “Constructing a Public Popular Education in Sao Paulo, Brazil.” Comparative Education 
Review, 39.1 (1995). 
106 See, Derek Pardue “City as mobility: a contribution of brazilian saraus to urban theory.” Vibrant: 
Virtual Brazilian Anthropology, 15.1 (2018): 13. 
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Image III: A flyer from the Roda de Saberes with Sérgio Vaz posted to Sarau Elo da Corrente’s Facebook 
page. 
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Image IV: Poster from the Roda de Saberes event with Jenyffer Nascimento also posted to Elo da Corrente’s 
Facebook page. 

 
 
 The objective of these visits, the organizers explain, is to expose kids to alternative 

ways of associating themselves to their communities, and perhaps, to stimulate some form 

of desire to transcend the expectations that society has for children from the periphery. 

Organizer and poet Raquel Almeida explains:  

      
It’s a project where we invite a black peripheral writer to speak about 
their existence with literature. To talk with people about the creative 
process, how they started writing, why literature…also to demystify 
this idea that literature is a seven-headed monster in school still… 
And to have a writer who actually has a likeness, because it 
facilitates our reading when we grab a book, like Carolina Maria de 
Jesus who has a lot in common with my story so I will feel an affinity 
 and I will want to know her story. So it’s to demystify a little 
bit this idea that literature is boring or bad, or not for us. And the 
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sarau is a thing to get close to the people from the place where we 
live.107 
 

 
The main tenet of the program is that the saraus have the potential to transform the way the 

kids perceive their social position, and thus their social world, through witnessing and 

participation. As Almeida suggests, social change takes root when these kids witness 

people like themselves represented in places and disciplines that can appear abstract or 

irrelevant. This witnessing not only occurs when the students meet the writers, but also 

when they read accounts of lives and stories like their own in the poetry of the movement. 

By showing the kids how they are all potential writers or main characters, Elo da Corrente 

offers to the kids cultural and symbolic forms of capital. These forms of capital, as 

developed by sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, are important because they explain how social 

inequality is reproduced.108  Cultural capital, which refers to social or non-monetary assets, 

is an essential component of society because it is how social status is determined. Similarly, 

symbolic capital refers to the specific value one has in their community based on honor, 

prestige, or recognition. Identifying these concepts, it becomes clear to see how Elo da 

Corrente’s program in the schools aims to complicate power relations between 

marginalized Brazilians and the aforementioned “elite” through cultural production.  

 

 What is specific to the program is that it not only exposes kids to literature from the 

periphery, but it also explicitly addresses the consciousness-raising mission of LPM 

through the Rodas. These Rodas provide the students and writers with a platform where 

	
107 Almeida, Interview, November 7, 2018. 
108 See, Pierre Bourdieu. Distinction: a Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste. (Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1986). 
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they can bridge themes found in the poetry with their everyday lives. This was conveyed 

most clearly when poet Jenyffer Nascimento was invited to lead a Roda CEU Vila Atlântica 

in the Jaraguá neighborhood of zona norte in September of 2018. Wearing dark purple 

lipstick and her hair in an afro-style known as cabelo black power, Nascimento arrived at 

the discussion with various copies of her book of poetry, Terra Fértil. Among many 

reoccurring themes in her book, the awareness of her gender and sexism is one of the most 

prevalent. Talking to the group of students between 8-13 years old at the Roda, the poet 

connected this theme to her life and explained how, when she first encountered the 

movement, she was unsettled by the gender divide she saw.  

 
There was this beautiful scene composed of men and women, only 
that often the men were featured on the front line and the women, 
who were always present, but doing what? Organization. 
Applauding. Helping organize. A writer launching a book always 
had a woman organizing things…so women were always in these 
inferior positions and men were like “I’m the man,” “I’m the 
poet.”109 
 

 
 As Nascimento continued, she talked about how important it was for her to realize 

this and how observing these clearly marked gender roles encouraged her to put her words 

and voice out there. She explained that the representation of women within the movement 

was and is important for not just her, but for other black women from the periphery who, 

as previously mentioned are often obscured, reduced to their sexuality and perceived as the 

mulata figure of Carnival whose body is “desired and derided”110 through perceived sexual 

availability, or expected to be domestic workers.111 The narrowness of these images is a 

	
109 Jenyffer Nascimento. Interview with Raquel Almeida. Roda de Saberes. September 27, 2018. 
110 See, Natasha Pravaz. “Performing Mulata-Ness: the Politics of Cultural Authenticity and Sexuality 
among Carioca Samba Dancers.” Latin American Perspectives, 39.2 (2012). 
111 According to the Research of Employment and Unemployment (“Pesquisa de Emprego e Desemprego”) 
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problem because it limits how and where, in this case, black women from the periphery see 

themselves in society. “When there exists a referential gap,” Nascimento says, “it’s very 

difficult to assert ourselves.”112 The poet suggests that representation matters because it 

shifts the collective social imaginary of society through the way it shapes individuals’ 

understandings of themselves and their potential futures. This is true not only for women 

from the periphery, but also for the men of these communities who die at disproportionate 

rates. In a study carried out by the Brazilian Forum of Public Security (“Forum Brasileiro 

de Segurança Pública”) between the years of 2005-2015, Afro-Brazilians represent 54% of 

the national population but 71% of the victims of homicides. The Rede Nossa São Paulo 

organization has reported that over 30 peripheral communities of São Paulo, predominately 

comprised of Afro-Brazilians, have a homicide rate of youth between the ages 15-29 of 40-

79.99 per 100,000.113 In all instances, having a variety of local role models and community 

leaders that kids can look up to opens up the possibility of alternative trajectories by 

offering them other images to ideate.   

 

 Beyond this, Elo’s program in the schools aims to prevent kids from internalizing 

negative feelings associated with marginalization of the periphery. In October 2018, Sérgio 

Vaz led a Roda discussion at municipal primary school Rui Bloem, located in Jardim Santo 

Elias in zona norte. In an informal Q + A style conversation with students ranging from 7 

	
published in April of 2017, women make up 96.9% of the domestic labor workforce, the majority residing 
in the periphery. For more see, “O trabalho doméstico na região metropolitana de São Paulo 2016,” 
http://www.seade.gov.br/produtos/midia/2017/04/Press_domestica_abr2016-1.pdf 
112 Nascimento, Interview, September 27, 2018. 
113 See, “Negros representam 71% das vítimas de homicídios no país, diz levantamento.” 
https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-paulo/noticia/negros-representam-71-das-vitimas-de-homicidios-no-pais-diz-
levantamento.ghtml; “Mapa da Desigualdade 2017.” 
https://nossasaopaulo.org.br/portal/mapa_2017_completo.pdf 
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- 15 that was livestreamed on Elo da Corrente’s Facebook page, Vaz said to the kids, “This 

[peripheral] literature talks about our lives, how we live, how we want to live, what happens 

that’s good, what happens that’s bad… the dreams we have… without stereotypes, without 

the exotic approach that people have about the periphery…our literature exalts our skin, 

our color, samba, rap, funk. [It] exalts the favela. The person who is embarrassed of the 

favela is the government, not those who live there.”114 By communicating the sense of 

pride he feels about the periphery, Vaz offers to the kids another way to think about the 

place where they are from. As he does this he simultaneously combats negative propaganda 

about the periphery through his reference to “the government” that kids might be exposed 

to, either through the media, police presence, or the vivid lack of social infrastructure in 

the communities. In calling out “the government,” Vaz suggests that the social 

abandonment and neglect that many peripheral communities endure should not determine 

the futures of the people who inhabit these areas. Through his references to LPM and the 

music from these communities, Vaz attempts to re-signify the place of the periphery 

through its cultural production. This is particularly important for kids because, as 

anthropologist Omotayo Jolaosho observes, “due to liminal social positioning, young 

people become particularly responsive to their social environments - the degree of 

connectedness with others shapes their senses of self and understandings of their 

capabilities in the face of severe challenges and myriad pressures.”115 In essence, what Vaz 

does in his conversation with the students is make visible to them what constitutes culture 

	
114 Sérgio Vaz, Interview with Michel Yakini. Rode de Saberes. October 30, 2018. 
https://www.facebook.com/ElodaCorrentesarau/videos/306162299975371/ 
115 See, Omotayo Jolaosho. “Youth, Intergenerational Aesthetics, and Political Mobilization in Post‐
Apartheid South Africa.” Proceedings of the African Futures Conference, 1.1 (2016): 3–4. 
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from periphery (samba, rap, funk, literature) and reminds them to not feel ashamed about 

where they are from. 

 

A Changing Neighborhood 

 One could argue that making the culture of the periphery more visible to not only 

other community members, but to greater society more broadly, is one of the main 

objectives of LPM. Visibility in this context is as much about re-signifying what it means 

to be from the periphery as it as about re-making spaces, as notions of marginalization, or 

of being on the margins, already imply a spatial imaginary. In much of the poetry produced 

within the movement, space is re-imagined by displacing notions of centrality and locating 

it within the periphery. This is seen clearly in Chellmí’s poem, “Não desacredita não,”116 

in which the poet opens with “Na brasa periférica sou maloqueiro nato / Calça larga, 

bombeta, nada de verso imediato / Poesia que surge da reflexão e do coração atento / olhos 

esbugalhados,” and immediately locates the poetic voice in the peripheral neighborhood of 

Brasilândia, known colloquially as “brasa.” In doing so, Chellmí transforms a 

marginal[ized] neighborhood into the center point from which the world is constructed. 

Towards the end of the poem, Chellmí claims “Sou Sarau da Brasa, Elo da Corrente, / 

Samba do Congo, sou Brasilândia” and makes reference to two saraus, a samba group, and 

his neighborhood, all located in close proximity to one another in zone norte of the city. In 

challenging notions of geographic centrality, the poet reveals how,  according to scholars 

Derek Pardue and Lucas Amaral de Oliveira, “the saraus contribute to a city-

making…[and] support the idea…that the city is not an a priori given entity but rather a 

	
116 See, Chellmí. Explodindo os cofres dos meus versos (Sonia Regina Bischain Rosa, 2018): 19. 
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dynamic result of sociocultural production.”117 For Chellmí, both the site of his poetic 

enunciation and the material references he uses to construct the world around himself are 

produced from his vantage point. The concept of city then becomes one that is relative and 

in constant negotiation and the future of what the city could be develops alongside this 

changing imaginary. Cultural exclusion due to geographic marginalization is thus contested 

as material references to the periphery, such as the street (Sou grato pelo chão, por rimar 

na rua”), the hillside, (“e desci nas ladeiras do terror”), and various saraus become central 

features of poetic production. 

 

 However, rather than combating the stereotype that the periphery is overrun with 

drugs and drug trafficking, Chellmí suggests a form of hybridity that destabilizes social 

categories through his use of the terms “maloqueiro” (“he who likes to get high”) and 

“olhos esbugalhados” (“high eyes”). He demonstrates that he can be someone from the 

periphery, who uses drugs, and writes poetry; these are not mutually exclusive nor do they 

make him less of a writer. The reference to drug usage puts Chellmí’s poem in dialogue 

with both hip-hop culture and notions of criminality. Though many different music genres 

and literature have made reference to drug consumption, specifically because of the 

association between hip hop culture and perceptions of black criminal inner city 

subjectivity in the U.S., drug usage amongst hip hop groups is seen as part of the deviant 

behavior of black bodies. This is similar to the way drug usage by people from the 

periphery is seen as criminal, and always part of the larger drug trade, whereas usage by 

middle and upper class residents of São Paulo is associated with experimentation. In 

	
117 Pardue, “City as mobility,” 3. 
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revealing himself to be a poet under the influence, Chellmí redeems the right of 

marginalized Brazilians to use drugs without the association of criminality. This in turn 

further re-signifies the periphery into a space where creative experimentation with artistic 

forms and recreational activities occurs. In fact, much of what Chellmí lays out in the poem 

is how he is a poet [and a good one] despite the “Opressão policial, opressão do capital, / 

opressão coletiva e individual” experienced in the periphery from negative associations 

such as criminality. Poetry is thus enunciated from a hybrid figure who incorporates and 

lays bare elements of his marginalization while he simultaneously centers himself and his 

community as the source of his poetic inspiration.  

  

 The material importance of the periphery is as much of a feature of the poetry as it 

is of the saraus themselves. Indeed, because the saraus create physical spaces for gathering, 

the existence of multiple saraus generates a cultural circuit throughout the city that 

encourages mobility. This circuit exists because organizers of different saraus often 

coordinate event days and times to prompt participant circulation. For example, Sarau Elo 

da Corrente in Pirituba happens every second Thursday of the month, while Sarau da Brasa 

in Brasilândia occurs every second Saturday of the month, Sarau do Binho every second 

Monday of the month, and Cooperifa every Tuesday. The effect of this coordination is a 

form of knowledge-sharing that contributes to a broader awareness about marginalization 

as it simultaneously shapes individuals’ trajectories through the city.  
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Image V: A map locating the principle saraus examined in this dissertation: Cooperifa (near Socorro), Sarau 
do Binho (in Taboão da Serra), Sarau Elo da Corrente (in zona norte to the west), Sarau da Brasa (in zona 
norte east of Elo); and two relatively new saraus in the circuit, Sarau Pretas Peri (in zona leste), and Sarau 
Perifatividade (between Santo Amaro, São Caetano do Sul, and São Bernardo do Campo). 
 

 
In recounting her experience attending her first sarau, Raquel Almeida explains that 

she was originally motivated to endure the roughly two hour journey on public 

transportation from her home in the northern zone of the city to visit a sarau she had heard 

about in the southern zone called Cooperifa because she was curious. Cooperifa, at that 

time in 2006, had already become a cultural center in the periphery that attracted people 

from throughout the city. When she arrived she met Sérgio Vaz, heard about LPM, and was 

exposed to a sarau for the first time. After her encounter at Cooperifa, her and Michel 

Yakini were inspired to try to create a similar space in their own community that they would 

later call Sarau Elo da Corrente. What is significant about this account is the way that 

“knowledge and social networking [was] acquired from mobility, rather than a 

conventional notion of networks based on static indices of geographic and cultural 
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presence.”118 In traversing the city and exposing herself to an new interaction, Almeida 

learned about others’ marginalization and its relationship to community building. She 

carried this new knowledge back across the city with her and shared what she had witnessed 

and learned with others in her corner of São Paulo. Knowledge and consciousness-raising 

here occurs not only through highly localized community events, but also through mobility 

and cross-community interactions. This helps us to better understand how the cultural 

circuit created by the saraus has facilitated a transfer of information from one community 

to the next and contributed to a peripheral epistemology about marginalization gleaned 

through lived experience.  

 

 Almeida attributes her personal trajectories through the city with the sarau. She 

explains that growing up, she, “heard a lot about zona sul, [she] heard a lot about zona 

leste, but they weren’t places [she] went to.” 119  It was the saraus, she explains, that 

motivated her and other poets from different marginalized communities to circulate the 

periphery, first out of curiosity, and later to support the movement and mingle with like-

minded people. “Nowadays we go to zona sul, zona leste, or west. We go all over. We go 

to all of São Paulo. We go outside of São Paulo. I think the sarau made this possible.”120 

This travel has led to what scholar Lucía Tennina refers to as an affective circuit in which 

the neighborhood becomes known through the sarau. “Nesse sentido, os estigmatizados 

bairros do Capão Redondo, Campo Limpo e Brasilândia, por exemplo, passam a ser chama-

dos de ‘o bairro do Sarau da Vila Fundão,’ ‘o do Sarau do Binho,’ ‘o do Sarau Poesia na 

	
118 Pardue, “City as mobility,” 3. 
119 Almeida, Interview, November 7, 2018. 
120 Almeida, Interview, November 7, 2018. 
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Brasa.’”121 This is significant because it transforms the saraus into recognizable landmarks 

that re-define the spaces where they are hosted. Organizer of Sarau Elo da Corrente Michel 

Yakini describes how, for example, “Bar do Santista, [where the sarau is hosted], was a bar 

like all the others and was seen as a degrading space where it was possible to get killed, to 

become addicted, etc…” and today it “is recognized in the city, is recognized in Brazil, as 

a cultural space as well.”122  This recognition that Yakini refers to is the result of the 

translocal, and perhaps even transnational, networks created by and through the sarau 

circuit.  

 

 Understanding the corner bar as a cultural center is one more way that LPM 

contributes to a form of city-making. In creating cultural reference points throughout the 

periphery, whole communities are presented with alternative ways of associating with both 

the infrastructure of the neighborhood and with the people that make it, an important 

potentiality that counters the anecdotal but commonplace refrain that “a periferia só tem 

bares e igrejas.”123 As Pardue and Amaral de Oliveira claim, “the saraus reveal….new ways 

of being in (estar) and being of (ser) the periphery.”124  

 

	
121 Tennina, “Saraus Das Periferias,” 13. 
122 Michel Yakini. Interview with author. October 10, 2018. 
123 Commonly said amongst people from São Paulo, this refers to the notion that prior to the saraus the only 
public spaces that the periphery had were bars and churches. In Lucía Tennina’s book, Cuidado com os 
poetas: Literatura e periferia na cidade de São Paulo, Sérgio Vaz is cited as saying, “Everyone knows that 
the periphery does not have theatre, does not have museum [sic], does not have library [sic], does not have 
anything. The only public space that we have really is the bar.” (“Todo mundo sabe que na periferia não 
tem teatro, não tem museu, não tem biblioteca, não tem nada. O único espaço público que a gente tem 
mesmo é o bar,” 117). This refrain also has a socio-moral element in which people use the constrasting 
image of the church and the bar to show what type of life one chose. On more than one occasion I have had 
friends from the periphery tell me their parents put them in church because it was either that or spending 
free time in the bar and on the street, presumably becoming involved with illegal activity. 
124 Pardue, “City as mobility,” 8. 
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 It is worth noting here that in addition to being seen as peripheral to dominant 

cultural production and practices, the saraus sometimes operate as minoritarian political 

and cultural outlets within their own communities. In the case of Sarau Elo da Corrente, 

for example, though the neighborhood of Pirituba where the sarau is located is comprised 

of mostly migrants from the Northeast of Brazil, Elo da Corrente’s references to Afro-

Brazilian religions such as Umbanda 125  and Candomblé, 126  paired with its use of a 

Berimbau 127  and tambores 128  in its opening of the event, stands out in an otherwise 

predominantly Christian community.129 There exists discrimination amongst Christians 

about Afro-descended religions, which they associate to demonic practices.130  This is 

especially the case with Neo-Pentecostal Christians who have carried out violent attacks 

on Afro-Brazilian religious spaces and their practitioners in recent years. As Sarah Rachelle 

Neace reports, churches such as the Neo-Pentecostal Igreja Universal do Reino de Deus 

have mounted hate campaigns that call on their worshippers to destroy and disrupt the Afro-

Brazilian religions that they claim are part of “the devil’s work.” 131  This hatred is 

compounded by the fact that “59% of the 42 million Brazilian Protestants identify as 

	
125 Umbanda is an Afro-Brazilian religion that blends belief in the African orixás dieities, indigenous 
spirits, and Roman Catholicism. 
126 Candomblé is an Afro-Brazilian derived from African animism and belief in orixás. 
127 The Berimbau, originally from African, is a single-string music bow percussion instrument played 
during capoeira practices. 
128 Tambores refers here to a set of drums associated with Afro-Brazilian religions, such as Umbanda and 
Candomblé, capoeira, and samba. 
129 In the 2010 national consensus conducted by the Instituto Brasileiro de Geográfia e Estatística, over 
86% of the country considers themselves Christians, with 64% of the country identifying themselves as 
Roman Catholic and 22% as Evangelical. For more, see “Censo 2010,” 
https://censo2010.ibge.gov.br/noticias-censo.html?busca=1&id=3&idnoticia=2170&t=censo-2010-numero-
catolicos-cai-aumenta-evangelicos-espiritas-sem-religiao&view=noticia 
130 The dieties known as orixás common in Afro-Brazilian religions such as Candomblé and Umbanda have 
been interpreted by some, mainly Pentecostal Christian denominations as manifestations of demons. For 
more, see Silva, Vagner Gonçalves Da. “Neopentecostalismo e ReligiõEs Afro-Brasileiras: Significados Do 
Ataque Aos síMbolos Da Herança Religiosa Africana No Brasil Contemporâneo.” Mana, 13.1 (2007). 
131 See, Sarah Rachelle Neace. “Religious Tension in Brazil: The Rise of Militant Pentecostalism and 
Implications for Afro-Brazilian Religions” (University of California, 2016): 25. 
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Pentecostal,”132 and this number has been steadily rising since 2000. Saraus then that are 

affiliated with Afro-Brazilian religious practices face increasing stigmatization on moral 

and racial and religious grounds, and this is perhaps one reason why some residents in 

communities where saraus occur do not frequent the events. 

 

 Saraus are often compared to churches because what they offer their participants is 

parallel to what churches can offer their followers: identity, affirmation, community, 

symbolic and physical participation, knowledge. However, despite these similarities, it is 

important to note that the biggest differences is that churches, in particular the Neo-

Pentecostal churches dotted throughout the periphery, enforce a set of prescribed 

conservative moral values undergirded by patriarchalism and authoritarianism. According 

to Benjamin Cowan, the rise of Evangelicalism in Brazil can be linked to the rise of the 

“New Right as a transnational phenomenon,” and born from the “confluence of moralism, 

anticommunism, and politicization via friendliness with Brazil’s military regime.”133 And 

while discussing notions of what constitutes the political “right and left” in the Brazilian 

context could be considered reductive, Cowan’s point is that many of the Evangelical 

churches have antithetical values to those of the saraus.  

 

 In fact, beyond the explicit Neo-Pentecostal campaigns against Afro-Brazilian 

practices, sarau goers often cite the broader sense of social conservatism that permeates 

	
132 Neace, “Religious Tension in Brazil,” 7. 
133 See, Benjamin Cowan. “A Hemispheric Moral Majority: Brazil and the Transnational Construction of 
the New Right.” Revista Brasileira De Politíca Internacional, 61.2 (2018): 2. 
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from churches as a factor that deters attendance. Poet and participant of Sarau Elo da 

Corrente Guiniver Santos elaborates on this when she says:  

      
I see this a lot in the peripheries happening. I can only use this type 
of clothing. I can’t drink. I can’t dance. I can’t do this or that…so, 
what is my pleasure? I work during the week, and I go to church, 
and I return home. These are the spaces where I feel safe. All the rest 
of the my cultural movement isn’t fulfilled…I’m generalizing, but 
the great majority of [people] fall into this and I see [it] because I 
work with youth and with adults, many of them stopped going places 
because in some way their religious orientation does not allow it nor 
condone it.134 

 
 
In suggesting that religious institutions restrict how residents of the community socialize, 

Santos is critiquing both the institutions themselves and the general lack of spaces of leisure 

common in communities throughout the periphery. It could be argued that the sort of moral 

policing Santos references is propped up by the lack of social spaces because churches take 

on disproportionately large social functions within these communities. Through her 

critique, Santos suggests that the saraus provide her with another option for leisure, or as 

she puts it, pleasure. Understanding the saraus as places of leisure further contributes to the 

idea that the saraus engage in a city-making in the way that they expand for who or for 

what the city was designed. Santos’s use of the word “safe” here, and her reference to 

clothing, must also be understood as a question that is as marked as much by class and race 

as it is by gender. The moral-based policing of the female body in particular is a point of 

tension that the saraus engage with head on, as women begin to occupy and circulate 

between traditionally male-dominated bars. In this context it is easy to see how the saraus 

	
134 Santos, Interview, October 13, 2018. 
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have come to represent socially open and fairly progressive spaces in relation to the 

communities in which they are housed.  

 

Conclusion 

 Identifying and analyzing the emergent themes of consumption, resistance, and 

African ancestry found in the poetry from LPM helps elucidate what the movement offers 

to residents of the periphery. In critiquing the negative understandings of the periphery, 

how they are consumed, and how images are linked to larger structural issues such as 

education and access to cultural spaces, poets and participants of the movement are 

attempting to re-signify the peripheral identity and combat the negative assumptions 

associated with marginalization. In doing so, they not only offer new possible alternative 

trajectories for people from the periphery to ideate, but they also change the way the 

neighborhood of the periphery is seen by those in and outside of the community.  
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Chapter II: Showing Up: Making Meaning Through the Act of Gathering 

 

In Michael Jackson’s work, The Politics of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression, 

and Intersubjectivity (2002), the author explains, citing Simone Weil, that “‘To be rooted, 

[…] is perhaps the most important and least recognized need of the human soul.’ But 

rootedness is,” he continues, “a social fact before it is anything else,” and linked “‘to a 

person’s ‘real, active, and natural participation in the life of a community.’ To belong is 

thus to believe that one’s being is integrated with and integral to a wider field of Being, 

that one’s own life merges with and touches the lives of others.”135  The last chapter 

discussed what poetry and residents of the periphery offer to one another; how poetry 

within LPM provides residents with an understanding that the are resisting exclusion 

through a reclaiming of their African heritage, and in doing so, they are raising-

consciousness about this past while re-signifying what it means to be of and from the 

periphery for present and future generations. Thinking through Weil’s notion of rootedness 

as a fundamental part of being human, in this case, in an urban world, this chapter expands 

on these ideas and examines how the saraus in particular, through the way the center 

performance and emphasize the importance of presence, fosters a sense of inclusion and 

works to build community amongst participants of the movement. Through an 

ethnographic point of view, I explore how the saraus as social spaces that encourage 

participation, provide participants of the movement with various forms of recognition and 

agency from which they are able to find meaning. I will then examine another poetic 

phenomenon currently happening in São Paulo, known as the Slams de Poesia, and 

	
135 See, Michael Jackson. The Politics of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression, and Intersubjectivity 
(Museum Tusculanum Press, 2002): 12. 
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highlight how these events also aim to build community and challenge pre-existing ideas 

about people from the periphery but that the performances at the slams are often more 

explicitly-worded and include gesticulation. Because of this, we can consider the slams to 

be permitting and encouraging a more confrontational social dynamic, a feature that I argue 

is aimed to disrupt the status quo.  

 

Estar Presente 

 Inclusion at the saraus, even for an outsider like myself, is not just an ideal 

espoused by LPM, but a value that is put into practice at the events. Perhaps one of the 

clearest examples of the sort of practice I am referring to occurs at Cooperifa, where at 

least one of the five organizers personally greets and shakes hands with every attendee as 

they walk in. This is not through some formal procession at the door, but through the 

organizers noticing who is walking in and if not greeting them at the door, then finding 

them at the bar or at their table and going over to welcome them personally to the sarau. It 

is akin to welcoming someone to your house; a code of both hospitality and ownership of 

the space. The act of greeting sets the tone of the sarau as one that is collectively made 

through a mutual recognition between the organizers and the participants about being 

present in this space. The event in turn becomes one that is created by every individual in 

the room and everyone, whether they recite poetry or not, becomes a participant involved 

in the creation of the sarau simply by showing up.  

 
In making all the participants of the sarau feel seen, the organizers are 

communicating that the presence of each person matters. Communication on this level is 

relayed through positive emotional experiences that are the result of feeling included or 
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like one belongs in this space. These experiences, or good feelings, play a fundamental role 

at the saraus because they work to establish affective connections between individuals that 

contribute to community building.  In her work, The Cultural Politics of Emotion, Sara 

Ahmed explains that emotions emerge through the interactions that individuals have with 

one another, rather than already existing within each person.136 Emotional experiences in 

this context are not necessarily interpersonal interior phenomena but rather expressive acts 

that move between individuals and shape our experience of an event. In the case of 

Cooperifa, for example, participants are left with the impression of the event as being 

inclusive because this feeling was produced through the exchange of greeting one another. 

Inclusiveness and the positive effects garnered from it then are not a priori, but feelings 

manifested through practice. These positive feelings work to mediate the space and 

establish the social politics of the event. Ahmed’s understanding of emotions are a helpful 

tool for examining the saraus because it allows us to better understand how positive 

feelings such as conviviality and generosity are produced in this environment, and what 

sort of impact they have on attendees and the spirit of the movement more broadly.  

 

This is perhaps why I was nervous the first time I ever visited a sarau. I had heard 

the spaces were inclusive, even to people not from the periphery, nor Brazilian, but knowing 

I would be included and feeling included are crucially different. The first sarau I went to 

was Sarau Elo da Corrente in Pirituba. It is located in a part of the city I had never been 

before, and hosted by a group of people I had never met. I had reached out to Michel Yakini, 

one of the organizers, via email to ask him if I could attend. He sent a gracious reply and 

	
136 See, Sara Ahmed.The Cultural Politics of Emotion. Edinburgh (University Press, 2014). 
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told me that everyone was welcome. When I arrived, the first thing I noticed was the L 

shape of the bar. It was a narrow shotgun style place with a wide garage-like door that 

opened onto the sidewalk. At the end of the bar there was a microphone and speaker set up 

next to a berimbau137 and a drum. The walls and the ceiling were covered in posters of the 

Santos soccer team and photos from previous saraus and other events; the place was 

covered in memories forged by the community. This was a space that was created by the 

lives and experiences of people who frequented it.  

 

There was one man behind the bar, and several people in one of the two tables 

arranged along the wall chatting. As I walked in, the bartender introduced himself as 

Santista, the owner of Bar do Santista. He gave me a big smile and asked me if I would 

like some of his homemade ginger cachaça drink. I smiled back and although I declined, 

my nerves evolved into enjoyment. In reflecting on this moment, I understand nerves here 

be a mischaracterization of the fear I experienced in anticipation of not feeling included. 

This fear, which Ahmed argues has the potential to establish borders between individuals, 

was moved or realigned through my exchange with Santista. His smile and act of generosity 

produced a positive affect that circulated between us and, rather than creating a divide, 

established a kind of intimacy between us. With the impression that I was welcome to, I 

grabbed a seat at the bar and the woman next to me smiled and said that I should try a sip 

of her cachaça. Perhaps because of the effect of these positive affective exchanges, I took 

a sip. It was sweet and spicy and strong. The woman next to me introduced herself as 

Susana. She seemed young with her braces and bright red lipstick. I asked her if she was 

	
137 A berimbau is a single percussion bow from Brazil that is commonly used in capoeira and candomblé 
traditions. 
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there for the sarau, she said yes and that she had been coming to Elo da Corrente for many 

years. She only lives 15 minutes away by bus, she added. I asked her if she was going to 

recite some poetry that evening and she responded enthusiastically. Minutes later Michel 

Yakini arrived with pitchers of water infused with mint, ginger, and lime. He was followed 

by Santista, who came out of a side door carrying a plate of fresh coxinhas, a fried 

dumpling-like snack filled with cheese and chicken. He said they are “coxinhas do 

Santista,” and that they were for everyone to eat and enjoy grátis. As people began to arrive 

for the sarau, everyone grabbed something to drink and eat and found a spot in the bar 

facing the mic. Yakini walked up to the mic and welcomed everybody as the sarau began.  

 

The exchanges I had with Santista and Susana, the ones Yakini had with various 

participants when he brought out the coxinhas, and the greetings at Cooperifa, organize the 

sarau as social space. Mutual recognition between individuals in these interactions works 

to tear down the borders than can and often do exist between strangers, and help foster 

community building within the saraus and throughout LPM. It does this because it affirms 

an individual’s presence in the space and that this presence matters; that this presence is 

noticed by others. This sort of recognition is significant to people from the periphery 

because on a societal level, they are often ignored/rendered invisible, or noticed in relation 

to negative events (drugs, violence, etc.). Acknowledging one another’s presence in the 

sarau enables marginalized people to recognize one another for their cultural interests, 

talents, and contributions, which, as mentioned, leads the creation of community spaces 

through positive affective exchanges. This is perhaps why throughout the movement, one 

of the most ubiquitous sayings remains to be “estar presente” (“to be present”). Though it 
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is not explicitly defined within LPM, the concept of presence here has many meanings. It 

signals, above all, an appearance, a claim that someone is physically and geographically in 

the temporal current. This form of presence, this showing up, is what makes the saraus, as 

a gathering, possible. And yet, the idea of “being present” also takes on a greater symbolic 

meaning when we consider how the movement has appeared on the socio-political stage in 

São Paulo, which I elaborate in the next chapter, or how the poetry produced in the 

movement has become visible culturally.  

 

Through its calls to be present, LPM is, in some sense, also attempting to destabilize 

the importance of writing both within the movement and within cultural production more 

broadly. Participants who have contributed to the making of LPM do not necessarily have 

to appear textually. Simply showing up and listening can be enough. Of course that is not 

to say that organizers and writers within the movement do not encourage others to write 

and recite poetry, but it is to say that there exists within LPM an openness to what 

participation and poetic production look like. In creating such an accepting environment, 

LPM makes space for both a potential public and private engagement with poetry and 

resists reducing poetic engagement that an individual may have with the form to the sum 

of their public poetic action. In fact, the inclusion of vocally silent poet-participants in the 

movement speaks to the historical experience of marginalization through the way it counts 

not only who speaks but also who is present. This brings to mind Mário Medeiros da 

Augusto Silva’s work on recovering the histories of Afro-descended Brazilians whose 

experiences were ignored, erased, or “forgotten.” 138  Permitting silence to count as 

	
138 See, Mário Augusto Medeiros da Silva. A descoberta do insólito: literatura negra e literatura periférica 
no Brasil (1960-2000) (Aeroplano Editora, 2013). 
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participation speaks to a history of Afro-Brazilians being silenced and this acting as both a 

form of exclusion and justification for it. Silent and vocal participation at the saraus then 

act as dialectical forms of poetic engagement that, as Mike Gonzalez and David Treece 

explain in The Gathering of Voices (1992), emphasize “a geography of social and political 

experience.”139  

 

Perhaps what is most profound about this notion of “estar presente” is that it makes 

presence enough of a reason to be included. Though there are some codes of conduct (such 

as being silent while someone is presenting or applauding after a performance), showing 

up at the saraus means you are a part of them and that you belong there without any 

restrictions on what you need to believe in or how you participate. This is particularly 

significant for a movement that is centered around poetry, a form of literature that is 

traditionally associated with an erudite use of language. Presence, in a sense, makes room 

for individuals within LPM to engage with the movement in whichever way they choose, 

and this we could argue, facilitates desire.  

 

“Deixe o povo falar do jeito que ele quiser” 

Poet and organizer of Sarau do Binho, Robinson Padial known widely as Binho, 

underscores this point about desire when he says:    

 
É o povo mesmo, deixe o povo falar do jeito que ele quiser! Isso de 
construir e fazer frase engavetada, deram umas regras, e aí o povo 
nunca chega naquelas regras, nunca vai aprender aquele jeito de 

	
139 See, Mike Gonzalez and Dave. Treece. The Gathering of Voices: the Twentieth-Century Poetry of Latin 
America (Verso, 1992): ix. 
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escrever ou aquelas regras. Agora é o contrário: vamos falar, vamos 
dizer e não nos importar com a academia, com nada disso.140  
 

 
Binho here is highlighting a key feature in LPM: mainly that, beyond silence, participants 

are encouraged to express themselves in whatever form of language they are most 

comfortable with. Often what this means is that the language of the movement, both what 

is heard at the saraus and what is read in the books that circulate, is one marked by slang 

and vernacular common to the periphery. Many scholars refer to this as spoken language, 

or, as Lucia Tennina describes it as a “linguagem baseada naquilo que se escuta nas ruas 

dos bairros periféricos.”141 Though the use of spoken language in poetry was popularized 

by the modernists and not specific to LPM, it functions in in this context to assert a specific 

kind of peripheral presence textually. Or rather, in using language marked as belonging to 

the periphery, the periphery appears physically, geographically, and sonorically in the 

symbolic and social realm of culture.   

  

For example, in Vagner Souza’s poem, “Mandadão,”142 the poet utilizes slang from 

the periphery to help situate the image of two boys playing with a kite before they are 

ambushed by police. The poem reads: 

 

Vem busca! Solta linha vacilão!!! Tá com medo do quê? Vai tirar essa capuchetinha do 
alto? Vem buscá, vem buscá!!! Olha lá menininho da mamãe, tá correndo pra dentro de 
casa. Vai lá seu bebezão, vai jogar seu videogamezinho, seu frango de granja!!! O céu da 
favela é pros moleque zica, que nem eu. Olha lá o meu quadradão, tá lá no altão. Vixe!!! 
relo!! Mandadão, apara aí!!! Vixe, vixe!!! O quê? Não tô escutando, grita  mais alto!! Os 
quem? Os co o que? Os coxinha? Onde?  

	
140 See, Lucía Tennina et al. Polifonias Marginais (Aeroplano Editora, 2015): 334. 
141 See, Lucía Tennina. Cuidado com os poetas: Literatura e Periferia na cidade de São Paulo (Editora 
Zook, 2017): 91. 
142 See Vagner Souza. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume IV (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2012): 32. 
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    Mão pra cabeça vagabundo!!! 
    Que foi, eu só to empinando pipa seu guarda. 
    Empinando pipa o caralho, olheiro filho da puta!! 
 
 

Souza’s poem recounts the scene of one boy trash talking another because the latter 

is running away from him, rather than competing with him to see who can cut each other’s 

kite first (a common game in Brazil). As he yells for him to come back, while also calling 

him a “mama’s boy” and a “big baby,” it becomes clear that the boy running away is yelling 

back at his aggressor. The first boy, showing off how high his kite is, says he cannot hear 

him and that he needs to yell louder. As the first boy realizes what the second said, “os 

coxinha,” the speech of the first boy’s is cut off by the police telling the “deadbeat” to put 

his hands up, referring to the boy as a “drug lookout son of a bitch.” One of the most 

striking features of this poem is how, in using the slang term for police, “coxinha,” and the 

expression “Vixe,” which is shortening of the word “Virgem,” common in the northeast of 

Brazil, the poem expresses identity through geographically marked language (which is 

different from citing geographic locations or references in a poem explored in the last 

chapter).  

 

In substituting these slangs terms, Souza is engaging in what Francine Masiello, in 

her work The Art of the Transition (2001), refers to as a “territorial struggle over the nature 

of language that informs any community.” 143  In her examination on how writers in 

postdictatorship Chile and Argentina wrestled with a changing neoliberal landscape, 

Masiello argues that because of way poetry “draws the eyes and the ears to the words and 

	
143 See, Francine Masiello. The Art of Transition: Latin American Culture and Neoliberal Crisis (Duke 
University Press, 2001): 229. 
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syntax occluded by discourses of the state,” it is a useful medium in “establishing one’s 

authority in the process of representation.” 144  In other words, language is a tool of 

hegemony and as such, has the power to shut out difference by promoting a universalizing 

aesthetic. By incorporating the terms coxinha and vixe into his poem, Souza reveals a 

localized poetic style and “disrupts the ‘natural’ speech sustained between a nation and its 

subjects.”145 Souza is kicking against the notion of a “normal” or “given” poetic language, 

and pluralizing the concept in the process.  

 

Beyond his substitution of terms, Souza’s poem stands as an example of Binho’s 

call to model poetic language in LPM off of the spoken word. He does this literally by 

framing his poem as a conversation, or rather as one boy yelling after another, and through 

his use of the vernacular. In doing so, Souza communicates the rhythm and idiosyncrasies 

of this sort of speech, and paints the scene as one that is distinctive to the periphery. The 

content of what he expresses then, a boy being accused of being involved in drug trafficking 

while playing with a kite, cannot be separated from the way he expresses it (i.e. through 

speech marked as peripheral). By connecting these two features of the poem, Souza 

conveys an oblique social commentary on the relationship between youths in the periphery 

and the police. The effects here are multiple. In the first place, there is a practical 

consideration to take into account, which is that in a space such as the saraus where there 

are varying levels of formal education, using colloquial language diminishes the chance 

that someone will feel alienated by a lack of understanding. Deploying a poetic language 

modeled after spoken language not only allows participants to engage with the movement 

	
144 Masiello, The Art of Transition, 229. 
145 Masiello, The Art of Transition, 227. 
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in a way that they might desire, but it also makes poetic language accessible. This further 

contributes to idea that the saraus are spaces that foster both inclusion and positive 

exchanges. Secondly, perhaps because of shared understanding and positive feelings, social 

commentaries such as the one Souza makes about unjust police tactics made through poetry 

set the stage for intracommunity dialogue about what poetry and gathering can offer 

residents of the periphery.  

 

Interpreting Performance  

In order to understand how or in which ways the saraus are meaningful for the 

people who frequent them, we must first examine the various languages by which meaning 

is communicated. The saraus are organized around oral performances mediated through a 

microphone and speaker. Poetry recited in this format, first and foremost, is a type of poetry 

where much of the meaning of the work comes from the tone and rhythm that is expressed 

when the poem is performed. Often this can come from the timbre of the voice, from which 

words or lines the poet chooses to elongate or emphasize, or through how the poet conveys 

the poem’s meter. Within LPM, I first became aware of the significance of these poetic 

performances when, at Sarau da Brasa, I was encouraged to recite a poem at the mic by 

one of the organizers. Brasa was hosting the organizers from another sarau, Sarau no Kintal 

and the launch of their new anthology, Nos Kintais do Mundo. One of the founding 

members and most public figures of Sarau no Kintal is poet Akins Kintê. That night, I had 

with me another one of Kintê’s books that I had recently bought, Na humildade e sem 

maldade, published in 2016. As I did not know any poems off of the top of my head, and 
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because this was a night dedicated to Kintê’s sarau, I decided to read a poem from his book 

titled “Carnaval em Mim.”146  

 

The poem, composed of 18 lines and written in the first person, describes how the 

poet does not feel sadness at the loss of his love (“na cruel ausência de um beijo seu”) 

because he “Trago carnaval no meu coração.” I read the poem out loud taking half-second 

pauses between the lines, and emphasizing the rhymes and words I thought conveyed the 

most meaning. After my reading, everyone applauded graciously, joked about the 

“americana falando sobre carnaval,” and Kintê said he enjoyed my interpretation of the 

poem because he heard it differently. I asked him what he meant and he said he had always 

heard the words to this poem as a samba song, not as I had delivered it. He proceeded to 

recite the poem, from memory, in the 2/4 samba meter, pausing in different places of the 

poem, and elongating different words than I did. As he recited the poem, what was once 

simply a poem on a page about carnaval was transformed into a samba song from carnaval. 

As he spoke, he shuffled his feet in a samba formation and smiled gleefully. As he was 

performing his poem, he was, in a sense, embodying the “alegria” from and through the 

music of carnaval.  

 

Though not every poem that is recited at the saraus recalls such musical rhythms, 

this example helps elucidate how, in performing the poems, participants, whether they 

authored the poem or not, externalize what the poem means to them and enter this meaning 

into circulation among the people present at the event. The Oulipo poet Jacques Roubaud, 

	
146 See, Akins Kintê. Muzimba na Humildade sem Maldade (Fabio Monteiro Pereira, 2016): 129. 
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in his polemic prelude to Marjorie Perloff and Craig Dworkin’s, The Sound of Poetry / The 

Poetry of Sound, explains that the oral performance of the poem is one of two of the 

external aspects of a poem (the other is written, which I will get to in a moment).147 

External aspects of the poem are “interpersonal,” they move the poem and the meaning of 

the poem between individuals and operate on the same affective plane that Ahmed connects 

to emotions. I argue that it is because these interpersonal aspects of the poem work through 

affect and imbue the sarau with shared meanings of a given poem that they contribute to 

community building within LPM. And though Roubaud reminds us that a poem cannot be 

reduced to its external form alone, that it must also have an internal meaning for whoever 

received it, the social significance of externalizing a poem is that the shared meaning of a 

given poem is established dialogically. This is what occurred between my interpretation of 

Kintê’s poem, where I stressed moments in the poem that described anguish and longing, 

and, Kintê’s, where he communicated the happiness carnaval brings him. Our respective 

performances revealed how the poem, and samba song, can take on various meanings and 

how these get reworked in the process of sharing them with others. 

 

Diana Taylor claims that these sorts of embodied performances are significant in 

the process of meaning making because they offer alternative perspectives to those found 

in writing through the way they store and transmit cultural memory with and through the 

body. In her work on the topic, The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural 

Memory in the Americas (2003), Taylor argues that there are two primary ways of 

transmitting cultural knowledge, thus cultural memory: through the archive, or archival 

	
147 See, Marjorie Perloff, et al. The Sound of Poetry / The Poetry of Sound (University of Chicago Press, 
2009): 19. 
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memory, or through the repertoire. The archive is composed of enduring materials, such as 

texts, books, buildings, films, etc., materials that work “across distance, over space and 

time,” as unchanging “stable signifiers.”148 Though these materials might change in value 

and interpretation over time, the materials remain as intact as when they were created. For 

example, Kintê’s poem and book will endure as they were printed, across space and time, 

though its significance or the interpretation of the printed words will change.  

 

The repertoire, conversely, refers to ephemeral embodied practices such as spoken 

language, songs, dances, cooking, etc.149, practices that convey knowledge and memory 

through the body. What is specific to these performances is that they “require[s] presence: 

people participate in the production and reproduction of knowledge by ‘being there,’ being 

part of the transmission.”150 Due to their ephemeral nature, and thus specific relationship 

to time and space, the performances in the repertoire do not remain the same, as witnessed 

in mine and Kintê’s different renditions of the same text. They change with and according 

to the context in which they are produced. Meaning in this case is conveyed and established 

through a bodily practice. Because of this, performances in the repertoire “cannot be 

detached from the individual or collective body”151 that perform them, and this stands in 

stark contrast to objects in the archive that are materially and ontologically independent 

from whoever produced them.  

 

	
148 See, Diana Taylor. The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas 
(Duke University Press, 2003): 19. 
149 Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire, 19. 
150 Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire, 20. 
151 Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire, 24. 
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When Kintê recited his poem in a samba rhythm, the fact that he is Afro-Brazilian 

is significant. His body, as an Afro-descended Brazilian, is marked with a history of 

violence and anguish that mine is not.  The joy he conveys then is a feeling experienced 

despite of or in addition to this history; his happiness becomes more powerful because it is 

not eclipsed by the history his body represents. In this way, Kintê displayed a dual 

performance of his poem: one where he deliberately altered the rhythm of his speech and 

feigned a dance; and one of his identity as an Afro-Brazilian man from the periphery who 

speaks to the social system where the poetry is produced. The appearance of identity 

through bodily performance at the saraus refuses to let the poetry of LPM become 

disembodied and in doing so, recognizes the lived experience of the individuals who 

inhabit these bodies. Through the saraus, the bodies that produce the poetry and music of 

LPM are brought forward, which in effect “elucidates power relations”152 in complex and 

intermittent ways. They attach various pasts and meanings not only to the poetry, but also 

to the experience of going to the sarau and participating in LPM. Gathering at the saraus 

then, and making meaning from this experience, becomes an act that is in constant 

negotiation with our understandings of the past and the creation of potential futures. 

 

 Many poetic performances within LPM are not as musical as Kintê’s. Most are 

simply recitations of a poem, and the performatic element of the experience then becomes 

how the bodily presentation of the poem interfaces with the content of what is being said. 

For example, one evening at Cooperifa, Sergio Vaz recited his poem, “Canto das negras 

lágrimas,”153 in which poet makes reference to Castro Alves’s poem, “O Navio Negreiro” 

	
152 Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire, 272. 
153 See Sérgio Vaz. Flores de Alvenaria (Global Editora, 2015): 25. 
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(1880), that describes the horrors and suffering enslaved Africans experienced crossing the 

Atlantic. However, rather than recounting the atrocities, in the opening lines Vaz distances 

himself from the plight of his African ancestors by stating, “Afundei o navio negreiro do 

coração, / não me sinto escravo de nada, sei nadar, / mas ele ainda singra na memória / 

como o sangue derramado no mar.” In connecting himself to the slave ship in the first line, 

Vaz is evoking a cultural memory shared by the majority of participants of LPM, mainly 

that they are African descendants from enslaved Africans brought to Brazil. Yet, rather than 

being an object of a past history, Vaz transforms himself into in the a present subject in the 

second line when he rejects being labeled as a slave and says he knows how to swim. The 

poet here, as Michael Jackson puts it, “reverses the terms of intersubjective encounter,”154 

and in doing so, reconfigures the meaning of this history to renegotiate his embodied 

present.  

 

In the closing lines of the poem, Vaz goes a step further by asking others in the 

movement to consider this new understanding between the past and present. He writes, 

“Ao amanhecer da noite, juntar as mãos / para que nenhuma fique livre para açoitar, / 

vamos cuspir o navio encravado na garganta / para que em negras lágrimas não se navegue 

mais.” Through his poetry, Vaz tells a story of the past while he simultaneously tries to re-

orient his [and others’] engagement with it. This brings to mind Diana Taylor’s examination 

of the mestiza figure of the Intermediary in Emilio Carballido’s play Yo, tambien hablo de 

la rosa. Taylor explains the Intermediary is a figure whose identity reveals the continuum 

between the live present and the living past, and through “her capacity for transformation, 

	
154 Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling, 17. 
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challenges the impression that the individual or group [identity] is somehow a stable 

entity.”155 Like the Intermediary, Vaz through his recollection of the past recited in the 

present, is using cultural memory to imagine a potentially different future. As he recites 

this poem in the bar of the sarau, though he links himself to the image of the African slave, 

he is not standing in the front of the room naked with lacerations across his body. He 

presents himself in front of the sarau wearing black-rimmed glasses, a plaid button up shirt, 

and loose-fitting jeans. He puts the beer in his hand down and replaces it with a book as he 

steps towards the mic. He does not recite his poem in a native African language, but in 

Portuguese. He, in essence, embodies a confluence of many histories and identities. In 

mediating these histories and interpreting their significance through his poetry, Vaz creates 

a multifarious framework for cultural memory and its use in creating potential and 

unrealized meanings for his community.  

 

Vaz’s recitation of this poem reveals, in part, a tension within the process of 

identification. He is both identifying with and against his enslaved African ancestry, and in 

doing so, calls into question the understanding of identity as whole and consistent. He 

expresses instead the possibility of identifying partially with/through various categories in 

different ways. Vaz, as he claims, is a descendent of enslaved Africans, though that this not 

entirely how he perceives himself. He is from the periphery and articulates his agency 

through his ability to survive and flourish in a marginalized neighborhood of the city, but 

again, that is not the summation of his being. His identifications are, according to José 

Esteban Muñoz, “both mediated and immediate, a disidentification that enables 

	
155 Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire, 86. 
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politics.”156 In his seminal work on the topic, Muñoz refers to disidentification as a process 

of identification that works with and against various cultural forms157 to revise “socially 

prescriptive patterns of identification.” Performance is crucial here because it allows for 

numerous readings of identity through speech, body language, dress, gaze, and orientation. 

Examining Vaz’s recitation at the sarau through Muñoz’s concept of disidentification shows 

how embodied performances of LPM help facilitate new heterogeneous configurations of 

identity to take shape.    

 

Affirmation, Admiration, & Agency  

Beyond these performances, at nearly every sarau books written by participants of 

the movement are also shared, presented, and sold. This is coupled with the presence of 

other books that are already at the sarau, as is the case with Sarau da Brasa and the 

community library158 they have established at the bar of the event, and individual books 

brought by community members who plan to read aloud from them at the mic. Because of 

this, it could be argued that all the poems written in anthologies and books produced within 

LPM could be performed or recited at the saraus. Each poem is a potential performance. 

Thus performances at the saraus often appear in conjunction with written/ printed 

	
156 See José Esteban Munoz. Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics 
(University of Minnesota Press, 1999): 9. 
157 In his work, the forms Munoz refers to are heterosexuality and whiteness, a combination the scholar 
calls, “white heteropatriarchy,” and the encoded meanings of value, normalcy, and power that are attributed 
to these identity categories. While Vaz is not disidentifying through or with the same forms per se, he is 
reconstructing the meaning attached to his skin color and ethnic heritage in ways that have previously been 
considered “unthinkable” (31) by mainstream society and in doing so, reveals a new potential subject-
position made possible through this form. 
158 In the local bar where Sarau da Brasa gathers in neighborhood of Brasilândia, the organizers of the sarau 
have collected donated books, most of which are books produced within LPM, and put them on shelves in 
the corner for community members to take and leave at their will. The organizers refer to this as their 
community library and ask that anyone who takes a book, leaves one in its place. 
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representations of poetry. These forms of language, in addition to the music, songs, and 

occasional dances that accompany them at Sarau da Brasa, Sarau D’aquilo, and Sarau Elo 

da Corrente,159 all work in tandem to create what John Berger describes as “communal 

portrait in which everybody is portrayed and everybody portrays.”160 Elaborating on this 

concept, Michael Jackson explains that these languages all tell different stories, and 

storytelling is significant in constructing community because it enables the storyteller to 

feel like they are actively participating in the world and being recognized by others for this 

act. This is particularly significant in LPM because it fosters the recuperation of a sense of 

agency for a group of people who suffer from socio-political exclusion. Participating in 

this context, whether that is through attending the saraus, writing a book, reciting a poem, 

or singing along with the music, enables residents of the periphery to, in a sense, feel a 

sense of control and ownership over the meaning of their lives and perhaps affect future 

trajectories. 

 
Referencing the impact stories and poetry have on individuals, Sergio Vaz explains, 

in an interview with Lucía Tennina, that at Cooperifa he has seen people change after 

attending the sarau. In particular, he references a young kid who had stopped studying but, 

as Vaz claims, after attending Cooperifa, returned to his studies and wrote a thesis about 

the sarau. Though the details of this student’s identity and thesis were not shared, what is 

striking about this example is how participating in the sarau prompted this boy to 

participate in other aspects of his life and society, perhaps altering his life path. 

	
159 While many, or perhaps most, saraus in the city feature music in some variety, either in the opening of 
the or closing of the even, if not during the event itself, Cooperifa, as arguably the most well-attended and 
well-known sarau, stands out as having explicitly requested that only poetry be featured at their event. 
160 Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling, 16. 
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Furthermore, by including the saraus and the periphery as a legitimate object of study, this 

young boy challenges existing curriculum in the university that centers whiteness and re-

frames the way marginalized communities and their histories are represented in academia. 

In Vaz’s words, “There are people who, incentivized by Cooperifa, directly or indirectly, 

begin to feel the necessity to progress intellectually” because the sarau, “intensifies this 

magic in people to want more.”161 Though Vaz claims that exposure to the saraus can make 

people want to advance themselves intellectually, these changes are not a result of people 

wanting to become poets necessarily. This “magic” he refers to is not in the poetry, but in 

people, and it is stirred up through the experience of being at the sarau. Similar the way he 

uses the term in his poem “Magia Negra,” 162  analyzed in the previous chapter, the 

subversive appropriation of the word magic in this context both calls into question the 

demonization of marginalized knowledge and brings to mind once again the concept of 

desire. It is not that there is a magic that exists with individuals per se, but that after their 

experience at the saraus, they are left wanting something, whether that is a new life path 

like the young boy Vaz references, to continue attending the saraus, or to take up writing. 

What they want matters less than the fact that they become desirous individuals acting in 

the world towards self-designated aspirations.  

 

Tennina explains that the importance of participating in the saraus is grounded in 

the experience of personally reciting poetry at the events. She argues that when participants 

go to the front of the room and share their poetry aloud, they undergo a process of 

recognition in which they are seen as individuals who have the potential and power to 

	
161 Tennina, Cuidado com os poetas, 49. 
162 Vaz, Flores de Alvenaria, 95. 
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create;163 a reclaiming of agency similar to Michael Jackson’s explanation about what 

storytelling affords the storyteller. In the act of reciting poetry, participants of the 

movement cease being defined solely through their social position as marginalized persons; 

they are recognized instead as individuals who use their marginalized position to 

incorporate difference into artistic production, and for some people this changes the way 

they see themselves.  As new sense of self emerges, so too does the potential to associate 

with the world differently. As Tennina contends, these changes to the self are compounded 

by the group affirmation the poets receive from other participants through encouraging 

comments and applauses.164  

 

Beyond reciting poetry in the saraus, recognition of participation often occurs 

through the way the saraus act as spaces where poets can share and promote books they 

have written. During my time in São Paulo learning about LPM, at nearly every sarau I 

attended, a poet or collective who had recently launched a book was invited to the sarau to 

promote their book and speak about their inspiration for creating the work. The evening I 

read Akins Kintê’s poem at Sarau da Brasa for example, the guests of honor were the 

organizers of Sarau no Kintal who had recently published an anthology of poetry heard at 

their sarau, Nos Kintais do Mundo. Or similarly, the first time I went to Sarau Elo da 

Corrente, poet Walner Danziger was promoting his book, Papel de Embrulhar Peixe 

(2018). Sharing their books in the saraus not only enables these poets to reach an audience 

across communities, as many saraus will invite authors who are not necessarily part of their 

	
163 Citing Marcel Mauss, scholar Lucía Tennina refers to this as a process in which people are stripped of 
their masks to reveal their individual consciousness. For more see, Tennina, Cuidado com os poetas, 51. 
164 See, Lucía Tennina. “Saraus Das Periferias De São Paulo: Poesia Entre Tragos, Silêncios e Aplausos.” 
Estudos De Literatura Brasileira Contemporânea, 42 (2013). 
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local community but part of the larger LPM circuit, but it also provides a space where 

authors can sell their books. Though most poets do not earn a living wage off of their book 

sales alone, selling their books acts as a form of economic participation and entrance into 

a market system from which marginalized Brazilians were historically excluded. In an 

interview with Ingrid Hapke, when asked about how the publications of his books has 

affected him, poet Miró explained, “Eu vendi mais de cinco mil livros sem deixar em 

livrarias…Trabalhei, trabalho com poesia, dando oficina em escolas, vendendo meus 

filmes, vendendo meus livros. Nunca mais fui escravo de ninguém.”165 For Miró and others 

in his situation, selling his books through the saraus brought him a form of economic 

freedom that enabled him to quit his job. This not only gave him more control over how he 

spends his time, but also removed him from being in a subordinate position in a profession, 

employment, or trade where, as he suggests when he refers to himself as a slave, he was 

overworked and underpaid. Being able to support himself off of his poetry doubles down 

on the notion of agency that both Jackson and Tennina describe because he becomes 

economically agentic.  

 

Slams de Poesia 

In addition to the saraus, the last ten years has seen a rise in another type of oral 

poetic performance in São Paulo, the Slams de Poesia, or poetry slams as they are called 

in English. The slams, which first appeared in the city in 2008, like the saraus are organized 

by various collectives throughout the city such as: Slam da Guilhermina, named after the 

peripheral neighborhood, Vila Guilhermina, and after the metro station, Estação 

	
165 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 300. 
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Guilhermina-Esperança, on the east side of the city where the event occurs; Slam das 

Minas, the all-female slam that takes their name from the slang term “minas” used to refer 

to Afro-Brazilian women; and Slam Resistência, which was organized after and in reaction 

to the violence that occurred during the large demonstrations that took place throughout 

Brazil in June 2013.166 Like the saraus, many of the organizers of the slams are also 

residents of the periphery. Different to the saraus however, the slams are referred to as 

“batalhas de poesia,” because they are set up in a competitive format whereby audience 

members are chosen at random before the event to act as judges who rank each poetic 

performance on a scale from one to ten. The events normally last several hours and have, 

on average, 50 or more people in attendance. Those who want to perform sign up with the 

organizers before the slam starts and each poet is given three minutes to perform their self-

authored work, without the accompaniment of music or props. Another crucial difference 

between the saraus and the slams is that while the former happen in the same bars located 

in their respective communities, the latter often occur in different open spaces throughout 

the city, such as outside metro stations, or in open plazas. And while many slams have 

regular meeting times and places, such as Slam da Guilhermina and Slam Resistência 

(Resistência meets in the central square, Praça Roosevelt, every second Monday of the 

month), one specific feature of the slams is that they also often meet in additional locations 

on different days and occupy areas both in the city center and in the periphery. 

 

	
166 In June 2013 public protests erupted across several major Brazilian cities, most notably Rio de Janeiro 
and São Paulo, and eventually grew to be the largest protests in the country since 1992. The demonstrations 
were organized initially in response to fare increases on buses, trains, and metro tickets. As the 
demonstrations gained in popularity, in addition to fare increases, people protested against police brutality 
and political corruption. 
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Image VI: Meeting locations of the two primary slams examined in this dissertation: Slam Resistência 
(centro) and Slam da Guilhermina (zona leste); and two other slams for reference: Slam do 13 (Santo Amaro) 
and Slam das Minas (Pinheiros). 
 

 

What is of particular interest in the case of the slams is how the convergence of 

poetic performances and utilization of public space reveals what Bruno Carvalho refers to 

as “a contested field of visions about urban national, planetary futures.”167 Using the June 

2013 protests as a catalyst for a larger examination about growing discontentment in Brazil 

due to increasing inequality and various corruption scandals, Carvalho explains that there 

are conflicting ideas about what progress looks like and who or what belongs in this 

imagined future. Similar to the protests, the slams can be understood as a phenomenon that 

is provoking a conversation about belonging in both the present and future through the way 

they use streets as a stage to challenge preexisting understandings about what poetry looks 

	
167 See, Bruno Carvalho et al. Occupy All Streets: Olympic Urbanism and Contested Futures in Rio De 
Janeiro (Terreform, Center for Advanced Urban Research, 2016): 92. 
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like, where it appears, and whose bodies belong in public (and often central) spaces. Like 

the saraus, the slams also form a circuit, however because they are located in more 

centralized spaces and spaces that can be easily accessed by the metro, the slams are not 

engaging in a process by which the socio-spatial imaginary is expanded per se, but one that 

is re-configured altogether. They do this by staging incongruencies between inclusion and 

exclusion.  

 

Slam Resistência, for example, initially began as a gathering of activists to debate 

the police brutality they faced in the June 2013 demonstrations against rising bus fares and 

inequality around urban mobility. These nights were known to participants as, “Quintas de 

Resistência.” In an interview with Rede Brasil Atual in March of 2018, Charles Monteiro 

de Jesus, one of the organizers of Resistência and participant in the debates before the slam 

began, explains that “Dentro dessas reuniões, entre uma ou outra fala, tinha algumas 

intervenções poéticas. Uma dessas pessoas que fazia parte gostou das intervenções e 

sugeriu a criação do slam.”168 Praça Roosevelt, where the slam occurs, is the only public 

square he knows in the city where there are two police posts, Monteiro de Jesus adds. He 

explains that in 2017, at every event the group put on in the square, they had visits by the 

police who threatened to arrest them. Rather than moving the slam, organizers and 

participants continued (and continue to this day) to show up to Praça Roosevelt to assert 

their right they were and are allowed to gather in public spaces in the city center. Their 

	
168 See, Gabriel Valery. “Slam Resistência: A Poesia e a Voz De Quem Sempre Sofreu Calado.” Rede 
Brasil Atual, March 10, 2018. https://www.redebrasilatual.com.br/revistas/2018/03/slam-resistencia-a-
poesia-e-a-voz-de-quem-sempre-sofreu-calado/ 
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persistent clashes with the police in the square confirm the group’s view that they are 

continually being excluded and forced into the margins and criminalized.  

 

Interestingly, in what is considered a radical move by other slams who utilize 

Facebook and post videos of their events on the social media site to gain attention and 

popularity, Resistênica does not permit media interference in their events.169 Thus, within 

the space of the slam itself, though they are confronting what they see as threats of 

exclusion by the police, not everything or everyone is permitted at the event, particularly 

entities like the media, who are largely seen as forces that buttress prejudiced notions of 

who or what belongs in society and where. In fact, Slam Resistênica opens each of their 

events with everyone shouting in unison, “Sabotagem, sem massagem na mensagem! Slam 

Resistência!” This opening rallying call brings to mind Marshall McLuhan and Quintin 

Fiore’s, The Medium is in the Massage: An Inventory of Effects (1967), and its point that 

mainstream media shapes both the human body and the body politic through the way it 

“massages” information into human perception. Interpreting Resistência’s mantra 

alongside McCluhan’s argument then, we could perhaps consider the slam to be critiquing 

the narratives deployed by mass media, and to be deploying this critique without the 

mediation of conventional media technologies like the printed and televised press, or rather, 

making this critique through firsthand interactions that the slam makes possible.  

 
Beyond critiques of the media, much more than the saraus, the slams are known for 

fostering poetic performances that, more often than not, speak about marginalization and 

	
169 See, Cynthia Agra de Brito Neves. “Poetry SLAMS - Literacy Literacies of Reexistence in/to the 
Contemporary World.” Linha D'Água, 30.2 (2017). 
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engage with national politics explicitly. In one particular example, a poet well-known in 

the slam circuit in São Paulo, Mariana Felix, presented her poem called “Bolsonaro vs 

Empatia”170 at Slam de Guilhermina on November 1, 2018. The poem, which is openly 

critical of President Jair Bolsonaro, critiques the call by his supporters for there to be 

empathy and understanding for people, such as Bolsonaro, who have made past mistakes 

or “flippant” comments. Felix turns this call for empathy on its head by calling attention to 

how Bolsonaro’s policies and rhetoric have provoked violent bigotry across Brazil. In 

particular, the poet makes reference the assassination of Marielle Franco, whose murder 

has been attributed to the fact that Franco was an outspoken black activist and 

councilwoman from the periphery, and Tatiane Spitzner, the woman who was strangled by 

her husband before he threw her off a fourth floor balcony to make it look like suicide.171 

Felix addresses his supporters, but these supporters remain as imagined others off stage. 

She is not engaging in direct dialogue, but staging an encounter with them. Early in her 

poem she says, “Seu voto nele justifica o seu racismo e a sua homofobia! Ou você vai dizer 

que não é bem assim? Que ele é o ‘candidato que vai mudar o Brasil.’ É exatamente o senso 

comum dele e de tantas outras pessoas, que faz no nosso país crianças invés de caderno, 

portam fuzil.” By framing her denouncement of the current political administration through 

a performed exchange with Bolsonaro supporters, the audience is transformed into 

witnesses of Felix’s own battle against bigotry and marginalization. Her face, smiling when 

she began, becomes serious and she gesticulates with her free hand up in the air, towards 

	
170 See, “Bolsonaro vs. Empatia | Mariana Felix - Final do Slam da Guilhermina.” Youtube, November 1, 
2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzprE-bk4xs. 
171 See “Caso Tatiane Spitzner: Pai e irmã da vítima falam por mais de três horas em audiência.” Globo, 
December 13, 2018. https://g1.globo.com/pr/campos-gerais-sul/noticia/2018/12/13/caso-tatiane-spitzner-
pai-e-irma-da-vitima-falam-por-mais-de-tres-horas-em-audiencia.ghtml. 
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the crowd, as if she is in an argument. The crowd is in a circle around her, and at various 

points in her performance, whoops in support of her critiques. In bearing witness and 

interjecting in this way, the audience members are compelled to watch Felix more than 

voyeuristically; they are invited to become participants through the way they are 

interpellated through her discourse.  

 

One feature common to much of the poetry witnessed at the slams is an explicitness 

that comes from both the words of the poetry and in many instances, gesticulations that 

accompany these words. In the case of Felix’s poem, as the poet continues she references 

a comment made by Bolsonaro to Federal Deputy Maria do Rosário in 2014 (before 

Bolsonaro was president), that he would not rape her because she does not deserve it.172 

Building from this reference point, Felix suggests that Bolsonaro not only relates rape to a 

woman’s sexual desirability, but also that he has perhaps raped since he conflates sexual 

violence with flattery. Still addressing Bolsonaro supporters, Felix says, “Ou você vai dizer 

que não viu? Que no quesito educação ele não apresentou nenhuma proposta até agora? 

Mas sabe bem dar a entender. Que se uma mulher for estuprada é só porque ele era 

gostosa…Deputada Maria do Rosário que o diga. Eu fico feliz na lista de escrotisse do 

Bolsonaro, a senhora não foi incluída.” As the poet makes her points, she makes eye contact 

with the audience. She raises her hand up with her palm open to the sky, emphasizing the 

thanks she gives, like she’s thanking God in church, that Maria do Rosário was not included 

on Bolsonaro’s list. This gesticulation in particular, the mimetic body language of someone 

	
172 See, Fernando Calgaro. “Bolsonaro Repete Que Não Estupra Deputada Porque Ela 'Não Merece'.” 
Globo: G1, December 9, 2014, http://g1.globo.com/politica/noticia/2014/12/bolsonaro-repete-que-nao-
estupra-deputada-porque-ela-nao-merece.html. 
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in church, facetiously speaks to how Bolsonaro’s supporters think of him as a mythic figure 

that will save the country from degradation. My ability to interpret this meaning from her 

body language reveals how poets at the slams use their bodies in tandem with their words 

to convey layered meanings, not only of the poem but also of the socio-historical context 

in which the poem is performed. 

 

At the same slam, poet Tawane Theodoro performed a poem titled “Receba a 

delicadeza”173 in which she uses the common refrain “É a coisa de homem” to critique the 

prevailing sexist attitude that men have the right to physically approach and harass women. 

When she opens her poem, it’s unclear whether she has already started her performance, 

as she appears to be making a public service announcement asking if everyone could please 

be more mindful of what they say and do. She explains that it’s “not cool” (“não é legal”) 

to invade women’s personal space in the street. As she continues, she looks up and pauses 

as if she was interrupted by someone offstage. Her face then lights up as she realizes what 

this interrupter says. Theodoro sighs with understanding and says “Ah, é a coisa de homem, 

então tá bom.” She giggles, throws her hands up in the air and says, “Cancela o feminismo 

galera, cancela tudo. Coisa de homem, deixa quieto.” Her poem then shifts. She gets closer 

to the microphone, her smile disappears, and with militant-like force and speed, she 

launches into a critique of this mindset. In the first few lines of this explosion, she 

rhetorically asks “É querem que sejamos delicadas?” and then lifts up both hands and flips 

off the crowd as she says, “Tá aqui a delicadeza de vocês.” This sort of explicit 

gesticulation echoes what, only a month before, Ingrid Martins did at Slam da Guilhermina 

	
173 See, “Receba a delicadeza | Tawane Theodoro - Final do Slam da Guilhermina.” Youtube, November 1, 
2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dbplr7d3uY. 
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when she grabbed herself suggestively by the breast as she recited a poem that spoke about 

the value of black women in society, her point being that black women are worth more than 

their sexual availability. 

 
These slammers are using their bodies and poetry to, as Francine Masiello contends, 

rewrite history by breaking norms associated with gender and the genre of poetry.174 They 

do this by both using form of language that is neither standard poetic verse (if we could 

argue there is such a thing) nor a politically correct one, and by pointing out the sexually 

coded inscriptions their bodies have come to bear. Like performances at the saraus, these 

performances speak to a past and aim to resist or re-orient themselves against the 

impositions of this past. Different to the saraus, however, are the overt references to politics 

and physically explicit use of the body. These unbridled performances are particularly 

noteworthy when we consider the public nature of such explicitness. When one performs 

at the saraus, for example, not only do poetic recitations not feature language and 

gesticulations as frank as those seen at the slams, but they also happen in-community, 

inside bars located in the periphery. These performances, in a sense, are safe because they 

are located in privately owned spaces. This is not the case with the performances at the 

slams. When Ingrid Martins grabbed her breast, a passerby who was walking along the 

street nearby saw her and began to yell profane insults at her about women and their worth. 

This prompted several people from the audience of the slam to confront the man, and the 

encounter eventually descended into physical violence that only ended when the police 

arrived. The stakes of using explicit language and gesticulation here are high and engage 

directly with physical threats of violence and erasure because they are public. That being 

	
174 Masiello, The Art of Transition, 268. 
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said, in many ways it is precisely this sort of corporeal boundary-pushing and indeed, 

reproduction of violation that shape the slams’ political agenda.  

 

Martins gesture, and the chain of events it provoked, brings home the notion that 

these slam competitions are batalhas in more ways than one. Different to the saraus, the 

social dynamics of the slams are confrontational. And despite the fact that the crowd often 

whoops in support of the poets while they are performing, the slammers are not trying to 

make the space of the slam feel inclusive or genial. On the contrary, they aim to call out 

and in some instances, as evidenced by Martins, to unsettle. The slams in this sense can be 

considered to be working towards similar objectives as the saraus, primarily in creating 

spaces of coming together and in using poetry to raise awareness about marginalization 

and to re-signify what it means to be from the periphery, but through different tactics. I 

argue one of the reasons why the slams permit and encourage such a confrontational style 

of performance is because they aim to disrupt and shake people out of their daily routines, 

like the passerby who engaged with Martins. Slammers want to stir and to draw attention 

to what they have to say, and this cannot be done by asking people politely to listen to 

them; it has to provoke.   

 

In speaking about and performing acts of violation, Theodoro, Martins, and Felix 

each in their own way reproduce the status of the objectification of, in this case, black 

marginalized women in Brazil, yet they are also speaking back and against such a status. 

They, as Mike Gonzalez and David Treece argue, invoke the tradition in Latin American 

poetry whereby women’s bodies act simultaneously as the basis for discrimination and the 
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surface used to re-write these histories; the female body in this formulation is both “a locus 

of oppression and the means of liberation.”175 In doing so, these women are toying with 

their own sexual objectification but using their bodies to assert a form of active subjectivity. 

They evade the racial and sexualized status of commodity because, as Fred Moten explains 

in his critique of Marx, the commodity cannot speak.176 In speaking, the commodity-in-

question, here the black female poets, confront their objectification by contradicting “the 

thesis on value - that it is not intrinsic - that Marx assigns it,” because speaking “breaks 

down the distinction between what is intrinsic and what is given by or of the outside.”177 

The value of this speaking however, becomes complicated in instances when the speaking 

poet utters non-linguistic but phonically legible forms.  

 

This occurs most clearly when Luiza Romão performs her “A colonização foi um 

estupro”178 poem in which she describes the history of Brazil through the lens of a violent 

sexual encounter. Immediately after she references the rape of Brazil, she sexually situates 

three former Brazilian military leaders. She says, “Deodoro,179 metendo a espada entre as 

pernas de uma princesa, Babel. Pedro,180 ejaculando-se dom precoce. Costa e Silva181 

	
175 Gonzalez, The Gathering of Voices, 343. 
176 See, Fred Moten. In the Break: the Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (University of Minnesota 
Press, 2003): 12. 
177 Moten, In the Break, 14. 
178 See, “Luiza Romão ‘Colonização foi um estupro Final do Slam da Guilhermina.’” Youtube, November 
1, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFrGrzsxY-8. 
179 Manuel Deodoro da Fonseca was the first president of Brazil. He served from 1889 - 91 and took office 
after staging a coup d’état in which he overthrew emperor Dom Pedro II, and his daughter who was head of 
government while Emperor Pedro was away, Princess Isabel. 
180 Romão could be referring to Dom Pedro I, the first ruler of the Empire of Brazil (1822-31) who declared 
Brazil’s independence from Portugal in 1882; Or, his son, Dom Pedro II, who was left in power after his 
father abdicated the thrown in 1831. Dom Pedro II was the second and last monarch of the Empire of Brazil 
and served from 1831-89 before he was overthrown by Deodoro. 
181 Artur Costa e Silva was the second president to come into power after the 1964 military coup d’état. He 
was a military general who enacted Institutional Act 5 during his term as president. Act 5 gave him the 
power to dissolve congress, strip politicians of their power, and use violent and repressive tactics against 
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gemendo cinco vezes, ai ai ai aii aiiiií.” The last part of these lines, the “ai ai ai aii aiiiií,” 

exemplify what Moten refers to as “phono-photo-porno-graphic disruption[s]” or  “phonic 

substances” that have been fundamental in communicating experiences through the way 

they create sonic affinities between such experiences. The ai ai ai aii aiiií that Romão cries 

out could be heard as both moans of pleasure and relief coming from Costa e Silva, or the 

discomfort of, as we can infer through the context of the poem, the raped woman in the 

moment of violation. Onomatopoeia here establishes its own epistemology that informs 

and demands listening and in bringing these substances into the performances, women like 

Romão, though she did not grab herself like Martins, conjures up a similar past through 

sonic histories.   

 

What is notable at the slams is how these explicit sounds, words, and gesticulations 

are key features in the types of performances that, more often than not, receive the highest 

scores at the events. In fact, we might even call into question the term “explicit” here, 

because when Martins grabbed herself or when Felix suggested that Bolsonaro is a sexual 

predator, the audience members did not gasp with shock but rather yelped in support of the 

poets. And in both instances, the poets received nearly perfect scores from the judges and 

advanced to the next round of the competition. In reality, when low scores are given to the 

performances, all audience members shout in unison, “Credo!” (a slang term used when 

one finds something repugnant, disgusting, or unbelievable), which perhaps inadvertently 

pressures the novice judges to always give high scores, especially when the performances 

in question are taking a resistant stance to prevailing and troublesome norms. Different to 

	
critics of the government. Because of this act, Costa e Silva accredited with introducing the most 
oppressive stage of the military dictatorship that ruled from 1964 to 1985. 
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the saraus, at the slams there appears to be a consensus about what constitutes a “good” 

poetic performance. Almost all the poets who do well at the slams speak about racism, 

elitism, political corruption, feminism, or the like. One critique of this, or perhaps possible 

explanation, is that the increasing inflammatory rhetoric from the right in Brazil, in 

combination with the capitalist-inflected dynamics of the slams as competitions, has 

resulted in a dominant and singular profile of the type of poetry that wins: the topics are 

almost always about some form of systematic injustice, the language is often blunt and 

shocking, and the delivery is one where the poet screams and kind of performs their outrage 

as they speak. Again, the more confrontational the style, often the higher the score. While 

we can consider this sort of consensus as a positive force through the way it builds a sense 

of camaraderie and community between people, it brings to mind the notion of an echo 

chamber and calls into question the transformative value of listening in a situation where 

all those who are present already share the same beliefs. Needless to say, like the saraus, 

the slams are engaging in a project where much of the value of the events is placed on the 

power of marginalized peoples’ opportunity and ability to speak.  

 

Conclusion 

The saraus and the slams provide marginalized residents of the periphery with a 

sense of community and a space for human connection in an urban world. Both types of 

gathering create social spaces centered around poetic performances that encourage 

camaraderie and participation, and this helps participants feel seen and find meaning in the 

events. Through their focus on presence and inclusive practices of recognition, the saraus 

create a genial and open-minded environment where people in attendance are encouraged 
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to participate in whatever way they see fit. In doing so, the saraus work to foster a sense of 

agency and creativity amongst participants. The slams conversely, encourage a more 

confrontational social dynamic that aims to disrupt and unsettle. Because the slams happen 

in open-air public spaces, such as praças or outside metro stations, slammers interface with 

the public in more direct ways than poets at the saraus, and this raises the stakes of the 

event because of the potential threats posed by the public, whether that is physical violence 

or threats by the police of being shut down. Participation at the slams is more controlled 

than at the saraus, as the events are competitions there is a stricter format about how or 

when to engage. While this does not hinder the slammers’ ability to create poetry that 

critiques the status quo and re-signifies what it means to be from the periphery, it does 

mean that there is a more singular profile of what constitutes a “winning” performance.  
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Chapter III: Uses of Culture, Limits of Culture, & Scales of Culture 

 

The last chapter explored how the saraus and the slams fostered a sense of inclusion 

and belonging through the act of gathering and participating in cultural production. In many 

respects, we can consider both the saraus and the slams to be autonomous collectives that 

have been organized from the ground up. However, it is important to understand how these 

groups have utilized public funding initiatives to their advantage and navigated complex 

and often tense relationships with the government to promote their activities and overall 

objectives. The government can mean many things simultaneously. For some participants 

of LPM, the government is misnomer for an unequal system composed of various powerful 

actors and institutions. In other contexts, as I show below, the word government stands in 

for the various political and juridical bodies and political parties that have drafted and 

implemented policies that support LPM’s cultural production. And still in some situations 

instead of the word government, participants of the movement use the term “o Estado” to 

refer to police violence. In the following chapter, I examine the relationship between the 

government and LPM and explore how cultural practices and products from the movement 

have been transformed into expedients from which both sides are able to make political or 

economic gains. While these policies have been helpful in enabling artists and collectives 

within the movement to continue their activities, there are limits to the uses of culture. Most 

notably, government funding has not resulted in residents from the periphery feeling more 

integrated into the city, and this I argue has much to do with the fact that unlawful police 

violence, as an arm of the government, remains rampant. Pertinent to this conversation is 

the way the mainstream media, what Nicholas Mirzoeff calls an authority of visuality, 
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mediates and influences how society views cultural movements such as LPM, and thus 

shapes the power structures of society. I then examine how, through the use of social media 

and digital technologies, various groups within LPM have been able to construct their 

identity without the mediation of government agendas or mass media and make claims 

about their right to exist.  

 

Valorização de Iniciativas Culturais 

For many organizers of the saraus, the possibility of their survival not only depends 

on attendance at their events, but also on the obtainment of government grants. The 

majority of the money for these grants often goes towards the publication of books 

endorsed by the individual sarau collective in question. Commonly, saraus will produce 

annual anthologies of a selection of poems heard at their gatherings and/or help long-time 

participants with the publication costs of books of their own. The first of the two grants I 

will discuss in this chapter is Programa de Valorização de Iniciativas Culturais, known as 

VAI, which began in 2003, the same year the Centros Educacionais Unidos (CEUs) 

mentioned in Chapter 1 were built. The aim of this competitive grant is to “apoiar 

financeiramente, por meio de subsídio, atividades artístico-culturais, principalmente de 

jovens de baixa renda e de regiões do Município desprovidas de recursos e equipamentos 

culturais.”182 The application for this grant opens once a year and all eligible groups are 

required to send in a project proposal, work plan, and an itemized list of anticipated costs. 

As of 2019 there were two versions of the program, VAI I and VAI II. The former resembles 

the original program rolled out in 2003 targeting groups or collectives comprised mainly 

	
182 See, “Programa VAI.” Cidade de São Paulo, 2010. 
https://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/cidade/secretarias/cultura/fomentos/index.php?p=7276 
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of youths between the ages of 18-29. Recipients of the VAI I grant can receive up to R$ 

40,750 for projects of up to eight months.183 VAII, which was implemented in 2013, is 

exactly the same as VAI I, except that it is designed for groups or collectives that have been 

operating for a minimum of two years before the time of application, and there are no age 

stipulations. These groups can receive up to R$ 81,500.184 The original program came into 

fruition under the mayoralty of Marta Suplicy, a member of the Workers Party (PT) who 

was mayor of São Paulo from 2001-04, and during the first year of fellow PT member Luiz 

Inácio Lula da Silva’s presidency (2003-2010).  

 

The role of the PT party rule both at the federal and, at least in the case of São 

Paulo, the municipal levels is significant because of the party’s belief that cultural 

inclusion, specifically in a nation comprised of many different ethnic and cultural identities, 

is a fundamental part of citizenship.185 Cultural inclusion was one of the party’s primary 

policy goals because inclusion on this front was seen, and perhaps still is seen, as a tool 

that could be used to address social exclusion and inequality specifically amongst young 

people, believed causes for the surges in violence Brazil experienced in the 1980s and 

1990s. The day after President Lula took office, singer and activist Gilberto Gil was 

appointed Minister of Culture and served in the administration until 2008. In his inaugural 

speech as Minister, Gil claimed that “a política cultural do Governo Lula, a partir deste 

	
183 See, “Edital Chamamento Público nº 01/2019/SMC/CFFC.” Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo, 2019. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OJe67hxyijHSmKJ6PfYMG52c77SiEWvo/view 
184 See, “Edital Chamamento Público nº 002/2019/SMC/CFFC.” Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo, 2019. 
https://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/cidade/upload/1_2019_minuta_edital_vai_2_final_1549656545.pdf 
185 See, “A imaginação a serviço do Brasil. Programas políticas públicas de cultura.” Programa de Governo 
2002 Coligação Lula Presidente. Fundação Perseu Abramo, 2002. 
http://csbh.fpabramo.org.br/uploads/aimaginacaoaservicodobrasil.pdf 
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momento, deste instante, passa a ser vista como parte do projeto geral de construção de 

uma nova hegemonia em nosso País. Como parte do projeto geral de construção de uma 

nação realmente democrática, plural e tolerante.”186 Gil’s mention of hegemony in this 

context, not only as a member of a new administration in power, but also as an Afro-

Brazilian musician, can be understood as an attempt on the part of PT to change the status 

quo, specifically in regards to prevailing norms and values of the predominantly white elite 

that have ruled Brazil since the colonial era. This “new hegemony,” according to Gil, would 

be one where formerly excluded and marginalized people would feel a sense of belonging 

through the uplifting of their cultural practices and artistic pursuits. Cultural inclusion is 

an important step in changing the status quo here because, as George Yúdice writes, “so 

long as you can assert you have a culture (a distinctive set of beliefs and practices), you 

have legitimate grounds for enfranchisement.”187  

 

That being said, it should be noted that PT was not the only political party in Brazil 

calling for cultural inclusion. Gil’s speech is emblematic of the larger trend towards 

multiculturalism that was popular at this time, evidence for which can be seen in policy 

agendas in Brazil and abroad. This move towards cultural pluralism demonstrates a shift 

away from the myth of racial democracy that valorizes sameness vis-a-vis miscegenation, 

and instead highlights what Hermano Vianna calls “the path of heterogeneity.”188 Or rather, 

	
186 See, “Leia a íntegra do discurso de posse de Gilberto Gil.” Folha Online. Folha de S. Paulo, January 2, 
2003. https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/brasil/ult96u44344.shtml 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/folha/brasil/ult96u44344.shtml 
187 See, George Yúdice. The Expediency of Culture: Uses of Culture in the Global Era (Duke University 
Press, 2003): 56. 
188 See, Hermano Vianna, and John Charles Chasteen. The Mystery of Samba: Popular Music & National 
Identity in Brazil (University of North Carolina Press, 1999): 114. 
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the (peaceful) coexistence of different social groups with different worldviews and 

practices. One of the hurdles on this road to a culturally plural Brazil is that because the 

country had for so long been a society that strove towards homogeneity, there was (and still 

is) a gap in reparative policies that address structural racism and socio-economic disparities 

for descendants of former slaves. PT’s policy of cultural inclusion can be understood, at 

least in part, as a policy that attempts to address these social inequities. It is important to 

frame PT’s call for cultural plurality and recognition of difference in light of this history, 

for, as Livio Sansone argues, “we cannot speak of ethnic-cultural diversity disconnected 

from the question of ethnic-racial and social inequalities and discrimination.”189  

 

Through their emphasis on cultural inclusion, knowingly or not, PT made culture 

the pretext for the betterment of society. In their “Programa de Políticas Públicas de 

Cultura” from 2002, the Lula Administration explained that cultural inclusion would not 

only affirm ethnocultural identity but also offer potential areas for economic growth, job 

creation, and increased civic participation. These sorts of claims are what George Yúdice 

refers to as “the expediency of culture.” Coincidentally published the same year that VAI 

was implemented, Yúdice’s book, The Expediency of Culture (2003), argues that since the 

end of the Cold War, largely due to increased globalization and neoliberal ascendance, 

“culture is no longer experienced, valued, or transcendent,”190 but rather legitimated on the 

basis of its utility. Cultural activities are valued insofar as they can “enhance education, 

salve racial strife, help reverse urban blight…create jobs, reduce crime, [or] perhaps make 

	
189 See, Livio Sansone. “No more of the same: the Rise and Fall of Multiculturalism in Brazil.” Revista De 
Políticas Públicas, 22.1 (2018): 209. 
190 Yúdice, The Expediency of Culture, 12. 
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a profit.”191 Culture and the arts in this sense are not lauded for their content, but for their 

structural position as the link that connects the political and economic to the social. This, 

in effect, shifted the direct responsibility of social welfare from the state to civil society 

groups. And while at a glance one might argue that this use of culture represents a co-

optation of the arts by political parties aiming to capture votes or expand the economy, such 

as PT, there is also positive material impact on benefactors of such policies.  

 

When I asked about whether Sarau da Brasa received any grants from the 

government, organizer Sonia Regina Bischain said that Brasa received the VAI grant in 

2009 and 2010. With that money the collective was able to launch four anthologies of the 

group and five books authored by individual participants of the sarau. In a similar fashion, 

Sarau Elo da Corrente has received VAI two times since the founding of the collective in 

2007. Raquel Almeida, organizer of Elo, explains that VAI was instrumental in supporting 

her and Michel Yakini publish their first books the year Elo da Corrente began.192 Likewise, 

poet Rodrigo Ciríaco, who published his first two books with the support of VAI, says that 

if he hadn’t had the support of VAI, the production of his work would have not been 

possible because, as he puts it, he “não ia ter condições de continuar tirando do [seu] 

bolso.”193 Expanding on her point, Almeida says that VAI not only helped her and Yakini 

with the material costs of launching a book, similar to Ciríaco, but that the grant also helped 

the two writers conceptualize and organize a future for the sarau. The program she explains, 

	
191 Yúdice, The Expediency of Culture, 12. 
192 See, Lucía Tennina et al. Polifonias Marginais. 1. ed., Aeroplano Editora, 2015. p. 191 
193 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 199. 
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“não é complicado…é bem explicado,”194 and requires a working plan that aids groups in 

setting future objectives and timelines.  

 

The straightforward nature of the application process, Almeida suggests, makes the 

program more accessible to artists, writers, and organizers from the periphery who might 

have never applied for any sort of grants or funding before. In a way, the accessibility of 

the program enables marginalized residents of São Paulo to garner a form of institutional 

knowledge because they are required to coordinate and engage with government guidelines 

and representatives. Yúdice explains that by transforming culture into an expedient, a 

managerial approach is required on the part of cultural actors because cultural activities 

become institutionalized: “there is no outside institutionality,” he claims.195 This places a 

demand on artists like Almeida to “professionalize,” so to speak, and to conceptualize their 

work in relation to larger social goals laid out by the government. On the one hand it could 

be argued that in asking cultural actors to frame their projects around government 

mandates, cultural activities become co-opted by institutions. This means that art and 

cultural practices are then implemented from the top-down and this approach has the 

potential to both overlook concerns from civil society that do not align with governmental 

objectives, and squash practices that challenge dominant values. However, another 

important understanding of this institutionalization of culture is that it provides peripheral 

cultural actors with the requisite skillset to navigate political and economic organizations. 

Though there is of course a danger of top-down implementation, in cultivating the ability 

to navigate various institutional spaces through culture, poets like Almeida are able to gain 

	
194 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 193. 
195 Yúdice, The Expediency of Culture, 317. 
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access to areas of society from which they were previously excluded and perhaps begin to 

transform the mandates from within. 

 

Beyond the money and skills learned during the application process, many poets of 

LPM speak positively of VAI because the money validates the merit of their work to a 

certain extent. Almeida explains, “E o Elo incentiva sempre os grupos [a se inscreverem 

no VAI] porque é nosso esse dinheiro. Não é uma coisa que veio porque [eles] são 

bonzinhos, porque estão dando e tal. É nosso, está lá e a gente tem que usar da melhor 

forma, seja lá qual for.”196 What is important to the poet here is that the money is given 

directly to groups and collectives to use for their work. The grants are not forms of 

assistência social, which many participants are quick to point out, but rather awards that 

recognize the value of the proposed projects. Receipt of the grant then signals a form of 

professional validation, for it is not just that the cultural actors and artists who propose the 

projects think that the work is of value, but also the unknown jury of government and civil 

society representatives who make up the VAI committee that award the grants. In a similar 

fashion, Ciríaco explains that receiving the grant helps him “confiar um pouco no meu 

trabalho, por confiar muito no trabalho [da Toró] e ver aquilo lá não como um trabalho 

assistencialista, mas como um trabalho cultural de qualidade. Não é só porque a gente é da 

periferia: ‘compra aí porque é mais bonitinho.’ É porque você vê que tem espaço.”197 Like 

Almeida, Ciríaco also views these policies as operating on a notion of meritocracy whereby 

those who are awarded the grants are deserving of it in some sense. However, he goes 

	
196 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 193. 
197 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 197. 
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further and suggests that policies like VAI do not just make marginalized people feel 

validated, but actually open up or create spaces of professional belonging.  

 

Programa Fomento à Cultura das Periferias  

The second grant program that has been important to the saraus and poets of LPM 

is a program known as Programa Fomento à Cultura das Periferias, which was 

implemented in 2016 under the mayoralty of Fernando Haddad (PT) (2013-17). This 

program, the largest of its kind, was designed to award cultural and artistic groups of three 

or more people who have been in operation for a minimum of three years anywhere 

between R$100,000 - 300,000 for future projects of up to two years. Like VAI, Fomento à 

Cultura aims to support groups from regions of the city with “high social vulnerability,”198 

however, different to VAI, the Fomento program, which in 2019 had a total of R$20 million 

to award, allocates a different proportion of funding to groups based on which region in 

the city they are from. The policy, known officially as Lei Nº 16.496/2016, breaks the city 

down into four different geographic regions based on socioeconomic information from the 

2010 census.  

 

Area 1 is composed of neighborhoods where up to 10% of households earn up to 

half the minimum wage per capita. Districts included in this area are the wealthiest and 

most geographically central neighborhoods in the city. Area 2 is comprised of 

neighborhoods where 10.01% - 20% of households earn up to half the minimum wage per 

capita, with the exception of those situated in the expanded city center. Though city center 

	
198 “Lei No 16.496, de 20 de julho de 2016.” Camara Municipal de São Paulo, 2016. 
http://documentacao.camara.sp.gov.br/iah/fulltext/leis/L16496.pdf 
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is not defined in this context, all of the neighborhoods listed199 in this area are considered 

to be located in periphery, however most exist within reasonable distance to a train or 

subway line. In contrast, when outlining which districts constitute Area 3, the policy states 

that this area is “composta pelos distritos situados na área periférica do Município,”200 in 

which more than 20% of households earn up to half the minimum wage per capita. And 

although all neighborhoods included in Area 2 are also considered to exist on the periphery, 

the districts in Area 3201 tend to be further out from the city center and poorly connected to 

public transportation networks. Area 4, alternatively is confined to four neighborhoods, 

Bom Retiro, Brás, Pari, and Sé, that are all centrally located but in which more than 10% 

of households earn up to half the minimum wage. The program states that it awards a total 

of 7% of its grants to projects proposed by groups in Area 4, 23% to collectives from Area 

2, 70% to those coming from Area 3, and none to those in Area 1. Of the saraus mentioned 

in this study, Sarau Elo da Corrente (Area 2) was awarded a grant from the program for 

2019-20, and Sarau da Brasa (Area 3) for 2020-21.  

 

The Fomento à Cultura program was implemented in large part due to lobbying 

efforts made by a network of artists, activists, and educators from the periphery known as 

Movimento Cultural das Periferias (MCP). Since 2013 the group has been putting pressure 

	
199 Água Rasa, Aricanduva, Artur Alvim, Campo Belo, Carrão, Casa Verde, Cidade Líder, Cursino, 
Freguesia do Ó, Ipiranga, Jabaquara, Jaguara, Jaguaré, Limão, Mandaqui, Morumbi, Penha, Pirituba, Ponte 
Rasa, Raposo Tavares, Rio Pequeno, Sacomã, São Domingos, São Lucas, Socorro, Vila Andrade, Vila 
Formosa, Vila Guilherme, Vila Maria, Vila Matilde, Vila Medeiros, Vila Prudente, Vila Sônia 
200 “Lei No 16.496, de 20 de julho de 2016,” 2016. 
201 Anhanguera, Brasilândia, Cachoeirinha, Campo Limpo, Cangaíba, Capão Redondo, Cidade Ademar, 
Cidade Dutra, Cidade Tiradentes, Ermelino Matarazzo, Grajaú, Guaianases, Iguatemi, Itaim Paulista, 
Itaquera, Jaçanã, Jaraguá, Jardim Ângela, Jardim Helena, Jardim São Luís, José Bonifácio, Lajeado, 
Marsilac, Parelheiros, Parque do Carmo, Pedreira, Perus, São Mateus, São Miguel, São Rafael, Sapopemba, 
Tremembé, Vila Curuçá, Vila Jacuí 
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on the Secretary of Culture of São Paulo to, in the their words, “democratize”202 the office’s 

budget. The group claims that though there are grants available for artistic and cultural 

projects coming from the periphery, like VAI, resources have been distributed unequally 

and that there are more funds available for projects in the city center. It could be argued 

that MCP’s ability to organize and articulate their rights as citizens can be partially 

attributed to the assertion of their group difference highlighted in PT’s “Programa de 

Políticas Públicas da Cultura”203 from 2002. The cultural pluralism ideal backed by Lula’s 

administration traded “on the currency of diversity” whereby cultural differences were held 

up and legitimated in order for culture to be used as a resource. The legitimation of 

difference in turn affirmed the identities of marginalized Brazilians living in the periphery 

and enabled them to “push their group culture into the public and institutional sphere.”204 

And while in many ways this sort of public enunciation has the power to open up channels 

of activism for other groups marked by difference, one of the challenges remains 

maintaining enough distance and autonomy that groups do not begin to feed back into the 

very system they oppose. 

 

Within LPM in particular, many poets and organizers express a sense of hesitation 

when talking about government grants. While Ciríaco praises such programs for what they 

have done, the poet is also quick to assert that programs such as VAI and Fomento à Cultura 

are not the cause of cultural production, but rather singular pieces of the puzzle that make 

	
202 See, Milena Buarque. “Cultura na periferia: inscrições abertas para primeiro edital de fomento em São 
Paulo.” Huffpost Brasil, August 30, 2016. https://www.huffpostbrasil.com/milena-buarque/cultura-na-
periferia-inscricoes-abertas-para-primeiro-edital-de_a_21696922/ 
203 “A imaginação a serviço do Brasil. Programas políticas públicas de cultura,” 2002. 
204 Yúdice, The Expediency of Culture, 56. 
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production possible. He explains, “não adianta você ter recurso [se] não ter pessoas que 

querem fazer as coisas.”205 As elaborated in the previous chapter, Ciríaco references the 

importance of desire within the movement. However, he does so by disassociating this 

fundamental feature of the movement with government support. For him, the reason as to 

why the movement exists and the material support that makes LPM’s existence possible 

are distinctly separate. In divorcing these components Ciríaco reinforces a central 

preoccupation for many within the movement: the ability to remain autonomous and self-

sufficient, qualities that remain especially difficult when many of the collectives rely on 

external funding to continue their agendas.  

 

Rose Dorea, one of the organizers of Cooperifa, admits that she worries about how 

it looks to her fellow community members if the sarau is seen accepting money from the 

government. She says: 

        
[Já] o VAI foi uma coisa que me preocupou um pouco, mesmo sendo 
dinheiro público, porque a gente tem um negócio de ser meio 
autossustentável. E aí eu não sabia como ia soar na cabeça de algumas 
pessoas o fato da Cooperifa ter aceitado essa grana, entendeu? Eu acho 
que, sendo dinheiro público, tem que se tomar muito cuidado pra não 
perder o foco, pra não fazer o que muita gente faz que é usar esse 
dinheiro em prol de si mesmo. Porque querendo ou não, mesmo que a 
gente fazendo tudo o que a gente faz, muita gente acha que a gente pega 
o dinheiro e usa em coisa (para nós mesmos).206   

 
Dorea’s admission about how she was concerned about what people in her community 

would think about Cooperifa, the oldest and most well-attended sarau in São Paulo, 

accepting public money reveals how the stakes change for groups that are supported by 

	
205 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 197. 
206 Tennina, Polifonias Marginais, 200. 
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government grants. Though the sarau collectives can spend the money on anything that 

pertains to their events and literary production, with the money comes a kind of social 

pressure and surveillance about how it is being spent. This has the potential to not only 

compromise a given group’s autonomy, but also the desire that is so fundamental to the 

movement. Accepting public money in this context can cause individual artists and 

collectives to be working or acting in a way that they think the community wants, rather 

than their decisions being autonomously determined. 

 

The Limits of Cultural Policies 

While policies such as VAI and Fomento à Cultura das Periferias provide 

marginalized cultural groups within LPM the resources to continue to organize and carry 

out their cultural agendas, what these policies do not do is address territorial and 

identitarian fragmentation. Even after receiving grants from the aforementioned 

government programs, poets from Sarau da Brasa and Sarau Elo da Corrente do not report 

feeling more integrated into the city. If anything, receipt of these grants further enable the 

collectives’ to make claims about persistent forms of exclusion on the basis of cultural 

difference. These claims are often directed at “o Estado,” which, rather than being 

associated with government funding or support, is a term synonymous with the repressive 

police forces present in many peripheral communities. This is how Elo da Corrente 

participant Guiniver Santos refers to the police (“braço oppressor do Estado”)207 when she 

describes the sarau as a place of resistance. And similarly, the term Michel Yakini, organizer 

of Elo, uses in his description of the police killing people in the street (“E [a polícia] matava 

	
207 Guiniver Santos. Interview with author. October 13, 2018. 
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qualquer pessoa, porque, ainda que ele apontava pra quem estava num diálogo entre crime 

e Estado, mas, assim, se você estivesse na rua, você podia ser morto, né?”).208 In both 

instances, o Estado is a proxy for the state-sponsored violence that threatens the existence 

of people in the periphery. For residents of the periphery, rather than an ally of LPM 

upholding cultural plurality, the government appears in this context as a repressive 

authority that must be survived and navigated. Participants of the movement are then 

entangled in a complex relationship with the government whereby they exist in the chasm 

between the official discourse of inclusion and the reality of quotidian violence. And while 

one of the aims of LPM is to raise awareness of injustice and marginalization, the 

movement and others like it are unable to prevent occurrences of discriminatory police 

violence from happening in their communities. This is perhaps why no matter how many 

cultural policies are implemented, as long as different communities in the city are terrorized 

by the police at unequal and disproportionate rates, São Paulo will remain fragmented 

along lines of race and class, and subsequently, territory. As organizer of Sarau da Brasa 

Vagner Souza affirms on his Facebook page commenting on the killing of nine people at a 

baile funk in the periphery by the military police,209 “A sociedade segue divida e o Estado 

continua funcionando em benefício de uma pequena parcela da população, que não é esse 

que vive em Paraisópolis, ou outras bordas da cidade.”210  

 

	
208 Michel Yakini. Interview with author. October 10, 2018. 
209 See, Paula Felix and Marco Antonio Carvalho. “Nove pessoas morrem pisoteadas durante baile funk em 
Paraisópolis.” Estadão São Paulo. December 1, 2019. https://sao-paulo.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,nove-
pessoas-morrem-pisoteadas-durante-baile-funk-em-paraisopolis,70003109459 
210 Vagner Souza. December 4, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1746118132 
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As a result of such violence, residents of the periphery not only see themselves as 

excluded from the polity, but as a group who are situated in direct conflict or opposition to 

the state agenda, a position not easily addressed by government grants. Their view that they 

are in conflict with the state here is evidence of what Nestor García Canclini sees as the 

inadequacy of these cultural policies “in providing effective and wide-ranging solutions”211 

to social inequalities and discrimination. As Alexandre Emboaba da Costa writes, programs 

such as VAI and Fomento à Cultura “mobilize difference as a resource and means to 

integrate hitherto excluded peoples” but “do not fundamentally challenge the political-

economic organization of society and the intersection of material, racial, gender, and other 

inequalities.” 212  This is because the grants do not get at the features that structure 

inequality, mainly the “discursive regimes, interpretative frameworks, epistemologies, 

habitus and semiotics,”213 that shape societal understandings of difference. In the same way 

that socio-cultural movements cannot protect community members from police bullets, 

government policies often do not attend to the prejudiced attitudes and understandings that 

exist between people at the level of the individual.  

 

An example of what I mean here comes in Célia Reis’s poem, “Merenda 

Escolar,”214 which is composed as a conversation between two women, Rose and her boss 

dona Sônia, preparing lunch for children at school. The poem opens with Rose telling dona 

Sônia that they have run out of spices to season the food with, to which the boss responds 

	
211 See, Nestor García Canclini. Consumers And Citizens: Globalization and Multicultural Conflicts 
(University of Minnesota Press, 2001): 70. 
212 See, Alexandre Emboaba da Costa. Reimagining Black Difference and Politics in Brazil: from Racial 
Democracy to Multiculturalism (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014): 30. 
213 Emboaba da Costa, Reimagining Black Difference, 30. 
214 See Célia Reis. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume IV (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2012): 58. 
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“eu sei Rose, mas eu me esqueci.” Rose continues and says they have also run out of oil 

and onions but dona Sônia tells her to make what she can. Rose protests and says that the 

children will not eat mashed potatoes made with water and no salt, and that they will throw 

the bland food in the garbage. In her response, dona Sônia orders Rose, “pare com esse 

sentimentalismo” and sarcastically asks how children that “nem tem comida em 

casa…querem banquete na escola?” Rose responds confessing that she feels embarrassed 

at the idea of serving the unseasoned potatoes. Justifying her indifference through the 

notion of merit, dona Sônia replies, “Tem problema, pra mim, se não sirvo a 

merenda…Essa gente não merece tanta consideração não, povo mal acostumado, a culpa 

disso é desse governo assistencialista. Escola é lugar de estudar, não é restaurante não.” 

“Esse povo,” the boss continues, “nem sabe o que é leite.” Ignoring whether these children 

deserve quality meals or not, Rose then asks if dona Sônia receives money from the 

government to buy food for the children, to which her boss says yes, but that she has other 

priorities to focus on and that if she does not prioritize she will have to return to the 

classroom to “conviver diariamente com esses alunos mortos de fome,” as she refers to the 

children. Dona Sônia continues and says to Rose, “tenho o título que me dá o direito de 

ficar aqui onde estou, no conforto de uma sala, só mandando os outros fazerem.” The poem 

finally ends with Rose responding, “Bom, a senhora é quem sabe…Acho que nem no 

tempo das senzalas os negros era tão maltratados.”  

 

In creating a work that centers on the interaction between a worker and her boss, 

Reis’s poem provides a snapshot of the prejudices and norms that surface between different 

people in face-to-face interactions. As the poem shows, much of the lack of empathy or 
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interest dona Sônia has in providing the schoolchildren with a quality meal rests upon her 

belief that they do not deserve it and/or will not know the difference, despite the fact that 

she receives government funding that enables her to do so. As referenced earlier in this 

chapter, the concept of meritocracy once again surfaces here, except this time it is used as 

a means to maintain a hierarchy. Rather than seeing herself as a part of the school with the 

children, dona Sônia sets herself apart, separating her identity from the “starving 

schoolchildren,” and really from the culture of poverty they symbolize to her. In structuring 

her poem as what we could arguably describe as a typical or ordinary conversation, Reis 

captures how social inequalities persist and get re-inscribed in day-to-day interactions. 

Rather than creating a dramatized image of hatred, dona Sônia’s prejudices in this poem 

manifest themselves merely through inaction, revealing a sort of apathy towards the 

situation of these children. It is because of this attitude, Reis’s poem implies, that social 

inequalities still exist. As the poet alludes to at the end of the poem, though slavery is over, 

the children are still treated like slaves on the senzalas (or worse, as Rose states), and thus 

she implies that the social inequity between different groups of people, on the basis of class 

and race in this context, persist because attitudes have not changed. 

 

In situating prejudice in the interaction between Rose and dona Sônia, at the 

individual level, Reis exposes the limits of cultural policies like VAI and Fomento à 

Cultura. They can enable poets like Reis to produce their work, but they cannot necessarily 

address deep-seated prejudices individuals harbor towards others different to themselves. 

Cultural policies are effective in responding to immediate and local needs, such as 
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resources, but they struggle to change the minds of individuals and to build bridges between 

various groups in society.  

 

Government programs like the ones mentioned here are examples of good 

Keynesian economics; the economy is better off when people are producing and in some 

cases, the government needs to step in and ensure this is happening. But while these 

programs provide artists and cultural actors from the periphery with means to aid their 

production, they do not necessarily provide the saraus and the slams with wider visibility 

outside their respective communities, and this is perhaps one reason why prejudiced 

attitudes persist. As mentioned in previous chapters, the books produced within LPM are 

circulated at the saraus and the saraus are attended primarily by people from the periphery, 

even if these people come from neighborhoods outside the one where the sarau in question 

is held. In general, the saraus are not attended by many people from outside these 

communities. Therefore, there is a limit as to how wide reaching the production and 

consumption of LPM is, and thus, to what kind of impact the grants have beyond these 

communities. Consequently, these grants do not fundamentally alter what Nicholas 

Mirzoeff calls “the authority of visuality,”215 which, as Judith Halasz elaborates, is “a 

strategy used to maintain hegemonic power structures.”216 Halasz writes that, “visuality is 

a set of discursive practices of classifying, separating, and aestheticizing used to render 

history in a way that legitimates authority of the established power structure.”217  An 

	
215 See, Nicholas Mirzoeff. The Right to Look: a Counterhistory of Visuality (Duke University Press, 2011): 
2. 
216 See, Judith R. Halasz. “The Right to Look: A Counterhistory of Visuality.” Visual Studies, 28.1 (2013): 
90. 
217 Halasz, “The Right to Look,” 90. 
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important pretext to Mirzoeff’s claim is Jacques Rancière and his argument that politics is 

the battle for equal recognition of various groups within the established order, and that 

aesthetics is bound up in the this battle because this battle takes place through the image of 

society.218 Though they offer participants of LPM a form (of limited) recognition and 

material resources, the VAI and Fomento à Cultura grants do nothing to intervene in the 

hegemonic order of society because they do not change who has the authority to classify 

who or what is deemed as worthy cultural and political endeavors.  

 

The Media as an ‘Authority of Visuality’  

If the battle for recognition takes place through the image of society, as Rancière 

and Mirzoeff claim, then we must take into account how culture is communicated and 

mediated by the media and digital technology. As I touched on in Chapters 1 and 2, many 

saraus and slams have used digital technologies and social networking sites such as 

Facebook and Youtube to spread information about their events. But beyond 

communicating logistical information, participants of LPM have utilized this digital 

technology to publish their poetry, live stream their events, and post their opinions on 

current affairs. The use of social media here is significant because it has enabled cultural 

actors from the periphery to directly participate in the communication system (e.g. the 

media) where social and cultural imaginaries are produced and circulated. In establishing 

a presence online that is not mediated by the mainstream media and not directly supported 

by government grants, participants of the movement disrupt the authority of visuality and 

engage in a countervisuality practice that, as Tara Milbrandt writes, is “empowered by 

	
218 See, Jacques Rancière. The Politics of Aesthetics: the Distribution of the Sensible (Continuum, 2004). 
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conceptions and images of decentralized collective agency.”219 Through their direct use of 

social media, participants of LPM are making claims to what Mirzoeff describes as “a 

subjectivity that has the autonomy to arrange the relations of the visible and the sayable.”220 

This in turn, has the potential to open up avenues of distribution and validation beyond 

those supported by mainstream media and the government, further establishing the 

movement’s autonomy from the authority of these hegemonic forces. 

 

 In his work on culture and communication in Latin America, Jesús Martín-Barbero 

explains that communication processes are political, or rather, linked to politics, because it 

is through these processes that hegemony gets constructed.221 Technology that facilitates 

communication, whether it is television, the radio, or later, the internet, is a structural 

dimension of culture that not only transmits meaning but inscribes it along the way. This 

can be done through the way the media outlet in question chooses to describe a certain 

group of people or a certain event, which stories it highlights, and the way it tells a story. 

A pertinent and commonplace example is how historically the mainstream media in Brazil, 

when reporting about the periphery in São Paulo, not only mostly broadcasts stories about 

crime and violence,222 which in and of itself is worthy of critique and denouncement, but 

that these stories are often told from the perspective of how the residents incited violence. 

Thus the image of the periphery as one that is full of actual or potential criminals is not 

	
219 See, Tara Milbrandt. “The Right to Look: A Counterhistory of Visuality.” Surveillance & Society, 9.4 
(2012). 
220 Mirzoeff. The Right to Look, 1. 
221 See, Jesús B. Martín. Communication, Culture and Hegemony: from the Media to Mediations (SAGE 
Publications, 1993).  
See also, Adriana Bonin. “Inter-relations among cultures, technicity and citizenship in the work of Jesús 
Martín-Barbero.” Matrizes, 13. 2 (2019). 
222 See, Helton Levy. “Online Self-Representation in Brazil's Favelas: Personalising the Periphery.” First 
Monday, 23.8 (2018). 
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simply the product of the number of media stories that discuss violence or crime in these 

areas, but also from the myopic, prejudiced way in which the media chooses to tell these 

stories. This “criminal” identity of the peripheral resident is then one that is narrated and 

communicated not from the periphery but one imposed and transmitted by the mainstream 

media.  

 

This is perhaps why many poets of LPM see the mainstream media as a sort of foe 

that has contributed in some way to their marginalization. Poet Eduardo Godoy makes this 

claim quite explicitly in his poem “Meus Inimigos,”223 published in an anthology from 

Sarau da Brasa in 2011, where in the first five lines the poet condemns the outdated and 

prejudiced practices of Brazil’s largest media network, Rede Globo. He claims, “Sou 

inimigo da Rede Globo / Empresa racista e machista / Que em 30 anos de existência, / Teve 

que virar o século XX era XXI / Pra ver uma mulher negra protagonista.” Godoy’s targeting 

of Rede Globo here suggests that he thinks that the national television network should 

represent a more diverse set of Brazilians, not just the white elite. His anger then is both 

due to the fact that Rede Globo is racist and chauvinist, and his belief that the network has 

some responsibility to address these prejudices. As the poem unfolds, it becomes clear that 

Godoy targets Rede Globo in particular, not because it is exceptionally or uniquely 

prejudiced, but because it holds a dominant position in society. Rede Globo is one of the 

authorities of visuality that renders invisible the viewpoint of the subaltern. The poet 

challenges this by attempting to make visible to a wide audience that which is kept hidden 

by Rede Globo. 

	
223 See Eduardo Godoy. Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume III (Coletivo Cultural Poesia na Brasa, 2011): 
50. 
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The network, Godoy claims at the end of the poem, is “Transformando milhões de 

telespectadores / Com novelas, futebol e carnaval, / Em eleitores alienados e manipulados 

/ prontos para deixar tudo como está / exército de idiotas, que são cúmplices desses filhos 

da puta/ Por isso tenho tantos inimigos.” Similar to the way Fofão linked the consumption 

of television to feelings of alienation in his poem “Quem é você”224 cited in Chapter I, for 

Godoy, the network is the source that determines what its many viewers (millions!) will 

consume, normalize, and tolerate. Thus, subscribing to the network is in some way akin to 

condoning and adopting their racism and chauvinism. The poet expands his list of 

“enemies” to include the viewers of Rede Globo because from Godoy’s standpoint, the 

power lies with these consumers, and the implication is that they must be idiots (“exército 

de idiotas”) to not know that. If they stopped subscribing to the cultural agenda of the 

network, or the network altogether, Rede Globo would not have so much power.  

 

What Godoy is really speaking to here is the power dynamics inherent in media. 

This is especially the case for Brazil, whose mediascape was dominated almost entirely by 

Rede Globo for decades. The foundation of Rede Globo’s dominance was set in the 1970s 

when the owner of the network, Roberto Marinho, formed an alliance with the military 

dictatorship that saw him utilize the regime’s national telecommunications infrastructure 

to create Brazil’s first national television network.225 Because of this alliance, and the 

national reach of the network, Rede Globo quickly achieved almost complete control over 

the media market in the country. By the 1980s the network was said to have captured 75% 

	
224 Ferreira, Antologia Poesia na Brasa Volume IV, 97. 
225 See, Jeffrey Needle. Emergent Brazil (University Press of Florida, 2015): 68-89. 
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of the national audience,226 and by 2017 it was reported to have grown into five self-owned 

and 118 affiliated channels covering over 98% of Brazilian municipalities, reaching the 

vast majority of the population.227 In addition to its television network, the significance of 

which cannot be overlooked in a country where, in 1980 over 25% of the population over 

the age of 15 was considered to be illiterate, 228  Rede Globo owns radio channels, 

newspapers, magazines, and production companies. Beyond their newscast, Jornal 

Nacional, which has arguably been the most influential national news program in the 

country’s history, the network also produces many of Brazil’s most popular telenovelas. 

Rede Globo then is a media company that derives much of its communicative-symbolic 

and economic and political power from the sheer number of people who consume it for 

both their news and entertainment programs.  

 

Though today there are several large networks, and, as I will get to in a moment, 

digital technology has meant greater media fragmentation, perhaps what is most 

concerning and important to understand about the power of the media in Brazil is its links 

to the political elite. In addition to using the military regime’s telecommunications 

network, one of the reasons Marinho was so successful in his establishment of Rede Globo 

was largely because of deals made between political oligarchs and the network, many of 

which occurred under the presidency of José Sarney (1985-90). In his study on the media 

and governability in Brazil, Philip Kitzberger notes that “Sarney distributed 1,028 media 

	
226 See, Philip Kitzberger. “Media Wars and the New Left: Governability and Media Democratisation in 
Argentina and Brazil.” Journal of Latin American Studies, 48.3 (2016). 
227 See, “Rede Globo.” Media Ownership Monitor Brazil, 2017. https://brazil.mom-
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228 See, Ana Carolina Braga, and Francisco José Carvalho Mazzeu. “O Analfabetismo No Brasil: Lições Da 
História.” Política e Gestão Educacional, 21.1 (2017). 
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broadcasting licences as a way to obtain support, especially on the eve of the 1988 

constituent assembly, at which time 91 legislators obtained licenses,”229  a feature the 

scholar refers to as “coronelismo eletrônico.” What this did was concentrate ideas, images, 

information, and culture within political agendas, and see that all those in positions of 

power help one another stay in power. Thus, rather than the media in this context acting 

from some sort of ideological basis as a check on governments, they act towards the 

preservation of the hegemonic status quo to a large extent.  

 

Returning to Godoy’s poem for a moment, the poet critiques this structure, actually 

naming Sarney and other politicians affiliated with Rede Globo throughout the middle of 

the poem. Immediately after he references the black female protagonist in the opening 

lines, Godoy asserts:  

 
Quem apoia a TV Globo é o PMDB 
Partido da Mutreta e da Demagogia do Brasil 
Jader Barbalho, José Sarney, Fernando Collor, Romeu Tuma 
Nasceram, roubaram dinheiro nosso e até depois que morrem, 
Deixam os filhos na política 
Que não são condenados nem julgados 
Ficam impunes, tendo como herança de família 
Retransmissoras locais da Rede Globo 
 
 

Media dominance takes on another dimension here, for it is not just through viewers that 

Rede Globo maintains their power, but also through the agreements made between media 

and political elites. And thus, in some ways, for Godoy being critical of the media is also 

being critical of the politicians and political parties that make this media monopoly 

	
229 Kitzberger. “Media Wars and the New Left,” 466. 
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possible. As mentioned, he names José Sarney, the former president from 1985-90 who 

handed out broadcasting licenses in exchange for votes. He also cites Jader Barbalho, a 

senator from the state of Pará who owns the Globo-affiliated Diário do Pará newspaper, 

and former president of PDMB who has been involved in numerous corruption scandals at 

the state and federal level since the 1990s; Fernando Collor, former president of Brazil 

from 1990-92 who won the presidency with the support of Rede Globo reporting, and who 

resigned before impeachment trials were brought against him by the senate for corruption 

charges; and Romeu Tuma, former head of the Federal Police under the military 

dictatorship from 1977-82 largely protected by Globo for its lack of reporting on crimes 

committed by the force. Through these references, Godoy suggests that not only is the 

communication system in Brazil unequal, but that it is a system structured on the back of 

corruption.  

 

According to Mirzoeff, authority is derived by the ability to interpret and convey 

messages. The domain of authority in the modern world is, and has been, those who control 

the messages and images that circulate in society, and thus act as interpreters of meaning. 

In the case of Brazil, the domain of authority, at least since the second half of the 20th 

century (if not earlier) to the present, has been the mainstream media, mainly Rede Globo, 

and the government who, as I have showed, often work together to control the information, 

images, and messages that proliferate throughout society. The government grants provided 

to some of the collectives with LPM do not address this. Grants such as VAI and Fomento 

à Cultura provide artists and participants of the movement with a form of visibility but this 

is largely confined to their own networks. The grants do not operate at the scale required 
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to unsettle this authority of visuality dominated by mainstream media and corrupt 

politicians. The internet then becomes increasingly important for participants of LPM 

because of the way it makes possible the dissemination and multiplication of user-

controlled messages and images across time and space on a large scale. 

 

The Right to Look: Digital Disruptions and Fragmented Possibilities  

In particular, the use of social networking sites such as Facebook, Youtube, and 

blogs, by participants of LPM demonstrates a challenge to the authority of visuality, a 

practice Mirzoeff calls countervisuality, or a right to look. This right to look “claims 

autonomy from [this] authority, refuses to be segregated, and spontaneously invents new 

forms”230 of communicating, and interfaces with the right to be seen. By publishing their 

work and voicing their opinions online, poets and activists from LPM claim their right to 

look, and in doing so, circumvent the dominance the mainstream media has on 

representation and visibility and “resituate the terms on which reality is to be 

understood,”231 reality in this context referring to the conditions of existence, or “that-

which-must-be-made-sense-of.” 232  Countervisuality then is about renegotiating these 

conditions and refusing authority’s claim on existence. By asserting their right to look and 

to be seen vis-a-vis their use of the internet, participants of LPM are asserting their right to 

exist. Social networking sites work to abet this claim to exist through the way they have 

permitted artists and activists of LPM to publicize and project information about their 

events, movement, and identity without the approval of networks like Rede Globo and 
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without the financial support from government grants. In this context, the internet and use 

of social media sites, especially through the use of cell phones, has reconfigured the scale 

of individualized action and provided small groups and collectives with an amplified 

presence online, and brought into view alternative ways of imaging and modes of being 

under such authority.  

 

In many ways this online connectivity demonstrates what Bruno Carvalho calls an 

“epistemological revolution,” a term he uses to describe the rapidly changing media 

landscape formerly dominated by televised and printed press which is now losing 

significant ground to social media.233 The power of social media is in the ability of users 

to upload information directly and communicate easily with one another. And while this 

has had profound emancipatory effects on how marginalized members of society can and 

do organize socially, politically, and culturally, this fragmented information landscape also 

has the potential to be weaponized by people who want to preserve the status quo. This 

was seen most clearly in the fake news scheme that proliferated on WhatsApp before the 

2018 Brazilian presidential election. According to Patricia Campos Mello, the reporter who 

exposed the story, prominent business leaders supporting Bolsonaro had paid digital 

marketing firms a total of R$12 million to spread ads on the social messaging app attacking 

Bolsonaro’s opponents. Though fake news is not a new feature of democracy, what this 

example shows is that social media has become the new contested terrain on which political 

subjectivities are formed (and informed) at unprecedented rates and on a large scale. The 
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significance of this digital terrain is even greater when we consider how social media has 

become so commonplace in our daily lives.   

  
 In her work on social media and technology, scholar Stefania Milan explains “by 

becoming a ubiquitous presence in our portable, always-on personal devices, the ‘material’ 

powered by, and enshrined in social media, has multiplied the opportunities for 

experiencing the collective dimension of social action beyond sporadic events.”234  It is not 

just that we are connecting to other people via social media individually, but that this 

technology helps us feel a part of a series of connections and thus enables us to be a part 

of a community or collective virtually. According to Milan, the utilization of social media 

has been crucial for movements like LPM because it allows people to feel like they are a 

part of a larger cohesive movement, whether they are in attendance of the events or not. 

Social media in this context facilitates the construction and mobilization of broad virtual 

networks organized around and between the saraus and slams, and circumvents the need 

for any external media. As a result, social media has not only become the primary mediator 

in societal communication, but also a central (and perhaps determining) factor in how our 

political and social imaginaries are formed.  

 

One collective that has been particularly good at establishing an online presence is 

Slam da Guilhermina. In general, the slams who use social media are more prominent 

online than the saraus who do and this, I infer, is largely due to generational differences 

amongst the two types of events and the central roles social media plays in young peoples’ 
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lives. Slam da Guilhermina has an active Facebook page, Twitter account, and Youtube 

channel, and each of these platforms serves a slightly different function for the group. The 

Facebook page, which has over 45,000 “likes” and 70,000 followers, provides information 

about the group’s background and organizers, the slam meeting locations, and has a live 

status feed where the group posts clips from past slams and posters about upcoming events. 

Beyond this, one distinct feature of the Facebook page is that it allows people to “check-

in,” which enables any Facebook user to say they are currently at the event and link their 

profile to that of the group. The purpose of this feature is to allow users to find friends of 

theirs who might be at the same event, but because “checking in” is archived, from Slam 

de Guilhermina’s Facebook page it is possible to see every person who ever checked in at 

any of their events, even if they have already passed. Without straying too far into the 

technical aspects of social media, it should be noted that the more likes or check-ins a page 

has, the more likely Facebook will recommend the group’s page to friends of friends who 

have liked the page or checked in. In this way, pages with more “hits” so to speak, are 

publicized more widely.  

 

Beyond Facebook, Slam da Guilhermina has a prominent Youtube channel with 

over 36,300 subscribers and, as of March 2020, 318 videos featuring individual 

performances from the slams, and some “video poems” made by popular poets associated 

with the group. The views on the videos range from about 200 up to 372,000, while the 

channel reports an overall ~1.5 million views. The group’s Twitter page, conversely, shows 

short clips of the organizers’ meetings, discussing how they are planning their events, 

concise updates or reminders, and retweets of assorted political content, such as 
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denouncing police violence or commenting on the national Secretary of Culture’s video 

from January 2020 that went viral due to its links to Nazism. 235  What Slam da 

Guilhermina’s social media shows is how the group has utilized different platforms for 

different aims in the construction of the group’s identity. Facebook provides the Slam with 

increased publicity through the way it allows people to link themselves to the Slam and 

then share this information widely, while Youtube blurs the boundary between virtual and 

real presence and enters the performances into the archive of visual and material culture. 

Twitter then gives the group the opportunity to be fully transparent not only in what they 

believe but in how they are putting these beliefs into practice as they organize their events.  

 

Returning again to Jésus Martín-Barbero, it becomes evident how social media 

makes it possible for Slam da Guilhermina and its participants “to be socially narrated in 

their complexities and contradictions.” 236  They do this by crossing various social 

dimensions, which in essence expands the public sphere through the way it expands the 

voices that are in it. By utilizing social media, fragment – revise of the Slam and others 

throughout LPM are able to articulate how they want to be represented on a national or 

even global level from a local position. The social recognition of people from the periphery 

then not only changes but is also expanded beyond those directly involved with the slams 

and saraus. Scale here is of particular importance because social media, through the way it 

can be shared and disseminated in real time across space, has provided the Slam with an 

audience vis-a-vis its digital viewership that is exponentially greater in size than what 

	
235 See, Mathieus Letião. “Secretário de Cultura sabia que frases eram de Goebbels, dizem assessores.” 
Globo Política. January 17, 2020. https://g1.globo.com/politica/blog/matheus-
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would be possible otherwise. It is not just the ideas that transverse here, but particularly 

with the case of the Slam’s videos on Youtube, the experience of being at the slam, of 

witnessing an ephemeral performance, is made possible for those who are not in 

attendance. Feelings then of belonging, participation, camaraderie, and/or connectedness 

are thus expanded through digital engagement and a virtual network of not only participants 

but also allies and supporters of the events and movement is constructed.  

 

This idea of digital connectivity engages with the ubiquitous saying heard at many 

of the saraus, “estar presente,” explained in the last chapter. On the one hand, the 

experience, and indeed importance, of being present is somewhat dislodged through the 

ability for viewers to see performances online. This fuels the concern, especially with the 

slams and their links to a form of poetry that calls on identity politics, that digital 

engagement, promotion, or support of these events does not necessarily translate into actual 

critical engagement. Or rather, the concern about how social media can provide a visual 

façade of involvement for the sake of cultural capital, bringing to mind the image of 

someone who likes, shares, or attends an event online but continues to act, live, or think in 

a way that is in direct opposition with the movement. Screens in this sense provide the 

saraus and the slams with a wider audience but cannot guarantee the depth of their 

engagement. On the other hand, the live-streaming of events and in particular, the 

publication of poetry and literature online enables people to tune in to the movement even 

if they are unable to be physically present for the events. As a digital social sphere, though 

exchanges might be one sided, the amount of views a poet or group’s video receives on 

Youtube, for example, still has the potential to incite positive feelings associated with 
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recognition. In addition, the symbolic meaning of appearing as a cultural movement on the 

socio-political stage of São Paulo is amplified due to the way the events and poems can be 

shared. Being present then, and its importance for and in the movement, does not 

necessarily require physical and material presence, but rather conscious engagement with 

the movement’s activities online.   

 

 Another way to understand presence in this context, whether digitally or 

physically, is to think about this term in relation to the right to exist. What is at stake for 

marginalized residents of the periphery is the potential for them to be rendered invisible, 

to be ignored, and to be forgotten in history, their existence erased. Being present activates 

subjectivity and refuses this erasure.  It makes visible the lives and culture of people from 

the periphery and transforms LPM into a movement that provides its participants with 

alternative ways of asserting their existence in and to the world, and this is as importance 

in the physical world as it is in the digital. 

 

Conclusion 

Culture has its uses. For the municipal government of São Paulo, providing 

disenfranchised cultural groups and collectives with grants such as VAI and Fomento à 

Cultura, enables the government to work towards their goals of social inclusion and to say 

that they are doing something to reduce social inequalities. Receipt of these grants, in turn, 

enables some artists and collectives within LPM to continue organizing their events and 

produce books. Culture as an expedient has its value for both sides. However, there are 

limits to what culture can do. It cannot change deep-seated prejudices and attitudes that 
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shape everyday encounters, nor can it prevent residents of the periphery from being 

disproportionately targeted by violent police tactics. One of the reasons for this is because 

these government grants do not take power away from the hegemonic actors in society that 

shape political and social imaginaries. The grants are limited to providing money and do 

not address questions of recognition beyond the award of the grant itself. In Brazil, the 

battle for equal recognition has historically been dominated by the mainstream media, or 

what Mirzoeff calls an authority of visuality. But this is changing thanks in large part to 

the use of social media and cell phones. In utilizing these digital technologies, participants 

and organizers of LPM are able to not only circumvent the mainstream media and control 

how or in what ways they want to represent themselves, but they are also able to assert and 

affirm their right to exist across space and time on an unprecedented scale.  

 

***  
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Conclusion: A Movement in Motion 

 

 This research arose out of my interest in people, community, and literature. In the 

case of Literatura Periférica, the production of literature, or more specifically poetry, is 

simultaneously a creative outlet, a reason to gather, a means to communicate, and a political 

act. The urbanization of São Paulo and the migration of black and brown migrants from 

the Northeast not only contributed to the city’s center-rich-versus-periphery poor socio-

geographic layout, but also to São Paulo’s rich and diverse cultural and intellectual history. 

LPM dialogues with this history as it calls on testimony and depictions of social reality to 

advance change and foster dialogue. The movement not only supports current writers in 

their quest for raising awareness about their Afro ancestry and/or their family heritage from 

the Northeast, but it also brings forward past histories, such as Carolina Maria de Jesus’s 

and Marielle Franco’s, and refuses to let these women’s contributions to culture, to the 

periphery, and to society, be forgotten or occluded. In doing so, and in establishing the 

saraus as regularly held community events, LPM offers to marginalized residents of the 

periphery spaces of refuge, of sharing, of learning, and of being in-community. As a 

movement that values inclusiveness and an open-ended definition of what it means to 

participate or to belong, LPM also leaves room for the creation of other spaces, such as the 

poetry slams, where a younger demographic of poets from the periphery can challenge the 

status quo and express their anger and frustration openly. Though government grants have 

been a crucial source of material resources for many poets in the movement, these grants 

do not provide solutions or really respond to the decades of marginalization and state-

sponsored violence that many in the periphery have faced their entire lives. It is for this 
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reason that building community across time, space, and territory becomes even more 

important for residents of these marginalized communities.  

 

While writing this dissertation, many other themes and lines of study arose that, while 

not part of this work, would be interesting avenues for further exploration. One particular 

line of inquiry that I would like to explore is how LPM interfaces with the notion of 

Afrocentricity, as promoted by Molefi Kete Asante in his work Afrocentricity: The Theory 

of Social Change (1980). 237  In his work, Asante argues that Africans (and Afro-

descendents) have been marginalized in relation to Europeans (and European history), and 

the African Studies scholar calls for an Afrocentrism that centers the African subject in 

relation to African history. Thinking about LPM through this lens, and perhaps 

investigating poetry produced by marginalized residents of other Brazilian cities, such as 

Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, or Belo Horizonte, would provide fertile ground for a discussion on 

racialized epistemologies and complicate the conversation around essentialism. Further, I 

believe an exploration of Afrocentrism through LPM would bring the conversation in line 

with several Quilombo spaces of cultural production within São Paulo, principally 

Comunidade Cultural Quilhombaque238 located in zona norte of the city, and Aparelha 

Luiza, a cultural center referred to as a “quilombo urbano,”239 in the center of São Paulo. 

While the inclusion of this conversation was outside the scope of my present dissertation, 

it is no doubt a ripe topic of scholarship for future endeavors.  

	
237 See, Molefi Kete Asante. Afrocentricity: The Theory of Social Change (Africa World Press, 1988). See 
also, Molefi Kete Asante. An Afrocentric Manifesto: toward an African Renaissance (Polity, 2007). 
238 https://www.facebook.com/quilombaque/ 
239 See, Beatriz Sanz. “Aparelha Luiza, o quilombo urbano de São Paulo.” El País. November 3, 2017. 
https://brasil.elpais.com/brasil/2017/11/01/cultura/1509557481_659286.html 
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